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MILITARY IPETROLE-UM PIPILINL SYSTEMS

I. SUMMARY

1. Summary. Since first employed early in World War I1, pipelines have served
a vital role in the bulk distribution of fuel during every subsequent conflict involving
U.,S. combat forces. Pipelines have proven to be the most efficient means for over-

land transportation of large quantities of liquid hydrocarbon fuels. The present Army
capability to install9 operate. and maintain petroleum pipelines is examined herein in
light of current vomnmer.:ial pipeline technology and projections of fuel consumption
for combat units in the event of future hostilities,

The objectiv. of this Investigation Is to provide a measure of effectiveness for
and to determine the technical feasibility of alternative pipeline systems operating as
subsystems in a large logistical system for distribution of fuels in a theater of opera.
tions during wartime conditions. Desired improvements in the Military pipeline opera-
tional capability include:

a. More rapid construction (up to 30 kilometers per day).
b. Greater system reliability.
c. Reduced personnel requirements,
d. Lower life cycle costs,.
e. Minimizing potential for fuel losses.

A broad array of pipe materials, pipe joining techniques, pumping equip-
ment, ancillary pipeline components, and system designs have been evaluated, The
findings reveal that substantive improvements in the operational effectiveness of Milli-
tary pipelines can be achieved using aluminum pipe and self-latching mechanical
couplings in lieu of the existing Military Standard grooved-end steel pipe joined by
split-ring mechanical couplings and gaskets, This substitution will achieve the primary
goal of increased construction rate with a reduction in manpower requirements. InI
addition, the change in pipe material and construction methodology will result in
improved pipeline operational and maintenance characteristics,

The use of high-speed, medium-duty diesel engines at all pump stations is
essential to minimizing total life cycle costs for pipeline systems, As fuel costs have
continued to rise, the high efficiency of diesel engines has become the overriding
factor in their favor,

Two or more pump units, operating in series, are needed at each booster
pump station to realize the maximum pipeline system mission reliability at the lowest



overall cost. ILquiipnllnt down timc has a strong illficttlICC on mission reliability. Thus,

to rCduILce logistical support rcquirCmlets and cliinmate excc.siv ad ministnrutive down

timle waiting for repair parts, all ipipClin,,' I)illlF. p should sshare Lengines with other high-

tdensity ithLlllS I Ce(JulipIlln .

Ixcept for special applications, flexible hoselines are neither efficient nor
cost effective for transporting large quantities of fuel. Hosellnes should be considered
as u viable nicans for bulk distribution or fuels only if flexibility, high mobility, rapid

deployment and recovery, and frequent relocation are essential mission requirements.

Development of an improved petroleum pipeline system should be
accompanied by Improvements In tanker mooring and discharge systems and bulk
fuel storage facllities. The tactical commander's needs can be satisfied only if a com.
plete bulk fuel distribution system extends from tankers moored offshore to the fuel
tanks of the tactical vehicles.

If. INTRODUCTION

2. Subject. This report contains the results of the system definition activities
conducted by MERADCOM during the evaluation of alternative techniques for con-
struction of military petroleum pipelines as subsystems of bulk petroleum fuels distri-
bution systems in theaters-of-operation.

An Army reorganization of the echelons above division was approved by the
Army Chief of Staff. The new doctrine eliminated the field army and, consequently,
the field army support command from the organizational structure. Inherent in this
reorganization were changes in responsibilities and changes in territorial organization
which may affect bulk petroleum doctrine, organizations, equipment, and management
procedures.

The "Special Analysis of Wheeled Vehicles (WHEELS)" study and a follow-
on study, "Recommended Vehicle Adjustment Number 9 (REVA-9) (Expanded)"
recommended reductions in the number of vehicles, Including bulk petroleum vehicles,
organic to the armored, infantry, and mechanized (AIM) divisions and nondivision
units. The WHEELS study and REVA-9 (Expanded) study covered vehicle require-
ments by TOE organization but did not address doctrine, organizations, materiel
requirements, and management procedures for effective bulk petroleum supply and
distribution In the theater-of-operations.

In the event of any military conflict within the foreseeable future Involving
a significant commitment of combat forces in conventional warfare, immense quantl.
ties of liquid hydrocarbon fuels will be required to support combat operations, The

2
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theater army is normally assigned tile responsibility to provide and operate the theater
petroleum distribution system in support of' all U.S. forces anti other authorized con-
sunicrs operating in a tlieater-of-operations. This includes inland waterway and intra-
harbor movement of bulk fuel supplies. As a result of the increased consumption of
fuels, the dumand for transporting fuels has outgrown the capability of existing bulk
fuel distribution systems.

The Adjutant General, Department of the Army, by a letter directive dated
6 January 1975, directed the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
(USATRADOC) to conduct a study to determine the adequacy of current doctrine,
organizations, equipment, and management procedures to provide petroleum storage
and distribution within theaters-of-operation and, where appropriate, to recommend
necessary changes In doctrine, organization, equipment, and management procedures.
By Indorsement to thle DA letter directive, Headquarters, TRADOC designated the U.S.
Army Logistic Center (USALOGC), Fort Lee, Virginia as the activity to perform the
study. The responsibility was further delegated to the U.S. Army Quartermaster
School, Fort Lee, Virginia. The results of that study are contained In the U.S. Army
Quartermaster School Final Report, "Bulk Petroleum Fuels in a Theater of Opera-

tions," June 1977 (Volume 1, Executive Summary and Main Report, and Volume !I,
Appendixes). The results of this investigation of alternative pipeline concepts and con-
struction techniques are Intended to supplement the findings of the Quartermaster
School study,,

3. Background, Liquid hydrocarbon fuels were Initially used by hillltary forces
in small quantities, These limited quantities of fuel were shipped and stored in 5-gallon
cans and 55-gallon drums employing the same logistical support procedures used for
distribution of other pack•ged products,

The advent of mechanized military forces substantially increased the quanti-
ties of fuels consumled in a thleuator-of1-operation, Distribution and storagle of fuels as

packaged products in sufficient quantities to meet the increasing demand placed an
undue burden on the logistical system. Use of tank trucks and railroad tank cars pro-
vided some relief in the nutmber of cans and drums that had to be handled. The rapid
advances In the mechanization of our Armed Forces, however, resulted in tile con-
suniption of liquid hydrocarbon fuels in quantities which exceeded reasonable expec-
tation for distribution of fuels as packaged products using the then existing logistical
supply systems. As a result, pipelines were first used by the military for bulk fuels
distribution soon after the United States entered World War II.

Prior to the entry of the United States Into World War II, the Shell Oil
Company submitted to the War Department a proposal for a lightweight grooved-end
steel pipe and bolted-coupling pipeline system that was easily assembled by hand.

I 3
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This proposal received litle attention because of' a general disinterest In military
petroleum pipelines and satisfaction with existing methods of fuel distribution. It was
not until 1942 that the War D)epartment established a policy for use of pipelines for
distribution of gasoline in support o1" combat operations. The pipeline concepts and
construction techniques adopted during World War II were essentially those proposed
by Shell Oil Company and are still in effect today.

Documentation of events surrounding the use of coupled pipelines during
World War I1, the Korean War, and the Vietnam Conflict Indicates a wide range of
problems. Despite these probiems, the evidence shows pipelines to be an effective
mode for overland transportation of large quantities of liquid fuels,

Although the use of plastic, composite, and aluminum pipelines by Industry
has Increased significantly In recent years, welded steel pipelines still dominate the
commercial pipeline Industry, The quality of a welded steel pipeline is determined by
the quality of the welds, Pipeline welding Is a difficult and rigorous task where perfec-
tion Is required to produce a reliable pipeline. Civilian pipeline welders are usually men
of exceptional skill who have achieved a high degree of proficiency through training
and extensive exprience. They maintain their high-level proficiency through continu-
ous field practice. Lacking continuing requirements for construction or welded steel
pipelines, it Is impossible for the Army to develop and maintain an adequate crew or
qualified welders. Even if anl adequate number of qualified welders were available.
the maxhiMum possible rate of construction using manual pipeline welding techniques
would be too slow to support the tactical operations of today's highly mobile military
forces.

In 1957, the Army Initiated action on a development prograin for an auto-
matic pipeline girth welding machine. A laboratory model of a high-frequency,
induction-pressure welding machine developed under this program achieved limited
success, On 4 January 1960. however, the Office, Chief of Engineers directed that
work on the automatic girth welder be terminated on the basis that studies revealed no
requirement for welded pipelines for overland transportation of fuels. A subsequent
study conducted by the Combat Development Group of the Engineer School, at the
direction of the Chief of Engineers, recommended accelerated development of ail auto-
mnatic pipeline welder for high-pressure ipipeline of 8- and 12-inch diameters.

In late 1961, an experimental mobile pipe mill developed by Industry was
used to construct 30 miles of 8-inch product pipeline, This mill fabricuted high-pressure.
longitudinally welded steel pipe. The pip,' was produced in long lengths as the self-
propelled, sell-contalned mill moved along the pi3peline right-of-way, Army observers
were impressed with the potential construction enpability of' the mobile pipe nill con-
cept. After projected construction capabilities were compared, the mobile pipe mill

4
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was considered to have greater military potential than the automnatic girth welder, As
a reesill, all work on the automatic girth welder was terminated and a development pro-
gran '1or a mobil, pipe mill was initialed On 17 August 1 902.

An extensive investigation of the mobile pipe mill was conducted while

monitoring of' the operation of the prototype mobile pipe mill developed by Industry
continued. An Engineering Feasibility Study revealed major problems with production
rate, operability, reliability, maintainability, maneuverability, transportability, and
safety, The ability to produce good longitudinal welds was considered critical to the
success of a mobile pipe mill, A detailed welding study recommended the addition or
a weld-normalizing process. The additional power and equipment required for
normalizing would Increase the 'size and complexity of the mill making It improbable
that the desired performance could be achieved. On this basis, MERADCOM recom-
mended termination of the mobile pipe mill development task and was directed to
initiate a study program to determine the most advantageous military POL pipeline I
construction technique,

Following termination of the mobile pipe mill development program,

MERADCOM begaun investigating alternative methods and materials for pipeline con- I
struction. From this Investigation, field fabrication of comlposite pipe emerged as a
concept meriting further examination, A feasibility study conducted for MERADCOM
by the Materials i nglneering Division, Feltman Research Laboratory, Pleatinny Arsenal I
concluded field fabrication of composite pipe could be accomplished by wrapping
multiple plies of resin-impregnated fiberglass, woven cloth tape and curing the resin
with high-Intensity ultraviolet light. Subsequent research in this area has Indicated that
improved resin cure, mechanisnis and a mandrel for a continuous wrapping process
must be developed before field fabrication of' composite pipe can be considered a
viable approach for military pipeline construction. A critical factor In demonstrating
the military suitability of field-fabricated composite pipe, or any other method of pipe-
line construction, is the ability to achieve an acceptable rate of construction.

During this same time period, the Combat Operations Research Group
(C'ORG) of Technical Operations, Inc. was conducting a study for the US, Army
Combut Developmeit Command Engineer Agency to identify bulk petroleum distri-
bution systems that would be effective in all levels of warfare, The CORG study,
Bulk Petroleum Facilities and Systems (BPFS), involved an extensive analysis of a large
number of candidate pipe materials, joining methods, pumpilng units, storage tanks,
and mooring equipment, resulting in a recommended Army bulk petroleum system for

5.



the¢ 19175 Ii1ttl tran1. ' l]owcver, nut1rel dt, vck)pl 'ient requireiient do,-iJnltlits
aulthoIhri,iig deVlflhlI'I1 rt recOlilillolnldcdI nIw ittclis wcre llevcr aIproved.

Ihi i'., tHV,,iliOu inCltdCs reassessing itiany or the pipellne cOilpnonents and
systenm concepts evaluuted by ('ORG. Data fron the IPFS study are utilized herein
to the extent possible. New developments In technology are Incorporated where uppll-
cable. The rapid rise or costs since 1967-1969 when the IPFS study was conducted
has required substantial updating or the cost data. In addition, Ihis analysis is based on
different operational scenarios reflecting current projections of future millltary fuel
req uiremients.

4. Statement of Problem. The objective of this investigation is to provide a
measure of effectiveness and determine the technical feasibility of alternative pipeline
systems as a subsystem of a logistical system for overland transportation of bulk liquid
hydrocarbon fuels by military troops In a theater-of-operations under wartime con-
ditions. The results of this study are intended to identify a pipeline systems concept
that. to the extent possible, will:

a. Maximize the system reliability where system reliability I1. defined as
the probability that a quantity of fuel equal to the minimum dully consumption cull be
transferred from a port of entry to the bulk distribution breakdown point.

I K. Stanley La Valve at &l; Bulk Petrolveum PadUteS Mild A Oiteins (BPFSJ - 1970.1983, Phae I: 1 1970. 97.9, Main
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illstoricwl end Doctrwlnl Reilew, Combat Operations Researchr Girup, 'lbhnical Operations, Inc.; Alexandria,
Virgilnia; November 1969,

3 R. aean George el o1; Bulk Prtraleu,,•t elltlels and S.ystepti (BPFS) - 1970.1983, Phase I- 1970,1983, Annex
8, Purt 1: Aftllrta' Av'qulqulert Sure'y. ('umbat Operatlons Reseagrch Group, Technicul Operations, Inc,.;
Alexandria, Virginia; Novemnber 1969.

4 R. Dean (eorge vi al; Bulk Petroleum aPIbcllltes and ,ystems (BPFS) - 1970.1983, Antnex B P•rt II, hidustky
Equipmncut Survelv. Combat Operation. Research Group, Technlcal Operations, Inc.: Alexandria, Virginia;
November 1969,
IRay A. Anderson; Bulk Petroleu c Militles and Svstems (BPFSJ - 1970.1983, Phase b 11070.1975. Apirex C, "
Pfpwllne Shinulutl Model, Conmbat Operations Rueiarch Grouqp, Technical Olplalions, Inc,;Ah.xandria, VirltnIl;
Novvinijer 1969.

6 Ray A. Andursen el Wt; Bulk Petroleum Farlilths and S v$einx (BP}S) - 19 70.198.5, Phase P 19 70.19•73, Annex

A'. Oust Efevrlveness Analysis. Combat Operations Rescarch (]roup, Technical Opurations, Inc,: Alexandria,
Virginia; Nuvernber 1969.

' Gordon 0. Page and Richard A. Tarkor; Bulk Petroleumn iavilities end Systems (BPF$S) - 1970.1983, Phase 1:
1970.1973, Annex P, Engineer ORatlftltion and hquipment. Combat Operations Research Group, Techtnical
Opmrations, Inc.; Alexandria. Virginia; November 1969,
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Ix Maximi'i Ihe rlltc ra t OIlot ru' I !0f to provide thl capability to advance'
the pipchead as rapidly as possihllu, at rah•s up to 30 kilometcers ( 18,0 miles) per day.

c. Minimize the number of personnel, skill levels, and training required for
pipeline construction, operation, and maintenance of military petrolcum, pipelines.

d. Minimize the total life cycle vost for a complete pipeline system.

e. Minimize the potential for fuel losses due to natural disasters, hostile
action, pilferage, c6n taminaution, and administrative handling errors,

Ill. INVESTIGATION

5, Methodology. This section describes the procedures, assumptions, con-
straInts, and scenarios established as a basis for comparison of candidate pipeline cont-
ponents and synthesized systems. The first step in the analysis proc;ess, illustrated in
Figure I, is evaluation of' the major components included in an integrated pipeline sys-
tern, These components analyses provide the basis for selection of components during
the synthesis of pipeline systems for systems evaluation, The results of the reliability
and technological risk assessments are considered in evaluating the cost and operational
effectiveness of the candidate systems.

a. Assumptions. For the purpose of this Investigation, the following
assumptions are applicable unless otherwise stated herein.

(I) All performance characteristics shall be based on standard atmo-
sphere conditions,

(2) All pipelines shall be used to handle multiple products using con.
ventional batching procedures. The product mix shall consist of 20 percent motor
gasoline, 30 percent diesel fuel, and 50 percent jet fuel (JP-4). All flow characteristics
shall be based on the heaviest fuel which is diesel having a specific gravity (SP GR)
of 0,8448. 10

(3) Each candidate pump station will include a manifold of the same
basic design used in the Army Facilities Components System (AFCS). Changes to the
standard manifold designs will be made to adapt the pressure rating of the manifold
to the requirements of each particular pump station concept.

1 Mllitray Petroleum Pipeline Syttem, Department or thu Army Tlolinicul Manual, TM 5-343; February 1969i
p. 6.2.
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Figure I, Schematic diagram of analysis procedure,

b. Constraints, Unless otherwise stated herein, the f'ollowing constraints

tire appiic'able throughout this lnvestigution:

(D) Construction, operation, and miainterantce of all pipeline candi-

dates must be possible under environmental conditions specified in AR 70.38 for cll-
mautic categories I through 7.

(2) The nominal diameter of all candidate pipelines shall be 4, 6, or

8 inches, Use of multiple parallel lines to obtain the required throughput capability is

permissible.



LI

equipml1n1t required for pipeline construc•'ion andlor main tenianCe slhall be air-

tran.s•ortablh. by C- 1 0 Lircrail't.

c. Scenarios. Two hypothetical ni:;sions are defined in the following
paragraphs to provide a common basis for comparison of candidate components and
alternative systems. These scenarios arc general in nature reflecting various operational
requirements that could occur in numerous locations throughout the world, No
attempt has been made to develop mission profiles representative of specific threats,

1I) Scenario I - Ninety-day conflict, U.S. troops are deployed by air
into a foreign objective area 100 miles inland from an available port of entry. Deploy-
ment of additional personnel and equipment into the same area continues until day +40,

The initial elements deployed arrive with sufficient supplies, in-
eluding fuel, to sustain operations for 3 days. Beyond day +3, all fuel is brought
forward by airlift and/or 5,000-gallon tank trucks from an existing commercial marine
terminal at the port -ofentry 100 miles away until a pipeline can be Installed.

To expedite installation. the pipeline Is laid along the most direct
route possible utili.zing road ditches, railroad right-of-ways. stream beds, etc., through
areas where grading would otherwise be required, The resulting pipeline profile is
defined In Table I and Figure 2. This pipeline profile is intended to reflect the major
changes in elevation which impact on pipeline system design, No attempt has been
made to include minor undUlations in elevation which have little effect on pipeline
design or performnance,

Table I. PipEcline Profile for Scenario I

Distance from Marine Terminal Flevation Above* Marine Terminal
ml . (feet)

0 0
10 100
20 400
30 800
40 1300
50 2000
60 3000
70 1500
80 500
90 400

. 100 __400

* Prog iW14 astkine d lo hovea CoI t'L)n t ti,•t , clrg between qcyvations ,hown,

9
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Figure 2. Pipeline profile for Scenario 1.

Thle pipeline runs through neutral territory. Sabotage by guerrilla
actioni unci pilferage are constant problems,

TheL daily fuel consumption in thle objective area increases at a
relatively steady rate fromi day +1 to day +40, The daily NuO requirements are con-II stant from clay +40 through day +90, The available commercial marine terminal at thle
port atf entry hus adequate' mooring facilities and storage capacity to assure a constant
supply or fuel to the pipeline. Actuail daily fuel requirements are shown in Table 2
and rlgure 3.

A political settlement is reached 90 days ufter the Initial deploy-
mient of' troops und a cease-fire goes Into effect, All U.S forces are withdrawn: how-
ever, thle pipeline is left in place to be maintained by Indigenous forces pending the
p~otential outbreak o1' further hostilities.

(2) Scenario 11 - Established Theater-of-Operations. Forces are
operating in an establishied theater-of-operations. The primary port-of-entry f ,or fuel
lias been destroyed by enemy action creating a neced to construct a pipelinQ to supply
fuel from an ulternate port-of-entry 100 miles from an Intermediate sotorage terininul,

All pipeLs, putmps, and ancillary items required for installation of
the pipeline are available from resources stockpiled in-country, Tile new pipeline route
is4 over gentle rolling terrain which Can be cleared adeqjuately for pipeline construction
by not more than two passes with a bulidozor, The change in elevation is aissumled to
inermda t cu ston radien trminal. 0 et0fe e ie rmtepr-fetyt h
bnermda t co sta o radi ent iing 0 et( fe e ie fo h otofctyt h

10
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"I'amie 2. l)aiil, VlimI ('o,•sumption Scenario I

ay Dai.ly (C'unsumptiun .... 'Cumulative Total
G;allons/Duy, Barrels/Day'(ares

I thru 3 0 0 0
4 4,200 100 100
5 4,200 100 200
6 192,990 4,595 4,795

7 thru 9 226,170 5,385 20,950
10 298,200 7,100 28,050
II 313,320 7,460 35,510
12 435,750 10,375 45,885
13 435,750 10,375 56,260

14 thru 19 477,330 11,365 124,450
20 thru 24 605,220 14,410 196,500
25 thri 29 708,330 16,865 280,825
30 786.450 18,725 299,550

31 thru 33 869.820 20.710 361,680
34 942,060 22,430 384,110
35 934,710 22,255 406,365

36 thru 38 1,070,370 25,485 482,820
319 thru 54 1,128,540 26,870 916,740
55 thru End 1,160,040 27,620 2,183,260

The alternative pipeline systems are designed to deliver an average
of 35,000 barrels of fuel dully when opurating 23 hours per day,

The pipeline will be used to support military operations for a
period of 3 years,

6, Pipeline Operation, A military bulk petroleum fuels distribution system in a
theater-of'operations consists of an array of equipment and facilities. When U.S. forces
are first deployed into an objective area. the distribution system will be very simple
and will grow as the camp•aign develops. Figurc 4 Illustrates, In schematic form, the
type of facilities which might be found in a theater of operations which has developed
sufficiently to provide stability in rear areas, The complexity of the distribution
system and the amount of eqVuipment Involved will vary with the size of tile combat
force being supported,

A ship-to-shore facility is required to transfer fuel from tankers moored off-
shore to the onshore facilities. In protected waters, the ship-to-shore facility may be a
ppelicne laid out unto a jetty where the tanker Is berthed alongside. In unprotected

II
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Figure 3. Dully fuel consuaiptlon - Scenaio 1.

waters, the ship must be moored some distance off the beach using a multileg or single- .
point mooring facility. In such cases, the fuel must be transferred ashore through a
floating hoseline, a submarine hoseline, or a bottom.laid pipeline, Pumps aboard the
tanker provide tile pressure to push the fuel to the shoreline. Although this study does
not directly address the technicul aspects of construction, operation, and maintenance
of ship-to-shorc facilities, much of the information relating to pipe and pipe-joining

techniques may be applicable to offshore systems. It must be recognized, however, the
criteria for selecting the best technical approach for offshore pipelines are significantly
different from that fur onshore pipelines, The need for offshore facilities is discussed
In Appendix A to this report.

The fuel Is delivered from the ship-to.shorv facility to a marine terminal
storage facility or base terminal. The ship-to-shore pipeline will be connected to the
marine terminal munlfold, All storage tanks within the marine terminal will be inter-
connected to this manifold by pipelines so that fuel may be transferred from the I

tanker directly to any of the storage tanks. This switching manifold also provides the
capability to transfer fuel between tanks within the marine terminal and to deliver fuelto pipelines extending inland, Flood and transfer pumps are installed in the switching
manifold for thifs purpose.I12 i 12
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" HOU'll OIIUtf( fut cl re(ltiiI'tl to stI!)port op~It)~IIiolls WjjittIl LP Ltotuhtr ot oh~r'actors. 11112 rCqutizl'ot %tOj';gvL capacity tttity he haiw is-ing C.\Isliulg12uninVIcta stoi'age facili ties, bolteil or WeldV(d ste.el tanks. collapsible self-supportingf'abric tanks, or hasty storagQ reservoirs. For tile purpose of this study it is Qssumelýdthat adequate storage call hbe provided. This, study does consider thle pipe required forthe switching manifold and for nlterconncctlng thle tanks.

Pu)is transferred inland froin a marine terminal by pipeline to Intermediate'or pipechead storaige terminals. Functionally, these storage f'acilities are essentially thle1' saml? as marine terminals. Intermeiaf~te terminals are generally located where branchpipelines leave thu main title and where fuel must be distributed to users, The pipe-head storage terminal is located at the end of the pipeline. A pipehead terminal willbecome art Intermediutv terminal if' the pipeline is extendud. In all cases, tile storagecapacity at a pipecline terminal is a function of combat support requirements,

Typica-lly, muilitary pipelines have been classified according to uISC a1 threegenerali typecs: assault, tactical, and logistical.

An assault system is installed rapidly to provide fuel to advancing combatforces during fast moving assault operations. Used ats an expedient mcanls to satisfyrapidly changing situations, assault systems are temporary facilities, The llostelinc Out-
fi,4icFN33-9.i~ ossigo 300fe f4ic olp~l oebooster 

putmp, and ancillary Items including valves, fittings, a repair kit, a packing kit,
etc., is thle only systemi thle Army has standardized for this purpose.

A tactical pipeline system, may be temporary or semilpermanenit and isemnplaced rapidly to maintain the Ipip head as close as possible to advancing forces.In general, a tactical system requires more effort and time to emplace than an assaultsyStUIm but provides tile capability to handle larger quantities of fuel. Employing cur-rent Army doctrine, mechanically coupled lightweight steel tubing would be used fortactical pipelines,
Logistical systems are more p~ermanent pipelines designed to transfer largequantities of fuels Withinl stabilized areas. At present, a logistical system would be awelded steel pipeline installed by a civilian pipeline construction companty'

This study reviews a wide variety of pip'e materials and consttuction tech-niques seeking improved means for statisfying the Army's needs for assault, tactical, andlogistical systems, Hoselhies and pipelines of various diametors and punips of varyingcapacities are considered lIn rclatioti to the range of fuel quantities that may berequired.
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a. Classes of Pumps, IPumping units are critical elements in all fuel distri-
bution systems providing the power to move t he futel through the pipelines, to trans-
Ifer fuel betwun tanks, and for dispensing fuels. A bulk distribution system of the
type illustrated in Figure 4 will include a variety of' pumping requirements depending
on nmany factors. For the purpose of this study, all pumping units are considered to
fall within two general classes: flood-and-transfer pumps and booster pumps,

(I) Flood.and-Transfer Pumps, Included in this class of pumps are
those pumping units frequently referred to as flood pumps, transfer pumps, feeder
pumps, or supply pumps., Flood-and-transfer pumps are normally Installed In storage
terminal switching manifolds where they serve a variety of funwctions. In general, they
are used to transfer fuel into, within, and out of storage terminals. In support of a
pipeline operation, a flood-and-transfer pump draws fuel from storage tanks and
delivers the fuel to the first pipeline booster pumping station providing the required
manifold suction pressure. Typically, flood-and-transfer pumps are high-capacity,
low-head pumnps designed to operate without a positive pressure at the pump Inlet
(suction). In addition, flood-and-transfer pumps are normally self-priming after initial
charging of the case with liquid.

(2) Booster Pumps, Booster pumps, sometimes referred to as main-
line or trunkline pumps, provide the pressure to maintain flow through the pipeline.
When more than one booster pump is located aLt a booster pumping station, the pumps
are usually located adjacent to each other in a manifold which may connect the pump
suction and discharge lines in parallel or series. Booster pumps are high-capacity, high.
head pumps and normally require a positive pressure at the pump Inlet (suction),

b. Method of Operation. The type and amount of equipment required at
U Pumping station varies depending onl the method of operation. There are three basic

methods of pipeline operation: tight-line, flout-tankage, and regulation tankage.

(1) Tightline Operation. The fuel distribution system illustrated in
Figure 4 depicts tightllne pipeline operations between the marine tr-rminal and the
Intermediate storage terminal and between the intermediate storage terminal and the
pipehead storage terminal, At each booster pumping station, the receiving pipeline is
connected directly to the inlet of the booster station manifold as shown in Figure 5,
This is the most complex nimthod of pipeline operation because it requires exact co-
ordination of all pumprng units along the pipeline between storage terminals.

(2) Floal-Tankage Operation, Using the float-tankage method of pipe-
line operation each pumping station draws fuel directly from storage tanks located at
the pnumping station site, At the next pumping station the fuel iz discharged from the
incoming pipeline directly into storage tanks. The float tankage method of operation.
illustruted in Figure 0. allows each pipeline segment to operate independently. The

15
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Fligure$, Tigihtline pipeline operation.

Figure 6, Float-tanksge pipeline operation

only requirement for coordination between pumping stations is for the receiving sta-

tion to monitor the incoming flow to insure that the fuel being received is directed into
the proper storage tanks.

(3) Regulation Tankage Operation. A pipeline operated using the
regulation tankage nthod shares some common characteristics with both the tight-
line and float-tankage methods of operation, As in a tight-line operation, the pipeline
coming into a regulation tankage pumping station is connected dir'ectly to the inlet or
the pumping station manifold, However, as illustrated in Figure 7, an open line from
the incoming pip.line is also connected to a storage tank as in a float-tankage opera-
tion. Using the regulation tankage method of operation, all pumping stations are
operated simultaneously at or near the same flow rate. The storage tank at each
booster pumping station allows a slight variation in flow rates between adjacent
pumpI) ng stations. It also allows brief periods of interruption of operation of any pipe.
line segment without affecting the operation of the other pumping stations. Since the
storage capacity of' the regulation tankage at each pumping station normally would
be small, the average flow rate of each pumping station between two major storage
terminals must he approximately the same over any extended period of operation.
Otherwise, one pumping station will require all plumping stations to adjust their
IpUnmphig rate or shutdown,

I (
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Figure 7. Regulation tankage pipeline operation.

Certain advantages and disadvantages are inherent to each method of
pipeline operution. However, the influence each of the general characteristics has on
the suitability of a method of operation for a particular application is tempered by
n1.nierous factors, The National Security Industrial Association (NSIA) trade-off
techniqlICe Is used to compare the suitability or' the three methods for military pipeline
operations. (A detailed description of the application of the NSIA trade-off technique
is contained In Appendix B), The factors considered in this evaluation are shown in
Tables 3, 4, and 5 with the relative weighting and rating vulues assigned for each factor.

S'rable 3. Evaluutiun of Tiuihtline Methud of i" pelne Operatlio

Ptuirnelrm ('ontlderutlonM Relative g aqle Rating -Adjusted Values

Wel~ilitn . Undasirable, Desir, able Uind irable Deiable

Elquipmienit Ruc'ulred ILumlp Units 3 +70 +210
Storage Tiankm 3 +70 +210

:InItallatilO Manpower 3 +90 +270
Skill Levels 4 +70 +28()E'quipment 2 +30 +1I00

1,i111C .4 +100 +500SOperation Manpo)wer 3 +1o + 210
Skill Lecvel 4 -70) -280)

""'hru.hjl 3 -50 -Mi ~Unpat'lly
2tI1111n11l11,l h1A 4 +70 + 2 0oI- Fu l L .osses 1 + 10 + 1I (1

1 40 -30' " ( •,C11 Ill i v ai l Lio 1 -5 0 -.A 0

i M II|'Iuflne u eiv M111ll11 rtw r 4 +. 1{ +30)Shilell LCYvClN .+ +10 ÷l101:4W1ll1llCenl 2 +20 +2•0
"Tol'•l%) 78 -610( + 2130}

Net Valhi,. "- 2 130l)- 6• 11) 1 ! 2o

Averape Net Vljluv 1521)/4X +31.7
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fable 4, I.*v:luiliou oI" lfhat-l mikuyv MNlthod I"l'Pilelin (,)prutloh

Puramelmr0 ('1in id verat it) 1n S li t Ilv. . l kia ¢i allnp, Adjusted Valtiv t'

."Liplvtililn tinltl siftabl I)4,jruhlc I I1cdeslrahb . lk~tI lt l

I iltillIlilIt l4vtqu ictl, I'ul ,lj !hil s . 3) 0-90
Sturaqwu inks 3 -30 -90

Iiatullatlun Manpuwof 3 .30 .90
Skill Levthls 4 -30 .- 20
lEqulpmen , 2 -10 -20
"ile 7 5 -70 -130

Operatlion Manpower. 3 -50 -ISU
Skill Level 4 +70 +280
r ,p +100 +500
Capacity

(ComngMlinlg 4 -70 .280
Iuol Losses 1 .I0 -10
Salety 1 +50 +S0
Cllmunkcut|lna 1 +70 +70

Maintenance Manpower 4 .30 -120
Skill Levels 3 -10 -30
Equipment 2 -I0 ..20

Net Value w 900 - 1370 a 470

"Average Not Valh, m -470/48 - -9.8

'l'able S. Evaluation ol HRgulalton 'Funkale Method o0 l'liellne Operation
lParanhiteor Cmnilderatlona Relative li 41 atn. AdRuated Values

Weighting Undotituablo Desirable Undesirable Desituble

Equipment Required Pump Units 3 +10 +30
5 uruage Tanks 3 +10 +30

Instullatlun Manpower 3 +10 431
Skill Levels 4 -30 -121)
l.qulpmunt 2 -10 -20

! 'Time'+ +30 +100-

Operatlin NManpuwer 3 -30 -90
Skill Levels 4 +20 +00
iT'hrougphllput 5 +50 +250i Captivity

C(omimnli1ng 4 -50 -200
I- u el L ooss , I .r0 .10
Sal'ty I +50 +50
('tln ci l u necl1tiolo•i I -30 -30

Maintenance Manpower 4 -10 -40
Shell Levls 3 -1) -30
I:qulpntenl 2 +10

Totals 48 -540 +620

Net Value a +6211 .540 - + 80
Average Net Value +80/48 +1.7
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Equi Lmii Il (requLiremIenlts at C liv fi rst pip~eliIL hooster Pu mpllinlg Stat iol is
'ir-tLialiy [lt: samei for ;III methods iii' pipeline oper.Iti(n. A f'lood-and-transter ptimip is

reiqtUi Rd tO dUd I'LIw 1'10el tIron Scih traie triiiinal and deiiver tilt hO ul toIhe booster
pumping station manifold at the required suction Irmmure. The booster pumlping
station Must Include 11 SuifficiVnt number or booster pumps to develop the required
pum ping station d isohurgo pressure

In at float-tankage pipeline operation every booster pumnping station is
essentially a small intermediate storage terminal, Thus, every booster stution requires
virtually thle same amiount of equipmenwft as is requilredl at an Intermediate storage
terminal vxtcept the total storage capacity may be less. InI sonie applications, It Is
possible that the storage capacity available at booster pumping stations may permnit

sonic reduction in the storage capacity required at marine, intermnediate, and pipechead
storage terminals. liowuver, sitice storagetanuiks, switchiing ma~nifolds, flood-Und-tran~sfr I
pumps, and booster pumps111 are required at eve~ry booster pumping station, the float-
tankage method of pipieline opuration requires the greatest amount of equipment.
Thus, from an i equipment standpoint. the float-tankage method of operation Is the

least desirable approach.

By contrast, thle tight-tine method of pipeline operation is the most
desirable approach becuse It requires the least amount of equipment. Since each
booster pumping station manifold receives fuel from thle Incoming pipeline at the

required suction pressure, at tight-line booster pumping station consists of the number
of booster pumips necessary to develop the required pumping station discharge pressure
pluts the interconnecting nmanifold. Requiring no storage tanks at the booster stations.,
the total storage capacity in a tight-line pipeline Is that required at marine, intermedi-
atc, und pipehetid storage terminials. Flood -and-t rans fer pumps are requilred only at the
storage terminals, In some cases It may be desirable to have standby pumps at eachA
booster station to Improve tile system reliability, Evan In this event, thle total equip-
ment will be less than for either of the two other methods of operation,

InI a regulation tankage pipoline operation, thle amount of equip.I)
ment required Is a function of' the desired flexibility of operation. If very limi1tedI
storage capacity is4 provided ait each booster pumnping station, the amount of equipment
required is minimized at the expense of operational flexibility. Increasing the storage
capacity at each booster puLmping Station provides greater flexibility of operation.
When n11ILnimur storage Is used at each booster pumping station, the tloat-tunkago
method of operation is not appreciably different from a tight-line operation. At the
other extreme, 11' the storage capacity at each booster pumping station InI a regulation
tankage pipeline operation Is large, the equipment requirements and operationalI flexibility approaches that of a float-tankage operation. Because thlt system can be
tailored to the requiirements of the individuial Situation, the advantages of the repula-
tion tanlkage method of operation are considered to marginally Outweigh the
disadvantages,
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For mil iitary applicat ions~ wherc rapid rates of' const ruction are required,
th I figh III-I in lie h tIIod ol rp)ipcIl ine o I)erition is I IighIIly desi rable beca use t Iic reqLi red con-
Structdion effort is miiiiimii/ed. HIr0-ILe. MCltight-hueifltliLCO)d of' operation requiires
liitiec. ii, any, Couilshirtion e-quipmenti for inistallation,.Oin thev samle basis, installation oh'

fit 'at-tunkage pipeline system will require the greatest umouni or construction effort
and support equipment since Installation of' any significant amount of storage facilities
requires it sublstanitiail construction effort. 11' self-contained pump-enigine units are used,
thle ~l)iiips require low skill lc-veis for Installation. ('ollapsibli: solf'-supporting tanks can
be installed by relatively untrained personnel. Any other type of storage has theI

undesiruble, feature that sonic special skills and training are rMquired to produe a satis-
factory fuel container.

Oin the, basis or installation factors, the tight-line method of operation

Is highly desirable because punip stations can be Installed quickly, Again, tile float-I
tankage mothod of operation is the least desirable approach because ol the time required
for installing storage tanks.

Manpower reqluiremenits ar: (lhe greatest for it Ilot-tankuige operation

since operation of eachi pump station requires the operation of a tank farmi. Since thisI
ap'proachi allows thle greatest flexibility in operation, the skill levels required are not as
stringent. Only a few people are required to operate a pipeline using the tight-line
method. However, because every p~imp station must operate in exact coordination
with all other pump stations, operating personnel must be well trained In pipeline

operating procedures. A disadvantage of the tight-linec method of' operation Is thatI
each Item of' equipuient must have high reliability to insure an acceptable system avail.
ability if thle required throughpuit approaches the design delivery capacity of thle
system. The must obvious method of reducing reliability requirements for Individual
items of equipment is to use regulation or float tankage., Another alternative Is to
increase the maximum throughput capacity or thle system, so that the total demand canl
be delivered with the system operating at less than optimum performance and allowing
more system downtime. Component and system reliability Is examined more fully Iin
subsequent sections of this report.

When l~ttchIng IS LUsed to deliver several products through a single
pipleline, comminingling of thle fuels at the Interfaces between batches always occurs,
Tito tight-line mnethod or operation minimizes the commingling problem since, for each
batch, only one Interface must be cat out along the entire length of the pipieline.
When float-tankage is used at new interface is Introduced to the pipeline at each
pumping station and must be cut out when thle fuel is received into tankage at thle next
pumping station, Thus, the float-tankage method of operation results in substantially
more commingling than in a tight-line operation. Also, each pumping station must
have separate tankage for each type of fuel being handled,
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When the regulation-tunkage method of operation is used only one
interface per batch is required between storage terminals, Variations in flow rates
between adjacent pipeline sugments will result in fuel being discharged into or drawn
from the taukage at each booster pumping station, Thus, cach pumping station Imubt
have separate storage for each type of fuel handled, When an interface passes through
a booster pumping station, the vrlving in the tankage manifold must be switched to
direct the flow into a tank containing the same type of fuel as that passing through the
pipeline. At best, this method of operation will result in more commingling than a
tight-line operation.

The tight-line method of pipeline operation minimizes vaporization
losses since the fuel is maintained under a positive pressure at all times when in the
pipeline. The float-tankage method of pipeline operation creates losses due to the con-
stant breathing of tanks as the fuel is pumped In and out of the tanks at each pumping
station. The loss of fuel is small when regulation tankage is used since only a small
part of the Fuel enters the tankage at each pump station.

In a tight-line pipeline operation, all pumping units along the pipeline
are effectively in series. Thus, the pressure in the pipeline at any point Is equal to the
sum of the pressure rise across each pump unit upstream less all fluid friction losses
occurring Upstream from the point in question. If the downstream end of the pipeline
is blocked by closing a valve or other means of stopping flow, the fluid friction losses
are zero resulting in the pressure in the pipeline being equal to the summation of thle
pressure rise across all upstream pump units. If a line blockage were to occur while all
pump units are operating, the pressure in the downstream end of the pipeline would
exceed the burst pressure of the pipeline unless adequate overpressure controls are
Included In the system, To avoid this problem, each pump unit must be equipped with
an automatic pressure control to shut down each pump unit In the event the discharge
pressure exceeds a prodeturmined level. In addition, pressure relief, valvs should be
included In the pipeline to relieve any excess pressure In the event the punmp units

S~fulled to Shutr down should an overpressure condition occur,

In the flout-tankage method of Operation, the pipeline Is open to the
atmosphere (through u tank)where the pilpeline enters each pumpiing station. There-
fore. the nmaximumn pressure to which the pipeline may be subjected, neglecting water-
hammer and other transient conditions, is the maximum discharge pressure one
pumping station can develop plus any additional pressure resulting from variations in
elevation, With the exception of cases where extreme changes in elevation occur, there
is little chance of' overpressure conditions occurring In a float-tunkage pipeline.
Problems ussoclated with downhill pressure regulation are examined In subsequent see-
tions of this report,
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to atun atthe entrance to cacti booster station. Under norniall operating conditions
file~ ~ n regulation tankage pipelinelkeh f o perta tionte pipeline, isul normll bsujctop

e*xcessive pressures. I lowever, if' all the lines to regulation tankage arc closed, the sys-
tem becomes a tight-l1ine operation. Because of this possibility, tilc regulation tankage
pipeline requires overpressure protection similar to that of a tight-line pipeline.

There mu~st be communication between pump stations irrespective of
the method of operation, In a tight-line or regulation tankage operation, tile entire
system Is controlled by a dispatcher who must be in constant contact with all pump
stations. In the float-tankage method of operation cachi pump station must be able to
communicate with the operator at the next station. In addition, a dispatcher must
coordinate the amount and type or fuel to be pumnped through the line, H-owever, the
total communications requirements are less critical than for tight-line or regulation

Most commercial pipelines are tight-line operations. The high reliabil-
ity of commercial pipeline equipment and use of automation allowing control of Lil
entire pipeline system from a central location has virtually eliminated thle major dis.
advantages of the tight-line method of operation. 'flie high cost of installation, opera-

f tion, and maintenance of the additional storage tanks required for either a regulation
or float-tunkage method or operation cannot be justified for commercial applications.

The nature of military pipeline operations and thle, necessity to use
equipment having lower Inherent reliabilities than commercial pipeline equipment tend
to Increase the atittractilve ness of float- or regulation-tankage operation. H~owever. any
advantages In operational effectiveness offered by the float- or regulation-tanikage
methods of operation are offset by the lesser amounts of' construction thime and conl-
struction, operation, and maintenance personnel and equipment reqJuired for a tight.
line pip~eline, Tihis is demionstrated by tile average net values computed in Tables 3. 4,
and 5.

From Table 3, thle average net value for thle tight-line mnethod of pipu-
linle operation is +3 1.7, Using the NSIA basic rating scale, this positive value equates
to a desirable rating. Front Table 5, the regulation tankage method of' operation has a
small, +1.7, but positive average net value, This small absolute averuge net value indi-
cates the advantages, and the disadvaintages negato each other.

L,~Thle average net value of' -9.8 computed in Table 4 corresponds to at
slightly undesirable rating on the NSIA basic rating scale. This rating Is undesirable
only when compared to the other two ulternatives considered. This rating should not
he construed to indicate the float-tankage method ot' operation is unacceptable tfor
military pipelines.



The tight-line method or pipeline operation is the method of operation
used throughout the remainder of' this study. This approach is taken recognizing con-
version of a tight-line operaticIii to a float- or regulation tankage operation is possible
by simply adding storage tanks and flood-and-transfer pumps at each booster pumping
station.

7. Pump Stations, The pump stations are literally the heart of a pipeline
system, Design of an integrated pipeline system requires careful matching of pump
station performance to pipeline flow characteristics, In the selection of the pump sta-
tion design best suited for military jipeline application, it is necessary to evaluate the
alternative types of pumps and prime movers available and to determine the optimum
number of pump units per station.

a. Types of Pumps. Pump types are determined by the method used for
converting mechanical energy (power) to hydraulic energy (flow and pressure). The
broadest division Is on the basis of displacement, either positive or variable (non-
positive) displacement. Each revolution of a positive displacement pump displaces a
fixed quantity of liquid. The amount of liquid displaced by each revolution of a
variable displacement pump Is a function of numerous operating parameters,

Types of positive displacement pumps include:

D)iaphragm or bellows,
Gear (internal and external).
Peristaltic.
Lobed.
Piston (radial, axial, and eccentric).
Plunger (radial, axial, and eccentric).
Screw.
Swash-platc.

Vane (guided, sliding, and swinging),

Only piston- und plunger-type positive displacement I)umls have seen
any significant application iln tile pipeline Industry. The principal advatntage of piston
and plunger putnps is their inlierent high inechanical efficiency, The principal dis-
advantages of these pUml)S are: they are expensive, heavy, and bulky. and they deliver
a pulsating flow, Most other types of positive displacement pumps are not well suited
to pipeline uipplications because of limitations on available flow rates and discharge
pressure.

To attain their high eFficlencies, positive displacement pUmpl1sn must be
designed with close internal working clearances. As a result, any solid contaminants in
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the liquid being pumped produces high wear rates and often1 caLIusS prell•attirc p uniip
I'ailur ue. For this reasonl, positiVe displaICClll'nt pUmips are not considered suitahle for
military pi peline serviLc.

Traditionally, military pipelinc pumps have been variable-displacement-

type centrifugul designs. In its pure form. a centrifugal pump is an impeller composed
of a number of curved vanes radiating off u hub enclosed by a circular pumping
chamber. As the liquid enters the center or eye of the impeller, it is swept up by the
leading edge of the vanes, The centrifugal force created by the liquid being forced to
rotate with the impeller slings the liquid to the outside of the impeller. At the outside
diameter of the impeller, the pump case gathers the liquid and directs it toward the
pump outlet converting the additional velocity imparted to the liquid by the impeller
to hydraulic energy or pressure. Since fow through centrifugal pumps is from the
center of the impeller outward from the axis of rotation, they are ofteh referred to as
radial-flow pumps,

By locating a propeller or fun-shaped impeller In a fluid passage, energy
can be imparted to the fluid by rotation of the impeller. In.this case the direction of
flow Is parallel to the axis of rotation. Hence, this type of pump is referred to as an
axial-flow pump, Although the pumping action is not a result or centriLfugilal force,
axial-flow pumps are included in the broad classification of centrifugal pumps. This is
a convenient grouping since the pumping action and performance characteristics are
somewhat similar to a true centrifugal pump.

Combining some of the design principles of radial-flow and axial-flow
pumnps produces a pump which generates the pumping action partly by centrifugal
force and partly by propeller action. Pumps of this type, known as mixed-flow pumps,
can develop higher discharge pressures than straight propeller-type pumps and handle
larger volumes marc efficiently than true centrifugal pumps,

The term "centrifugal pump" as used herein, unless otherwise specified,
includes radial-flow, mixed-flow, and axial-flow pumps. The pump design theory used
to determine the propeller/impeller vane shape which will produce the required
performance characteristics is well established and documented in detail in the techni-
cal literature. Thus, this investigation addresses the performance characteristics of
centrifugal pumps only to the extent necessary for cost and operational effectiveness
analysis,

As noted earlier, the desired performance characteristics for u pump
operating under normal conditions are used to determine the physical design features
of a centrifugal pump Intended for a specific application, If actual operating condi-
tions are different from the design parameters, a centrifugal pump adjusts its per-
formance to match the existing conditions. Similarly, the performance characteristics
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of' a cuntrifIugal pornip can lie a tuewd by chtanging the pumpil roti! lonal Speed. AS d iS-
kmLsscd ill subse(Illent Sections of' this report, these two charac~teristics inake cen trifugal
puni ps ext remncly well stiil ed I'r mi litary pet rlcunu pipehline systuils.

The BPFS study conducted by CORG for the U.S. Army CombatI
Developments C'ommand includes a detulled analysis of the suitability of ce.ntrifugal
puimps for military pipecline service. This study'" concluded:

Hevause of tho many udvruntuges ol the cetitrirugal Impeller pumip such as light weight,
small size, ubilitltyo p~umlp tarticecui@~ftuninal~ed fuel, and low cost, It Is recoiuneondud
t'or Pi peline pum11pings applicat bis.

This recommendation Is supported by the LIsO of centrifuglVI pump11 111l1`1st1 ecUlusivelyI by Industry for petroleum product pipelines. There have been no significant changes
ill PUMP technology since the iIPFS study wits completed in 1 969, Thus, without

further comparative analysis, centrifugal pumps are accepted in this Investigation as thle
best type o1' pumps f'or minlitary pipelines.

b. Prime Movers, A variety of prime movers suitable for driving pipeline
pumps arv available. The pipeline Industry, dorninuted for many years by the diesel

lurbine-etiginc-driven pumps, The selection of prime movers for commercial petroleum

rek~ird pnil pororiane caraterstis au wlldefined and all available energy
soucescanbeidentified, In contralit, millitary pipeline pumps arc designed to satisfy

A a broad range of general requirements allowing the pumps to hle used in a variety of'
applications. Since pumnp station locations are unknown, the alternative energy sources
must be limited to those fuels that tile military planli to havc available.

(I) Electric Motors. E-loctric-rnotor-d riven pumps have a lower Initial
csresmuller in size, weigh less, have a ihrrlaiiy eur esmitnne

andaremor redil aoptd t auomaedsystems than pumps driven by any other
typ orpriicmover, When a continuous supply of low-cost electricity Is available
fro a elibleelectrical power distribution system, elect ric-mnotor-d riven pumnps are
clealy he estchoice. The low probability of an adequate electric power supply

line being readily available at the desired pumnp station locations, particularly In forelign
* countries, makes electric-mnotor-driven pumips an Impractical consideration for military

application.

R. Dean Goorga of ci, bulk Pht'oleuin Facliltie and Systemsn (BPFS) - 1970-1985, Annex R, Plartl Industry
E~quipment Surve~y; Co.mbat Opeuftiuia Recacrh Ulrinp. Tovlmchluu Opuruitoni, Inc,; Aloxandrill, Virtiniad;
Novembter 1969.
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The alternative to line power is to use engine-generator sets to
F ~gene~rate the clectrical power. This is ani impractical approach bCcause o1f the LiflhlL'CVS-

sary> 1oss oft vfticiciley iii tro()duccd to t1C SYStM1 111d1 the cost of' iloiissential equip-
Mliet. Ifr an engine is ito he the primary source of' power, the cilgine culn drive thle
pumips elimiinating the need for electric motors and generators.

A disuadvuntage of electric-inotor-drIven puimps occurs when It is
desirable to vary pumip operating speeds to mneet changes in operational requirements.
Variable-speed electric mnotor controls are expensive, have lc~w efficiencies, and art-
complicated. An alternative to variable-speed motors is to equip each pumlp station
with several pumips of varying capacities and discharge heads. Manifolding these pumlps
together so they can be operated in variouIS parallel and/or series configurations allows
choosing the combination of pumps that most nearly meets the desired operating
conditions.

A less desirable approach for varying thle discharge conditions for
a f'ixed-sliced electric-miotor-driven pumip station 1s to install a throttlo valve In the
discharge line. This allows Infinitely variable discharge conditions achieved through an

inerficictit sacrifice of discharge pressure. At best, the need for variable control of tile
discharge fromi un electric-powered pumlping station will resuilt In Increased cost and
complexity or operation.

(2) Gasoline Engines. In terms of shicer numbers, the reciprocating
piston, spark-ignition Internal combustion engine Is the prime mnover most widely used
today for mobile or portable equipment applications. More commonly referred to as
gasoline engines, they are. produced by numerous manufacturers in a wide variety of
sizes with power ratings up to 200 brake horsepower (blip). Industrial models of
gasoline engines ure available front a few manufacturers with power ratings uip to 300
bhp 1.

InI the power range below 30 bhip, nearly all enigines inI use today
are spark-ignition, burning gasoline. Many of thes~e small engines arc air cooled for
simplicity and to reduce their weight, size, and cost. Thle relative low initial cost of'
gasoline engines make It extretmely difficult ror other types of engines to be cornpeti-
tive for applications where power requirements are low and the cost of thle fuel conl-
sumled is not an overriding factor Ini thle total life cycle cost,

Gasoline engines are comparatively slimple to operate. Although
regular maintenance Is required to keepi them operating properly, they are relatively
easy to maintain. The recent Introduction of electronic Ignition systems on sonic gaso-
line engines has greatly reduced the required maintenance but adds to tile complexity
of thle ignition system, Eilectronic fuel Injection and super charging can be added to
gasoline engines, but thle gains InI performance do not Justify thle associated increase
tin cost and complexity.
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Gisoline enlgines operate well over a broad rangie of' speeds arid
under viirying load conditions. Thiey opera te most efficient Ily at rated speed and power
Set i ingbill dJo not suffer excessive losses in efficiency at low speeds and uinder partial

0,1ad~s.

Although there Is no definitive Army policy In this matter, theI
trendl today is away from using gasoline engines on new items of military equipment,
The goal is grouter fuO economy and reduction of the rumber of types of fuels used.
Informal guidance furnished by TRADOC Indicates that no future pipeline p)umlps
should be powered by gasoline engines. Onl this basis, gusoline-unginc-driven pumlps are
not considered In this study even though some data are presented for Comparison
purposes,

(3) Diesel Engines. Reciprocating piston, com pression-ign it ion,
internal-combustion engines, better kfiown as diesel engines, are rapidly replacing
gasoline engines for most applications other thtan for very low power service, passenger
cars, and other light vehicles. In thle power range above 30 blip. diesel engines are
competitive with gasolinev engines, particularly for operations requiring long life.

ed iuni-d uty, high- and miediumi-speed industrial engines ranging
fin horsepower output from thle very small engines to In excusi; of 12.00 blip ar avail-
able fromt the major diesel engine manufacturers. fin general, these diesel engines weigh

fromt 1 .5 to 2.5 timels ats muchVI as comparable gasoline engines and maly cost 3 times
as much. Houwever, diesel engines are much.10 more rutgged and reliable than gasoline
enginesý they have thle ability to operate for long period% with little or no maintenance
and require ['ewer overhuuls during a substantially longer service life thun do gasoline
engines.

Standard mnodels of heavy-duty, low-speed diesel engines are availl
able Whit power ratings exceeding 10,000 blip. Special niarine and stationaury versions .
mlay exceed 40,000 blip. Produced byonly fe Imarlnufacturers. thle smaller siz.es of
these engines mlay weigh twice as mnuch as coniparable miedium-duty diesel engines undI the cost may lie several orders of niagnitude higher. lire major advantages of' titL'5L
heaUvy-duty Units inludel their low specif'it fuel consumption and thle ability to operate
Vc1ntililUOUSly for pchuds of' 3 to 5 years livfore requiring overhaul, D~esigned to with-
stand( repeated overhauls, these large engines virtually hauve anl infinite service life.r*

BolieCas of' their Immense siz~e and weight, It is frequently neces-
sary to ship the large heavy-dutly diesel engines to the installation site partially dis- -
assemlbled. Tii1.us. these aIR itare inipractical for use other thian at permanmen t hi stalIa-
Wtios.
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Current production of diesel engines offers a wide choice of'
models and designs for every power requirement throughout tile range from a few
horsepower to tens of thousands of horsepower. The unique feature of diesel engines
is that ,over |heir entire power runge. they have a comiparatively high efficiency. This
high elficiency is a major advantage, since each diesel engine may be operated at any
power setting and at varying speeds with little or no loss of efficiency. No other type
of prime mover can claim this capability. As a result, the diesel engine Is superior
where fuel economy is important, particularly If operating conditions include varying
loads and speeds

Most research and development effort over recent years has beer
devoted to increasing the powcr output from a given displacement, improving fuel
consumption, and Increasing engine reliability and service time between overhauls. The
demand for higher specific power outputs and increased efficiencies have been met by
design changes which have Increased the mechanical and thermal stresses on the engine
structures. However, the availability of improved materials and lubricants has allowed

advances in these areas, accompanied by improvements in engine reliability and longer
periods of operation before overhaul.

Predictions for future. improvements of diesel engines reflect in-

creases or 20 to 25 percent in power output for a given displacement with no signifi-
cant increase in weight or loss in economy, reliability, or service life. Drustic changes
in diesel engine deslý.ns and performance characteristics are not foreseen in the near

r Future. However, breakthroughs may be realized through the use of concepts such as
variable-compression ratios or free-piston engines.

(4) Gas-furbine Engines. The gas-turbine engine gained its first real

success as a prime mover late in World War II as It rapidly took over the aircraft pro-

pulsion1 field. Characteristics of the gas-turbine giving it ready acceptance by the air-
craft industry were a high power-to-weight ratios, good reliability, and low mainte-
nance. These advantages were considered to override the reputation of gas-turbines
for high fuel consumption, particularly at less than fuil-load conditions.

The pipeline industry became the first significant user of gas-
turbine engines outside the vircral't industry when F: Paso Nautral Gas Co. installed
28 gas-turbine-driven compressors on a gas-transmission pipeline early in the 195O's.
Low-cost fuel available from the pipeline, low initiul cost, ease of Installation, reduced
maintenance, and suitability for remote control made the gas-turbine engines com peti-
tlve with other types of prime movers where power re(]uirements were high.

Since thilt time. gus-turbine engines have gained wide acceptance
in gas-transmission pipelines with 02.9 percent of the installed horsepower being gas-
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tu rbine powi'r by 19~71 Gas"-t ransim ission pipelines are an ideal application for gas-
Iturbine vniinmcs because large centhkiugal and axial-flow cumipru.ssors can be drivei.rat
the turbine shaft speed. The high output shaft speed of the gas-turbine must be
reduced substantially to be compatible with liquid pipeline pump rotating speeds.
Despite tile need for gear speed reducers, the gas-turbine has acquired a part of the
liquid pipeline pumip mnarket, although acceptance as a pump drive has been sub-
stanltially slower than tfor driving gas compressors.

The greatest acceptance of the gas-turbine by the pipeline Industry
has been for offshore applications whern the high power-to-weight ratio, low vibration,
high reliability, low maintenance requirements, and suitability for remote operating
techniques Including control, condition-monitoring and fall ure-dctect ion systemls are
important. The rapid rise in fuel costs since 1973 has trade the high fuel consumption
rates for gas-turbines a more significant factor in the total life cycle cost of a unit andI
has tended to reduce tile rate or aceeptanev. However, during this same period a Sub-
stantial increase in the use of gas-turbines for electric-power generation has resulted in

production economies reducing the initial acquisition cost.

The use of turbine engines for electric-power generation began to
grow rapidly following the Northeast blackout in November 1965, By using Standard
gas-turbine mucllanical-drive packages to achieve production cost savings, gas-turbinle

becamec cost competitive with other types of prime movers for generating
eluctrical power during periodis of peak power consumption and to meet temporary
and emnergency power generation requiirenments. As power demands have grown faster
than new fossil fuel and nuclear power plants have boon completed. many gas-turbinle
peaking tinits have becen forced into survile: for longer periods th-in antic~ipated for
normial peaking services. This experience has shown the large gas-turbine engines to bec
cost competitive ill many applications.

Thle gas-turbine engines being marketed today as standard models
include a mixture of heavy-duty units designed specifically for industrial applications
and of' aircraft engines modified for industrial use. Most or these engines have continlu-
ous power ratings in excess of' 1 000 blip, There Lire few commercial models of gas-
turbine engines available with continuous power ratings below 500 billp, and thle selec-
tion Is only slightly better in the power range fromi S00 to 1000 bhp,

The efficiency of' gas-turbine engines drops rapidly when they tire
being operated unlder loads less than 85 percent of the maximum continuous power
ratings. Thus, it behooves the equipment designer to select a gas-turbine engine having
at continuous power rating matched closely to the normal operating load, This is
12 '(ii.~t i~ 111011 nd (iioupremo~r Statlion Construction u~nder No Bu tiplli)d11v I CpL (rtit1liito Auloi zutnh.iI'1% a
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1're(ILie itly prcL~ICLId by th. lack of' standard mod ek in manyi> power ra ngos, The high
c:ost of' engine developietil miakes it impracticai to dcvelop a nlew gals-tiirhuiie cliginic
fbr I speciffic: aj)pich6:tlwi Miuulos a high u IIihiation of' tihe engine culn be f'oreseen. lipth
gasoline aind diesel engines enjoy a decided advantage in this respect because (u) their
efficiency is not reduced sipntiffcantly when operating under partial loud and (b) there
arc numerous standard models available with virtually any continuous power ruting
that may be required,

45) Engine lDerating Factors. The performance of an internal-
combustion engine varies With altitUde and temperature. Eingine munuilacturers typi-
cally provide brake horsepower rating data corrected to SAE test code J-8 16A standard
conditions or 500 feet altitude und 85'V ambient. Sell level and 6001'? ambient Is
another set of conditions f'requently used for rating engines. In either cqsc, the engines
m~ust be derated to account for tile loss in power which results If the engine is operated
at a higher temperature and/or altitude than rating conditions.

The recommended derating f'actors vary between types of engines
as well as between manufacturers of the same type of englnes, The derating fcctors
for gasoline engines and naturally aspirated diesel engines f~ollow the Rolnie general
pattern. The most conservativu procvdures recommended for these engines require
derating 3 pecrcent for each 1,000 feet above sea level and I percent for eachi 10 degrees
a~bove 6iO0F. A f'ew manufacturers indicate that no derating Is required up 5o 001)F feet altitude and 85'V, The most commnoli practice t'or derating 1,asoline engines and
naturally aspirated diesel engines Is to reduce the standard values by 3 percent for cachi
1,000 feet above 500 feet altitude and I percent f'or eachi 10 Jepees above WK0F

Turbocharging a diesel engine overcomes Much Of the effeCct Of
higher altitudes. As a result, the reconimendecl derating factors are less than forAI naltrurlly aspirated engines. A significant number of mianulfactururs do not require
derating at altitudes and temperatures up to 5000 feet and 85' The largest derating
factors idetifritled for turbocharged engines arc 2 percent for euch 1000 feet of altitude

above sea level and I percent for eachi 10 degrees above b00olF

Gas-turbine engines suffer the greatest loss In power output due to
Increased temperatures and higher altitudes. In addition. air filters which produce inlet
losses and exhaust gas silencers causing back pressure add significeantly to tile required
derating factors, Ani altitudc correction factor of 0.75 Is representative of most mlanlu-
facturers recommended derating at 5000 f'eet altitude and WK0F In addition, thle
ratings taken at atmosphecric pressure must be further reduced by approximately 0,5
percent for each Inch of water pressure loss at thle turbine Inlet or back pressure at thle
turbine exhaust, It I:; unlikely that these pressure loscs escn be kept below 6 inchies of'
water representing an additional power reductionl of approximately 3 percent. Thus, a
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-oweicr orre'tion factor of' 0.72 is rvpresenialitV. 0' of 1hC rvquircd der•iting1 for a gas-

I"tIrish., cal•bale of operatii,. at allitudos up to 50O0 f•ct,

c. Performance Characteristics of Centrifugal Pumps. Although a variety
of' Ifctors determine the perfonmance chuarateristics of a centrifugal pumpi, pump per-
tormunce is usually derined by I'our parameters common to all pump designs:

(I) Capacity is the rate of low, usually expressed in gallons per minute,

(2) ,liead or Total Dynamlc Head (TDfI) is the Iota! pressure Increase

produced by the pump, most conveniently cxpi-ssed as the Iheight, in feet, to which
the pump can lift the fluid being pumped.

(3) Specific speed is a diniensiotiless number that describes the Inter-
nal gcometry of the plin11m.

(4) Net positive suction head (NPSIt) is a me0asure of the energy con-
ditions of the fluid is it enters the suction side of the pump, usually expressed In feet
of fluid, absolute,I Variation of the head with capacity at a constant speed is called the
pump characteristics. In addition, the characteristics or a punmp Include the relation,
ship of pump efficiency and the brake horsepower required to drive the pump. Any
change In the flow characteristics of the system In which a centrifugal pump Is oper-
ating will be accompanied by a change in capacity, head, brake horsepower, and
efficiency. When the pump speed is changed, the punmp performance characteristics
change, These phenomena are illustrated in Figure 8 by the performance curves for the
military standard 4-inch, four-itaic pump when operating at 1800 and 2000 rpm,

The variation of head, capacity, and brake horsepower follow definite
affinity laws. These rules are:

(I) The capacity of a pump changes in direct proportion to the speed
of the pump. Doubling the pump speed doubles the capacity,

(2) The head developed by a pump changes directly as the square of
the speed, Doubling the pump speed Increase the head by a factor of four (22.

(3) The brake horsepower required to drive a pump Increases in direct
proportion with the cube of the speed, Doubling the speed Increases the brake horse-
power by a factor of eight (23).
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The pump, performance characteristics under normal operating condl- *
tions (i.e., capacity, head, and impeller rotating speed) are used to determine the basic
physical deisign I'eatures of the pump. As defined previously, specific speed is a dimen-
sionless numher that describes the internal geometry ol'a centrifugal pump. 'the speci-
ric speed value is the some for all centrifugal pumps of the same geometric shape,
regardluss of size. The formula for computing specific speed (N,) is:

N, NQO
T1.17

where:
N - Impeller rotational speed, rpm.
Q flow rate, gpm.
H - pressure developed by the pump, feet of fluid,

The impeller vane shapes for various specific speeds illustrated in
Figure 9 provide the most efficient pump performance. In general, the higher tile
Impeller rotational speed, the smaller the pump can be and still develop the required
discharge pressures. The cost and weighlt of a pump are a direct function of the size,
Therefore, It is desirable to design centrifugal pumps using the highest specific speed
consistent with other system performance requirements,

100 0000 200 3000 5,00 10,000

Fliei T 9. Impeller vane shape versus speci on s tpeed.

The upper lfinit for specific speed is usually a function or net positive
, suci011onhad (NIISI), By defnt'ionhh, NPSII is the pressure at the Inlet of tlhe l111nlp
•, (read in I'eet or liquid and corrected to the pump centerline), nilnus the vapor pressure
•-of' tile liquid at tile pumpnlhg temiperature, plus the velocity [lead of tile liquid at tile

punmp Inlet, Two NPSll vulues, required and available, mus t be considered,

The available NPSI I Is a characteristic of the system in which the pumps
ar, located and Is the difference between the absolute pressure at the pump Inlet and
the vapor pressure of the liquid, Available NIPSH may Include the effects of attno-I
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spheric pressure, static head due to difference in elevations in the suction manifold,
and pressure fromn other pumps located upstream in the pipeline system.1.i

A liquid must be pushed into the impeller of a centrifutgal pump. The
required NPSH is the pressure, in feet of liquid, at the pump inlet required to push the
liquid into the impeller at the required rate of flow. The required NPSH is a function

of pump design and must be determined by testing, Although there is no simplified
method for determining the required NPSH, there are some known relationships. For

a given geometric shape and size, roquired NPSH varies in direct relation with specific
"speed.

Unless the available NPSH exceeds the required NPSH, cavitation will
lit'• occur in the inlet of the pump. When this happens, small vapor bubbles form In the

liquid in the low-pressure area of the pump suction, As the liquid passes through the
pump, the increasing pressure causes these vapor bubbles to collapse, The results are
usually a drop in pump capacity, discharge pressure, and efficiency accompanied by
severe pitting and erosion of the impeller vanes. Therefore, it is imperative tlwV suction
pressure at the Inlet to each pump be equal to or greater than the required NPSH,

LThe most efficient pipeline design Is bused on operating at the highest
pump discharge pressure possible within the safe limits of the pipeline and the lowest
possible pressure at the Inlet to pump stations. "'hu difference between these two pres- I
sures determines the allowable pressure loss between pump stations. Since pressure

loss through a pipeline tit a given flow rate is a function of line length, the maximum
a1 ullowa|ble pressure drop between pump stations provides the maximum spacing
between pumlp stations.

"From the preceeding discussion it becomes evident there is conflict
between pump and pipeline design gouls regarding NPSH, In punmp design, the goal is
to use the highest possible specific speed to minimize pump size, weight, and cost.

Since the requirvd NPSII increaseo with specific speed, the Incentive in pump design is
toward high NPSH values. In contrast, efficient pipeline design demands minimizing
the required NPSH, As a result, a tradeoff of' NPSH requirenients nust be made to
determine the most ef'rective system design.

in the simplest form, a centrifugal pum1llp would be a single impeller
"with the cupability to develop the total pressure rise desired across the pump. Many
single-lImpller pumpls tire Used for low-pressure applications, However, high-pressure
pipeline operational requirements normally exceed the performance cupabillity of
sing•e.Impeller pumps, The desired performance is then achieved by using two or more
impellers operating in series or parallel, This may be acconmplished by Including more
than one inlpiller In thi Same case aS a multistage pump• or by using more than one
pump1111) unllit ata pUmIL1 station, Normally pipeline througlhl)Lt requirements Impose per-
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formiance, iia int lntencc, and reliability requirements that cannot he satistied by a single

pullp-elngine assemllly,

The use of redundant components is an effective means of improving
system reliability. Tihe effticts, the use of multiple-unit pump stations have on tile

rollubillty and maintainability of a complete pipeline system are examined In paragraph

:• I10 of this report,

When two or more pumps of equal rating are operated In parallel, the
combined capacity or the pumps at any discharge pressure is a multiple, equal to the
number of pumps on line, or the capacity oa a single pump operating at the same dis-
charge pressure, Similarly, when two or more pumps of equal rating are operating In
series, the combined discharge pressure at any capacity Is an equal multiple of the dis-
charge pressure of a single pump operating at the same capacity, Figure 10 shows the
head-capacity curves for a single pumnp, two pumps operating In parallel, and two
pumps operating In serles,

"HIAD-CAPACITY, TWO PIMPS IN SERIES I

M* PIPELINE FLO LOSS ,

"HEAD CAPACITY, TWO PUMP IN PARALLEL

HAIAI-CAPAMIY, WH PUMP

H NAWE Of FLOW

Flpure 10. Head.capacity curveN for pumps operating In ,arallel and Series,
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"ro determine whether the inaxiinum flow rate fromt Iw') P LI!PS will be
obtained with the punpws in seris or p•arallel. IIIL1011 pl hUd-Cupa1ity curves and pipe-
line flowv ]osN curve iiList bh pkttd., For , xamp], it' curvve I_ in Ftigure 10 reprcv.n ts
the dynamic flow loss through a pipeline. the maxitnum fIlow rate will be obtained it'
Ihc p)umps arc loprated in parallel at tlh intersection of curve L, with the head-cupacity
curve for two pumps in j'urullel, If the discharge end of the pipeline is elevated to a
height 14 above the pump station, the total dynamic head loss through the pipeline is
represented by curve L2. Under these conditions, the flow rule would be tile same for
both parallel or series pump operation since the [low loss curve intersects the pump
heud-capa•ity curves at their intersection point. lilevating the discharge end of the
"pipeline to a height of 2H above the pump station shifts the total dynamic head loss
through the pipeline up to curve L 3. The highest flow rate would then occur if the
two pumps were operated in series at the intersection of curve L.s and the head.
"capacity curve for two pumps operating in series, Thus, If the normal rate of flow lies
to the left of the Intersection of the parallel and series head-capacity curves, tile
highest flow rate will result if the pumps are In series, If the normal rate of flow lies.
to the right of the intersection of the parallcl and serihs head-cupavity curves, parallel1;: operations will result In the highest rate of flow,

In Figure 9, a shift In operating ionditions from curve L, to L.a would
result in a smaller change in flow rate if the pumps were operating in series rather than
parallel, At the same time, the change in operating pressure would be the greatest if
tthe pumps were In series. Thus, under variable flow conditions, series pump opera.
tion provides the most stable rate of flow, while parallel operation achieves a more
stable operating pressure, From this comparison It Is apparent that the stability of the
rate of flow and operating pressure Is u function of the slope of the pump head-capacity
curve. As a general rule, the most stable and efficient pipeline operation Is achieved
with all booster pumps operating in series.

d. Comparison of Pump-Engine Assemblies, lExisting military pipeline
pump units consist of pumps which are coupled to engines and mounted on rugged
skid-type bases, Mounted on the same skid are all the accessories, Including the radia-

tor, starting system, controls, etc., necessary for each unit to be entirely self-contained.
This provides portable units which are ready for operation is soon as they can be
moved into position and connected into the pipeline pump station manifold, Site
preparation is limited to the grading required to provide a relatively flat area for the
pump station.

The pump Industry has available numerous standard models of pumps
suitable for use with all types of prime movers. Most of the major pump mantfacturers
Include in their standard product lines a series of gasoline-engine-drlven and diesel-
•ngine-driven pump assemblies, skid- or trailer-mounted as self-contained units. This
Includes all sizes of units from low-capacity units to units capable of flow rates exceed-
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inlg 5,000 gal/min, Typically, these ullitS tire designed for low-pressure application with
the 11x uinlnLl11 operating pressure •eldoll ex ceeding 125 lb/in . T'hese stamidard model
plmnip-crigine assemhlies ofl•er reliable performan-.c at a relatively low cost.

Although standard models are available, pipeline pump-englne ussem-
blies are almost always designed for each application to provide the desired flow rate
and operating pressures. automatic controls, and other special features. Most pump
manufacturers modify existing designs as necessary to tailor the pump performance to
a specific application. Tie cost of a pump-enbine assembly increases rapidly as special
design requirumohts are imposed, Because of the need to tailor pumps to specific
needs. most pILIipS are produced to order. Only a few makes and models sell in suffi-
vient quantities to justify the manufacturer maintaining pumps in stock for off-the-
shelf delivery,

Design of highly efficient pumip units requires careful matching of
engine performa•ce to pump power requirements. Ideally, the power required to drive
a pump operating under u fixcd set of conditions would be equal to the maxinum con-
tilnuous horsepower rating of the engine. ThliH is seldom possible because few pump
units actually operate under fixed conditions at all times, For military applications,
the variables in operating conditions include capacity, head, fluid, elevation, and
environmentul conditions, all of which affect pump or engine performance.

For the purpose of the analyses herein, the following criteria apply to
all pump-engine assemblies: Althoufh the pump units are primarily for petroleum
pipeline service, all engines must have continuous power ratings, when derated for
operation at 5000 feet altitude and 850F7 ambient, which equal or exceed the brake
horsepower required If pumping water: all comparisons of piump unit cost, weight, and
size versus brake horsepower are based on the power required when pumping water at
the head and capacity corresponding to the bust efficiency point of the pump.

(I) Procurement Costs, The cost of pump engine assemblies Is highly
dependent on design requirements, With application of the method of least squares
for linear regression analysis to the list price of 30 standard models of gasollne~lgine-
driven pumps, the relationship between cost and brake horscpow,,r is determined to be
represented by the equation:

Cost - 1,770 + 43.9 BHP (Eq. I)

where
Cost - average list price in dollars.
BHP = derated continuous brake horsepower rating of the engine.
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As noted prcvimuisly, thie' slandJrd model I PUmp engine Uss.,.Chi ies
aIrc t ypically Iow-pressure arppflic.ations. Furthir, they atre generally single-stage
PIM111l;- with f'ew, it aily. aLut)lllitc .'ontrols. TlhuLls, iialioti I represents the cos.t of

, Iat miIii I ho' considero(I basic rluod-and-trans.,r pL) ps, lHe11.4euse or the low-pressure
ratings of the pump cases, however, these pump units would be suitable for use only
within a tank flam where there Is no chance of their bling over pressured.

The cost of similar skid-mounted, gasullne-ungine-rivewn, multi.
stageI, pumps suitable for pipelines operating at premsures from 300 to 500 lb/in 2 can
be found using the equation:

Cost - 2,353 + 57x.( HlIP (Eq. 2)

The estimated inLuximnutnlil cost for complex high-pressure, gasoline-
engine-driven, multistage rIplellne pumps is expressed by the equation:

•:C(ost 10,07/5 + ,/0.4 131ill' (F'•q, 31

• nrh wide variation in thu potential cost, or gasoline-ongine-d riven

PIO,1n1P, is illustrated graphically in Figure I I. 1The mot likely cost of gasoline-ongine-
driven )inIIps suitable For military pipeline operatlons would full somewhere between

ithe cost of the commercial low-prossure unit (q, 2) ad te projected upliZr cost limitu

(1', 3). ThereforU, for the purpose ofi cost cnlipariosons herein, the costt of rMoalln-
sonbi est-drima tipelino cos il pipeline pumps Iowered b yetween Equations 2 nd 3]
or:

tost (2.353 + 5"7.6 BH-tP) + (nenb7m + t7e0.4 BliP)

Cost 9214 + 6410 BHP (q., 4)

ill Using a siniliar c:ost analysis, process, it is determined that a rea-
•. ~sonable esimate or cost for military pipeline punmps powered by medhum- or hig~h-

Sspeed, medium-duity diesel entwines9 can bU COMpu~ted using the equation:

SCost a13.500 + 100.7 BliP (Iiq, 5)

There are no standard model pump-en&gine assemblies using low.
scsped, heavy-duty diesel engines. Because of the h1igh cost, It is essential that each unit
he designed for the specific application where It will be used, Pump units will normally
utilize a standard model basic engine and the pump may be v modification of a btand-
ard design, However, the Integration of controls, accessories, and other special design
requirements results In highly Individualized designs, The cost of low-speed, heavy-
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duty diesolengi n" riven punip units, based on tile costs of the various engines. pumps.
und accessories, is projected to be In the range represented by thi equUtioni:

Cost = 36,100 + 109.7 BHP (lq. (1)

Gus-turbinv-engine-d riven pumps, like low-speed, heavy-duty

diesel.engine-drivwn units, are not produced us standard models, Some engine manu-
fu'cturers market standard engine modules or m¢ch•inlcul-drive packoges which arc
,asily adaiIpted to drive pump units. Bused on the cost for these units, the cost of a gas-
turbine-engine-driven lIump unit cull be approximated using the eqtition:

~i.
(ost = 57.500 + 1094 BlIP (Eq. 7)
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Ul(11atlons 4, 5, 6. and 7 are grupheJId in Figure 12. These dutaallow a gene•l'l enl•pairisonl of'1 puLIi costs over thi, range of bruke horsupower slown.
degree (W eLi'.tiol Must bh exereised. however, if I:igure I I is to he usdLI to estjuztetie cOSt o- pumpu ulnit ()it ;L Jvej Po(wr rating. Firit, beCause th, Iulmber or sanJidardmodel gas-turbine engilims avuilable (L.spvcijuIiy bh)Iw 1,000 bhp) is Jnimted, the curve(or gas-turbino engines is valid only for brake horsepower values where standard modelengines ore available, Second, a large demand for i gas-turbine engine of a particularsize would result in u substantial cost reduction through production economics. Andfinally, the curves represent, at best. a general gtilde to thu cost of pump-ngeneassemblies and should not be construed to re'lect the exact cost or any specific unit.

4000o tI
noo

100

"- 0 4•

$RAKI I1OI4IFFPOWYVIq 
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Figure 12, Cost of enine,e1rdgiven pump units,
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"]The curve.s for gasoline and medium-duty diesel ynghne can beSconside.,red ¢'()lnti1UULt . slin ~e. Umim • tile variomti nlakes and 1IIo deLils, it is possible toselect :n engire' of virtlually aiyI conceiwvble brake horsepower d.esired. There ur, sub-shmntialty I'ewer "lakes "'nd "models ut heavy-duty, low-sPe•d diesel engines avuilable.However, most hiavy-duty engine manufacturers offer sever'al engine models witlh tilenumber of cylinders per engine optional and realils troll as Few as 3 to as many 118
As a result, standard model heavy-duty diesel engines are available across the entirepower range.

(2) Transportability. Guidance and procedures for use by materieland combat developers during the material acquisition process Is contained in AR 70.47,"Engineering For Transportability." dated 28 January 1976. The transportabilitycriteria Imposed by AR 70-47 Is dependant upon the mode of transportation to beused. To minlimize the possibility that u pump unit may be deniled movement orunacceptably delayed, this analysis assumes the requirements for water, rail, truck, and
air trunsportubiluty apply. Further, it is assumed the weight and size of pump units
saldl he flimited to the following eureet for transportation in U.S. Air Force air-
craft us specified in Appendix F or AR 70-47: Length - 20 reet; width - , feet:
height -, 8 Netl; weight - 20,000 pounds.

Trhese dimensions are consistent with other miodes of trunsportu-"tion conforming to tile cross-section for International Orounizations for Standardizu-tion (ISO) und American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Series I containers. The2 0 ,00-.pound weight limit is also Consistent with the maximunm boonm lift capability
for many lighters and barges.

The approximnut weight or a puaiu unit can be determined usingFigure 13. Applyinh tile criteria that till pump units Illust weiPlh less than 20,000piounds ellminates all sizes of heavy-duty, dlesel-enginv-drive n Pliup units from von-sideration. The curve for tie weeight at' InediuLni. or hligh-speed, medhimn.duty dieselengine is represented by the equatlon:

WTr w 9.000 + 36.2 BL1IP. (Fi. 8)

Substitutting the Imaxim ur allowable weight of -0,000 pounds,1the upper limit of' brake horsepower using mLedium-duty, high- or medium speed dieselengines Is computed as Follows:

20,000 = 9.000 + 36.2 IMP,
or 

111I - 304 brake horsepower.
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Figure 13. Weight of enSine.driven pump units.

The curve in Figiure 13 for the weight of gus-turbine-engine-driven

ufillun) tlits call hi exprcsscd muthel.iatully as

WT = 3590+ I11 Bil'. (Eq. 9 )

Substitu.ting 20,000 pounds as thL,' maxiimum allowable weight, the maximumi avail.

:tblf brake horsepower is calculated to be:

20,000 - 3,590 + I I BIIll.
Ot~

BiHll 1,492 brake horsepower.
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TheIL We.'ight ol, g:solinvvi .enil driven piump units is representedl l)ý
i~ hie e nat ionl

WT =4170 + 30 BUM. I'A. 10)

Using this equation, the muiximum brake horsepower for a Susolii neQngin -d rive n pumlp

unit Would be

20,000 -4,170 +361311P.
or

BlIP - 440 brake horsepower.

This value Is greater than the power rating of the largest gasoline engine in production.
vrimi ohe upper limit on the size or gasolinf-engine-driven pILnup1 unitS is restricted by
the availambility of large engines, not by weight,

The relationship between the size of various pump111 units is ShoWn1
in Figure 14, Gas-turblnc enginus are typically considered to be extremely compact,
delivering a large amount of power from small units. In contrast to this popular view,
Figure 14 shows that for units requiring less than 300 braike horsepower, both gasoline-
engine-driven pUnujpS and medlUim-cdUty diesel-engiiie-driven pumps are smaller than gas-
tUrbllw-engine-dri%'en pump units, This results from the f'act that bulky air inlet filters
and exhaust gas silencers are required by gas-turbine engines.

Applying the dimensional limits from AR 70-47, the large~st
acceptable unit Is 8 feet by 8 feet by 20 feet, or 1280 cubic feet1. The relationship
between voIlume1 and biake horsepower for gusoline-engine'driven PUMP units Is

vxpresmed by the equation:VO 2+08 ~l.(q 1

Avolume of' 1280 Cubic feet equates to 1492 brake horsepower. Thus, as with weight,
the largest acceptable gasoline-engine-driven P1ump1 unlit is a function of the availability
of large engines, not volume,1C

The volume of mediumn-duty diesel engines can be expressed
matheinatically as:
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Usingi this~ eq~uationi, 6 13 brake horsepower is equal to 1280 cubicfee t, Considfering onl~y size, heavy-duty diesel-engJiIne.-Iriven pump units uip to 633brake horsepower Could he used, However, the reader is remrinded that these untjflswere eihl~mifated on tebasis of ecsieweight,



1'h'e Cqtia tion Imr volume verstis brake horsepoweri I or guis-t urbine
Cengin -driven pum~lp units is:

VOL -350 + 0.75 HIMiP (Iiq. 14)

* ~A volume of' 1280 cubic fe'et converts to 1240 brake horsepower uising this equation,
The power limit computed on thle basis of weight is 1,492 brake horsepower resulting
In Volume being the factor controlling the size of gas-turbine-crngine-driven pump units.
This limtit onl unit size could become oven more restrictive it' the unit cannot be
configurod to prevent one dimension, width, length, or height, from exceeding thle
acceptable limit before the other two dimensions reuch their respective limits.

The foregoing calculations are summarized tin Table 6, showing
the largest pump unit or each type that will conf'orm to the transportability
requirements of AR 70.47 without approval of amended transportability
characteristics. These horsepower. ratings are bused on projected weights and
dimensions of' averuge 151.111p Units 11111., therefore, Should not be considered absolute

;mv mximutm values. Throu~gh tradeoff of various design characteristics It may be possible

to develop slightly larger units wit hin thle weight aind size limits.

Table 0. TrLansmoortab Iiit y' Limits onl PumpD Units
Maxim urn Brake Limiit ing

,r lie ineigm I lorsetiower. lDerated Factor
Gilsolinle 440* Weight
medium-iDuty Diesel 304 Weight
I k~aVV-DLuty Diiesel 0 Weight
(;as.TUrbliti 1240 Volumle

Standar1(LId vommvirvriaiI modcI ofi PiasIliig 0I1ginum fhil Iurgi are 1111f readily' avtiiluhlc

(3) Fuel and Lube Oil Consumption. Thie Cost of the fuel C0onSUnwd
by ain enigine-driven pump unit represents it major portion of the total cost of operation
and maintenance, Figure 15S shows the average specific fuel consumption for gasoline,
diesel, and gus-turbine engines. These data are representative of thle average fule) con-
suniption for each type of engine based onl tile assumption the engines aire operated at
a power ou~tput equal11 to thle ma1XII1imum Continuous brake horsepower. rating derated
for operation tit 5000 feet altitude and 85'1" ambient temperature.

The fuel consumption data f'or gas-turbine engines Iin Figure 15 are
for simple, or non-regenerative, cycle enlgines. By adding at regenerator to recover
heaLt from1l the eXhaULSt gaseS, the c ffiviellcy of' a gas-turbine engine canl lie Improved,
A rvgenerative gas-turbine engine will cost approximutely 20 percent mlore, is largvi-
and hecavior, and requires more ma in tena nec than a Slirn piv-cycle gas-ima rinek o I all
eJUivalent power' outpu)t. 'I'ii us. a regenerative engine would lie preferable only I'r
aipplications wh civ fuel cons~umnption is 01 p rilliary imnportaunce.
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Figure 13. Specific fuel consumplion of engin",

Most sus.turbtne VngIIlls II use today ur, of the siniple-cycic type,
If regenvrative gas turbities are developvd and produced commierciully for vehicle
applications, the production base may be large enough for them to le cost competitive
with simple-cycle ,ngines. This broad commercial application is not foreseen in the
Immediate I'uturc, Thus, this study considers onlly siml ylJ.¢yCe aiC s -tUrbiie engines,

Il additionl to their lower fietl consumption, diesel engineil have a

cost advauntage ill the price of' fuulet consuted, The Military standard iprices of fuel.

us of January 1970, were:
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Typo Fuel (Dollurs/Gallon)
Motor gasoline $0.381
i)iescl $0.339

JP-4 $0.373
JP-S $0.355

Using these prices, the cost of fuel, in dollars per brake horsepower
hour are shown in Figure 16. The advantages of small diesel engines in applications
where fuel costs are a significant part of total life cycle costs Is readily apparent In
Figure 16. This cost difference becomes even greater when the engines are employed
overseas adding fuel transportation costs to the basic fuel costs.
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Figure 16, Fuel cst, dollom per broke horsepower-huur,
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Lube oil consumption ruats for gLzsuline and diesel en•ines are

approximlaItely equnal and in.rease with e•ginc gl i/c. Oil costismLtiopu iii reciprov.itihg

pisitclli egilles pnlratllý incII'' SeS 'IS Wear O tII rs during t l' r aI( l Op• ':lowl how 'Ver,

I lis does not rcrI'.,C'l1 a silnil'ic•al ch•n•e under normal operauting onditionis.
Extremely high lube oil consumntion is usually Indicative ol'a serious problem meriting
immediate uttention to prevent seriot, damage to the engine. By contrast, turbine

engines consume little lube oil because the lubricution systems are totally separated

from the combustion process. Average rates of lube oil consumption urre shown In
Figure 17.

F. 08 ~RICIPIOCATINIG PISTON1 MINHl~

±g

GAS tURINE ENGINIS 00
• •00 ~ ~~00 10 I0 •~• •O

Figure 17. Engino lube oi consumption.
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(4) Maintcnance. Tiii ma~iIntenantJIChaciLraIcteristics' of a1 pLllip-eilizile
ass~ciiihy wveighi heiavily onl tho~ suitability I' M pipeliiic stervik;. Operationllu
requirements frequently demand an entire pipeline syitem be maintuined in continuous
operutioni tor extended p)eriods of time. rhils. file fwiquency of' tthutdowns require~d

Ior maintenance niuy be us Important as the amiount of' mainteinanCe required.

Centrirugul ptimps are relative'ly simple niueiihm generally
considered to provide highly reliable survice with little maintentanc. Assuming the

:. pumt1 is properly designed, balanced, aligned, and t'ree from excssive stresses f'rom
pi1ping cýonnections, Only limitedl maintenance will be required except for pieriodic

.4replucemont of' bearinigs and shuf't Seals8. LimitedCC data available for the Chem11ical
I! ~~l~roccssing industry' Indicate It is reasonable to expect centrifgugl pumips to haive u

Mean Time Between P'aillure (MVTI3F) ol'at least 1 0,000 hours.

.eu~sv of' their complexity, engines require substanutially more
maintenan111ce tHIn the pumps. As with pumpsm, limited data are available applicable
to the muatitentncL' reqiireinents for eiighwos used to drivu pipollne pumps. A survey
of pipeline operating compunies yielded dtuta on 1387 gasolinu., diesel-, and
gas-tu rbi ne-e ngine-d rive n pumps1~ ranging in size from less than 50 horsepower to more
than 3500 horsepower. B~ecause of' tho wide range of' sl7m and varied applications,
these data do not reflect well durined pump maintenaince characteristivs, There fore,
the survey titlata have been used to develop an c-stima ted range ot* values for pump unilt

7 ~maintenaince characteristics, rhose data aire shown in Table 7 and Figures 18. 19,

Gusoline-Engine. Diesel-lingine- Gue.Turblne.Enigine.
('liarutorlstic Driven Pumps Driven Pumps Driven Pumps

Maintenance Ratiu - xpressed us MIN 0.20 0.01 0.01
ratio of maintenance manhours *
to operating hours MAX 0.70 0.06 0.05

Mean 'lima Between Overhauli-- MIN 2,500 5,00() 4,000
expressed in operating hnurs MAX 8,000 12,000 10,000

Overhaul Const-expressed as MIN 28 18 7,s
percentage uf procuranient cost MAX 35 32 25

bcxpoctod Service lt'fe-exlprossed MIN 81000 20,000 20,000
in operating hours MAX 35,000 50.000 120,000
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Ave.raget~ hout.ly n1j~~t'iienane costs per operathing 1hOUr alw Show!)

ill ligtrC 18. T'hese costs iilicrcasv with thec size of theL pump unit; howL'vor. Ili

ma in tvnincc cost s dio not IM rvase proport iun~ahy with 1)rukt! huorsepower. Thv
nianhomrs ivquired to perform miomi routine m~aintenuwce tusks are not significantlty
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'The average costs For overhaul of' pumpII tnits are shown in Figure
1)as pt-r ntagk or the infilat procurement cost. Althiough thv overhauil cost as a

percentage of' procurement cost is highest for gubuline-engine-d rive n units arid lowest
for gsLI-turbinc-enginetii-driveni unit,%, a gus-tutirbIne-enginc-d riven pump unit is still more
expensive to overhaul than u gasoli ne-engine-d riven unit of equivalent size. For
example, the overhaul cost for 100-brake horsepower units would be:

Typo or Engmine
Gasoline DION0l Gas-Turbine

Procuremnent Cost $15,600 $231,500 $74,400

OverhalUI Cost US 32,7%A 2 9,517 2411
Percentage of'
Procurement Cost

Overhaui C'ost $5,101 $6,933 $17,856

Some gas-turbine engines are desigiled us modular units. These
Mantiuctrurrs recommend replacement of the modules -on condition- in lieu of,
complete engine overhaui. This hus a distinct advantage In reducing overhaul costs.
Some moduies may operate Successively for periods lrmr in excess or the average time
f'or overhauil of' complete engines. The modular concept does not eliminate overhaul
'vosts, since modules removed must be repairedi.

Represe~ntative Mean Time Between OverhuiQ~ (MTBO) and expected
Service life data tire shown In Figures 210 and 21 , respectively. Tnes data represent
conservative expections compared to M1130 and service fir'e data obtained froml the
Pipeline induIstry, H-owever, it is not reasonable to expect equipment operating hi a
military combnt environment to be uis durable as pumphig eqluipment operating in the
less severe and demanding environment of commercial pipelines. New materials and
designI of gas-turbine: engineq specifically f'or Industry ,ipplications may produce
signil'icant increases in the MTBO. I towcve, because the avaiahiblity of' these engines
remauins CdOUbtl'ui this report reflects thle expection Ior existing gas-turbine engines
which aire predominately uircra l't engines adapted to provide Output *hat't power.

8. Pipe. Pipe selection is generally the most inportant decision made during
thev design of u pip~einc, The siyve, matorial, wall thIiIck ness. and otlier physical
I~rope rties ot' the pipe determine many other factors concerning the construction.
operation, and maintenance of ai pipeilne, ticcuuse at widle range of' economic and
tec hnilogical considerations Impact on the design of' every pipeline, there aire no
delmiitive guidelines to be followed In pipe selection,.
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The first step i) Ithe pipe seleclion process must be identific•.ationi of available
alternatives. On 7 January 1976, MI1KRAD('OM (ontrclt No, i)AAG3-76-(C-0096
was awrded to Value I'ngine.ring ('Company (Vl'.(), Alexamiriu, Virginia, to
investigate various pipeline concepts considering various materials, joining techniques,
and construction procedures. This investigation was to be broad in nature considering
innovative pipeline concepts as well as conventional materials and construction
techniques. Each pipeline concept was to be evaluated to determine Its suitability as
an element of'a system for military overland transportation of bulk liquid hydrocarbon
fuels In a theater-of-operations under wartime conditions.

Delined in the broadest sense, the term "pipeline" may include the pipe,
valves, littings, pumps, storage tanks, and all other facilities required to transport
a fluid, under pressure, from one point to another. In a narrow sense, a pipeline may
be considered to be only the pipe through which the fluid flows. For the purpose
of the Investigation conducted by VECO, a "pipeline" was defined as any conduit
through which fuel cart bc pumped regardless of the materials used to form/fabricate
the pipeline including metals, plastics, composits, lastoiners, and/or comblination
thereof. VE¢-O was to consider the pipeline (conduit) exclusive of design details for
p•ump stations, storage facilities, and ancillary equipment essential to the operatiop
ot' an Integrated pipeline, except conslderution was to be given to the relative
contributions of these Items to total system cost, personnel required for installation,
operation, mahintenanvc, system reliability, etc,

a. Objectives and Criteria for Pipe Evaluation Propram. The objective
'of this investliation was to provide some neasures of effectiveness and technical

feasibility f'or various candidate pipeline concepts and construction techniques which
will:

I ) Maximizv the system reliability. System reliability was del'ined
as the probability that a minininul| daily throughput re UiremN, tt can be delivered
tfrom a port-of-entry to a bulk distribution breakdown point,.

(2) Maxiinive the rute ol" pipeline construction, providing the
Capability to advance a pipe head at a rate sUIf'iclent to keep piacL with fast-mloving
comibat and C0onbat-SULpl3Ort units advancing at rates up to 30 kilometers (I8.6 miles)
per day,

(3) Minimixe the number of personnel, the skill lcvels, and the anionunt
of equipmnenrt requi'red for pipeline constructlon, opernition, and maintenance.

(4) Minfinize the total life cycle cost for a complete pipeline system,



(5) Mmiiix th1c le potential for ruol I' sscs due to nat ural disasters,

hlotile actionl, pilic:ig", Coll taminationi, and adminjiistrative (lnLIdlillg errors

(o N1iliilllitL repair anld 1iialimtoenanc down tim~e.

Evaluation criteria lurnished included the f'ollowing:

I1) The average daily throughput requirement will not be less than
10,000 barrels (420,000OO gallons).

(2) The maximumn average daily throughplut Will not vxceedl 35,000
barrels 1,4A70,000 gallons).

(3) Thie average. distance From the port-of-entry to the hulk
distribution breakdown point will be 100 miles.

(4) Constructionl, ope ration, and inaintenttnc- of' the pipeline shall
be possible in climatic categories 1, 2, 5, 6. and 7 as delined In AR 70-38.

(5) The nominal size of' each candidate pipeline shall be either 4,I c, or 8 inches. Use of' multiple parallel lines to obtain required throughput
roquiremolnts may be considered Lis an aceceptable concept,

W)All pipeline systunt components and each item atf required
construction eq~uipment shall meet the requirement for water, rail, truck, and air
transporta tlion.

The 1[`ssential Elements of' Analysis were to includte. but not necessarily
be limited to, the following:

(I) Conducting a thlorough Survey of' Industry to identify as many
candidate pipeline Concepts uIS possible.

(2) ld~,ntlt'ying, ror each candidate pipeline concept. thle essential
engineering characteristics.

(3) Establishing a measure at' cast and operational efrectlveness
for each roasible pipeline concept.

(4) For each of' the feasible can~ldidtes, identifying the level or clTort
in research, development, engineering, and testing required for the pipeline and any
ancillary equipment.
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(5) lden Iiiym g thIll technolopica I risks a~ssociated with eacti proposedI pipdhic iwCofcvpt.

(6) Ranking the candidates In order of' relative potential, identif'ying
necessary tradcorl's,

The finvestigation wus conducted in two phases. Phase I consisted of
four steps intended to reduce the large number of potential concepts down to a f'ew

L (it defining the (a~tors and characteristics to be considered and the constraints to be
applied in dotemuning the technical feasibility and militry suitability of a concept,
The second step consisted of establishing the Interrelationships between the factors,
characeristics, and constraints. lDur~ng step three, VECO developed a listing of
alterniative pipeline concepts. Step tour of' Phase I was the evaluiation of till the
concepts identified and selection of' Fbur COnce~pts oltering potentiul for use in a

military bulk lraci distribuitionl SySiem.1

Phase 11 or the hwiestigation involved at more detailed study of' fourI
Selected Concepts.

1). Interrelationships Between Pipeline Characteristics and Design Criteria.
The following design constraints and pipeline system characteristics were Identitied
by VIECO to have a significant affec~t on the design of military pipelines. Although
the listing was not Intended to be all-inclusive, It was considered to identify the
primary factors to be considered In cAflLating alternative pipeline~ concepts,

C-I30airrat.Air Transport -The degree of' suitability for air transportation via

B~end vs Fittings -The relation with regard to advantage of the use

orbent pipe sections as opposed to the seof separate rittngs for directional changes

Equipment Reurd Tetypes and qJuantitiVs of equipment required
for installation and construction of' the pipeline.

rFitid 'i'ernperature -. The average temperatine of' fuel flowing through

the pipeline, determined mainly by the climatic conditions ot' the pipeline location,
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lost ility' D~urat ion ThelL time' spani ot' (lie wartime cond itions 11 nder

hispedtiosuicst - I'ih inspection and testing requiremeunts fIr all
p ~Components of' the c~omipleted pipeline'.

L~o14olL~ts Joining Method -The construction techniques and mechadnical

compoentsrequired to join pipe sctioin during Installation,

Joint Cleanliness - Thc level of f'oreign, matter present during
installation which affects proper joining of'pipe sections.

Maintuinlahiiiky - Probability of' retaining ain Item. in or restoring an
Item to operatLion under a given maintenance policy.

Manhandling - The degree of' suitability of' pipelino componnits for
repeated physical handling by persomiel-. theý maximum allowuble weight of' muteriuls

per man was assumed to be 30 pounds for repeated lif'ting.

Material -- Pipe material and its lpropertiob (i.e., com positfion, density).

Number of' Crows - The total quantity of' crew units required to
instull the pipeline at the specified Installation rate,A

Number Parallei Lines The nlumber of parallel pipelines required
to mauintain u specified rate of' flow.

Number o1' PIIanip Stations -The total quantity or pumping st;,tions
required for the total length to pump fuel at the specified rate through thle total
length, protosrn te puc::ta ngtoeenof

Prefab Capability - Thle possibility of performing sonic assembly

ccleghof' pie ota nyol'onnection ee b made at installation.

friction as ruel passes through~ pipeline.

tProduct Coiltamination The degree to which Interior surfaces ot'
pipe couplings and tittings afftect the quality of' the fluid being pumped through
the pipeline.



Pump I lorscpower - The hydraulic horsepower rating required of ihe

pu tL-ps used to propel fu.'l through the pipeline.

Rldiability - Probubilily that the pipeline will continue In operation
for a given period or" time,

Reuse Components -. Those pipeline system components which are
capable of' being reused in new conltruction,

Right-of-Way Required -- The distance (measured in fIet) required on
either side of the pipeline for equipment and personnel during instullation.

Safety - The absence or presence or huzarda (to personnel) inherent
in a particular constructlon technique.

Section Length - Average length (in feet) of lfbricated pipe sections,

Service Life - Thc average expected length of time pipeline
components will function before requiring replacement, I

Size or Crews -.- The number of persons required on euch Installation
(joining) crew to meet the speeli'led installation rate with the method employed,

Skill Level -- the level of' training and practical experience required
of each crew member for proper installation of the pipeline.

Storage Life The miaxinium period of time materials may be stored

under probable storage conditions without deterioration.

Surface vs Buried The relation with regard to advantage of' installed
pipeline (below ground) to pipeline installed at ground level,

Terrain The sUrlface Ifaturvs of the installation location which a l'l'e't

pipeline Installation and operation. I

'rimui per Joint -. The Lh avere elapsed time required by personnel to

Join two pipe sections during installation and move to the next joint,

ThroUjghl pt Trhe daily maxlimuim required quantity of' fuel to be

passed through the p3ipeline.

Installation Rate - The speed at which pipeline must be instulled
(oiiles/day).
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Total Length - The total required length In miles of completed pipeline
measured trom, the port-of-entry to the bulk distribution breakdown point.

Velocity .- The •velaie spe•d of' fuel how necessary to maintain the

required rate of flow through the pipelinei.

Vulnhrability .- A measurement of thie potential for pipeline operation

disruption by external forces (ic,, hostile action).

Wall Thickness - Haltf thil difference between inside and outside pipe
diameter dinmensions (in Inches).

Weight - The average weight of fabricated pipe sections in pounds per
foot of length.

Working Pressure - Average fluid pressures which rabrkcatcd pipe

sections must withstand during normal pipeline operation,

Friction Factor -- iazen-Willian•s col'fficient (usually 140 - 150),

system'The interrelationships among these design constraints and pipeline

system characteristics were established using the matrix shown in Figure Ž2, The

factors listed on the left side of the matrix wvre found to be Independent; that is,
they affect some aspect of the system design but are not uffected by the systemi-
design.

Listed across the top or the mutrix are the dependent factors. These
factors aill are affected by one or more factors of the system design and, in turn,
have somn 1i1llueiniice oil other deltign considerations,

A dot appears Iin the matrix ut the intersection of each horizontal

line and columni where the corresponding factors were determincd to have ut significant
Interrelationship. For cxamiple: The skill level required for Installation (tenth coluni.

heading) is a (unction of the equipment required for installation (seventCenth line 1
heading), the pipe-johinlg menthod (nilneteenth line heading), and the suitability of'
tile joining method for pre fubrication of certain assemblies (twenty-lourth line
heading), As with the listing o1' independent and dependent factors, the Interactions 4
shown [it Figure 22 are not all-inclusive bUt were ,elected to provide a reliable tool
for com parison of candidute pipeline concepts.

c. Methodology for Evaluation of Pipeline Concepts. To LISC the

interrelhtionships or inteructions hetween the design factors as a tool lor comparison
of thle concepts, a valuec was assigned to cach of thle i .2 hrelationships Identified ill
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Figure 22. The matrix acn (hen be used to compare pairs of concepts oni the hasis
of the in'teractions.

Ihlc vA',hies assiigned 10 lhC intLract'lionls wvre dLILorllned tl asfllhw:

(I) E.ia horizontal entry was assigned a value bused upon tile numinber
of designated interactions in that tine. For example, the line labeled "Joining; Method"

has 12 interactions. The independent variable "Joining Method," therefore, has a
value of 12/162 on the basis of the 162 possible .iteractions.

(2) Each column entry was given a value based upon the number or
interactions' in that column and the values from step I for each of the lics interacting
In that CoIL, mn, For example, the column labeled "Size or' c'rews".has six Interactions
whosa horizontal line values total 47/162, The dependent vuriable "Size of Crews"
then has a value of 6/(47/162),

(3) The value for catch individual interaction then was taken us the
normalized product (rounded-off) of the line and colu1mn values, Using the saille
example as In steps I and 2 above, the product Is (12/162) times [0/(47/162)1 or
1,532. This value Is then normalized based on a value of 2.000, the highest Inteructlon
value that appears in the matrix. This value occurs at the interaction of "Service Life"
as a function of "Climate," The scoring{ value for tile example is (I1.53212/.000) 10 ,
7,66 or, rounded-off, 8, Lis shown in Figure 23 at the Interaction of "Size of Crews"
Ls a function of "JoInling Method."

After the results were compiled, each interaction value was examined
for plausibility, Any anomalies were reconciled through re-exaumination of the
definitions of variables involved.

Comparlson of two candidate concepts using the mutrix shown in
Figure 23 would require a substantial amount of knowledge regurding each concept,
Due to the large number of concepts identified and problemlis encountered In data
collection, it was impossible for VECO to acquire this extensive knowledge of each.
concupt, To do so would have required a level of effo'rt in excess of the scope of
the contract, Therefore, it was necessary to develop a simplified matrix which, with
limited data, would identify the concepts possessing the greatest military potential,
For the screening process to be valid, however, it was imperative to consider as many
factors as possible.

hie abbreviated matrix shown In Figure 24 was developed for this
purpose. It requires definition of only four indepletdent design factors Uoinlng
method, pipe material, working pressure, and weight), yet those fIkir had a hearing
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1,p110n 27 ol' the .30 dqiendent I wtor-S. The VAiLU L01pu ted for each of' tihe
inte~ractions~ in t he 11111 mattrix ( Figure 23 ) were retauined.

By use of this matrix, the concepts, takeni In pairs, were scored by
comparison, That Is, the attributes of' the two concepts were compared In each of
the 36 points of consideration. In each instance, the concept having thle superior
characteristics received the scoring value. Iin the case of equal qualiftications or where
sufficient data were not available, both concepts were awarded the value, Thus,
the significance of' the two scores computed when two concepts are compared Is not
their magnitudes, but the difference between the scores.

d. Identification of Pipeline Concepts, Beginning with the CORG BPFS
Study '-2' as background Information, VLCOI attempted to obtain Information onl
all available plipc matcriuls, Joining devices and methods, and high-speed pipeline
construction technitiues. Using a variety of' sources to identify manufacturers,
suppliers, und other potential sources of' information, VEiCC sent out 774 solications
for data. Replies were received from 264 of the organi~iations contacted, with 67
of theml supplying useful finfuormationl.

At the outset, anl effort wHS made1I to MONtaO thll 14 companius
Identified Iin the CORG BITS Study to u~pdate file l'indfidgs W' that study. These
companies arc Identified Iin appendix C'.

13R. SlunIoy LuVulvv ot al. hUslk IPetpukudp, 1/ývfltfths and S ,vylepis (HPIS) -1970-19085, P'has1: 1.)97r-197.5.
AhIfiaeli cpfol. (muiibiil (Jpifo lolls RaMiier~l Griuup, 'IvellinvaI Olwru1itimnf, Inc.; Alaixandirlm, Virp~ninh Novuiiiihar

14I-dardI W. Kiaw1: HIIlA Petrrokilin Facilities and S,Vslteopi (H111-S 1 h7nl.1985¶, Pinasr /. 19 70. 197.1. A i~wx i..
1hiaark-al and b)ut-trlual Rvii'f. t oiniit lih iwrations Rwunrcl C rmilu, I"linhival Oliurations, Inc.: Alvxandrfla,
Virpliulit No'vu-ibetr 1969.

15 R. Dean Geotrge t uI; Ili~lk Pv~lcp~upu1dillt)~ d~ S I'f'piPS(R') - 1907.19,40., I'ijast 1- 1970,18.1. Anunex

Alv~undrhua, Vlrginia: No~vemiber 1969.
t. R, Man (iaurgo al; Bi:ulk Pe'rokntro Il'adlilefs and Xvsteppr (liPPS) -I170-198.1A,4nne'x D, Part ii, lndtisiqu

Vl~q~idponen Siorv',. Combatu Opaw I ions I Rmaccrh Group, 1a..h ikil OeraioIn.4, Inc.; Alfirandrla, V irgin ia
Noveiuhei 1969l.

17 Ra A. Anderso Bl idA Pqnjhum PadilUifs (Ind S, 'xftenv t1IIJ'FXJ 1970-9.. PJ,3 Pas' 1 1070-105, AIuuek C,
Piplphine Sani&,leuks Model. C'nulcia OpancII'mnf RewurchuL (rokip, 'Icchnk'cI 013crathioni, Inc,; Aleaundria,I \'irOgnifuNovainhot 1 969.

IN Kay A, Andersoni ut cal; 11ulk Poc'Iiolunt Iaiffies uand $vxu',s (/1PFS/ /970-198.1. Phase k. 1970.197.5, .-Intirmc

h', r'ust 1:jcAewsIAla's/s. (coni Itt(Jprithccc liea wcl. i niotp. IaoIcu Ivcc Ohlart1 miii, Inli.; A furld iiria.
Vitg~ulahc Novenihor 1969.

1970).190735 Anne VgcI I,ringhier' O'rgankrjlatipt and I~~lcpei.Cinilizit 'Operatln cit ~cuarci G~routp. ICLdllti le
01wrrcuunk, Inc,: Alexnd~ria, Virulnia; Nccvainb;r 1969.

20It, 5tiatley taavilean itd Kaiur11tla R. 811iii11Litm, 8111k Petrojlcu'n 1jitcllhles and Sivtcms (h/Pl.) 19C 70. ) 0.1.

21hs P~IN 1070 197(.1.Iuu ;. SCij. sIhc'li~ghwo 111 IviuM/ a lit nbucuIschus (ivri.Cliil01cpratillmcc

Itiad ;~ii,'viiu vriklsll-;Amnti ignvNvme 99



USinig Catzi obtalineid 1'rom 34 of' the companies contacted, VI&O
de t'ined 39) pipeline conceplts, tCOIlLC tivCly eiliploying .1 Wide ass5ortet Jul, I 01enmd nit
nimitrials 1and jmillinlg mnet1OLlS. Thew only pipe naterials eliminated 1'rom consIIIideaion)
were glass, wvod, concrete, and lead. These were Judged not Suitable for the specified
military application,

For the purposes of Identification at five-digit alphanumeric code was
assigned to each concept. Each digit represented a cllaracteristic or puarameter. Figure
25 presents an explanation of the code. For example, the 2 Inl the Identification code
21 73D) is the concept status (proposed during this study); the I Indicates the joining
method (mechanical coupling); thle 7 is the Joint geometry (separate fittings), the 3
Is thle Joint description (thermal welding): and the D Indicates the conduit material

(polypropylene Ppile).

time-rameOn tile basis that appication or ainy concept would rall Into tilie near
timerraneVEC cosidredonly those concepts either already commercially

available In the form specified or those requiring only adaptation or modification
to meet the criteria. Any long-term pro~tMI deVvelopmen10t was not deemed feasible;

hence, concepts requiring extensive development were not considered.

P.Listed below are the 39 concept definitions, includilny five ~'4stcimii
currently used by the military: concepts I11112, 12342. 12343, I 234P., and I 240E.I

Concept 11112. This concept Is a pipeline currently used by the
military, It employs steel, API 51. puipe, grade A or B, joined by manu1I~al Welding.
Weights ol' 4-inch-, (i-inch-, and 8-inch-diameter pipes are 10,00 lb/ft. 14.97 lb/f't.
and 22.34 lb/ft. respectively: corresponding working pressure are 1 700 lb/in2 

, 1200
lb/in2, and 1000 lb/in 2, respectively,

Concept 1 2342. '[Ibs concept is a conventionul military pipeline
using steel, AMI 5L pipe, grade A or B, with grooved pipe couplings such as, Vickpalic
style 77 or (Iustln-lBacon No. 100 bolted couplings. Weight. of' 4-inch-, h-nh.and
8-inch-dianmetr pipes are 10.00 lb/rt, 1 4.9)7 lb/rt. and 221.34 lb1/11, respectively;
corresponding working pressures are 1000 lb/in2 

, 1000 lb/in2 . anid 800 ll'/in2 .
respectively.

Concept 12343. Tli Cis C otcp IS a Cone it ion1al In ill tary pipeline1
usinlg lightweight steel tubing with wAI-ld ded idtipples. The joining method is the samen
as that uscd Iin concept code 12342. Weights of 4-inch-, 6-inch-, and 8-1 inch-d illme1ter
tubing are 3.53 lb/ft.t 7.28 lb/C't, and 9.51 Ilb/ft, respectively: corresponding working
pressures are 600 lbi/inl', 600 Wbin. and 50 lb/hlu respectively.
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F ~ Concept 1 234E. Thbis is a concept citrrt.eifly uised by the military.
1* ~~~It uises synithet ic rubber hosc assemiblies contuormiing to MILI H1-52 202, jolined l,ý

gruooed pipe couplings. Weight of' 4-inch-diamuter hose is 1 .65 lb/f't, with a working
pre~sLure or' 125 lb/in 2 (500 lb/in2 bUrst/223 lb/In2 proof').

Concept 1240E, This concept is currently used by the military, It
uses synthetic rubber hose assemblies conforming to MIL-H-l82I 27, joined by earn
and grooved couplings, Weightst of 4-inch- and 6-inchi-diamieter hoses are 1.25 lb/ft
and 2.3 lb/ft, respectively; corresponding working pressure is 100 lb/in2 ror diameters
(400 lb/Itt bUrstl200 lb/in2 proof).

Concept 21111. This concept proposes u pipeline using aluminumi,
schedule 40, 6061l.T6 pipe, joinod by manual welding. Weights or' 4-inch-, 6-inch-,

Ln -Inch-diamietr pipes tire 3.73 lb/ft. 6.56 lb/ft. and 9.88 lb/ft, res1)ctively.,
corresponding working pressures are 1000 lb/In2 , 800 lb/In2, and 650 lb/In12 .
respectively,

Concept 21122. ThIs concept represents a proposed pipeline using
steel, AMI 5L pipe,. grade A or 13 Joined by automatic welding equIpment, such as that
available fromi Dimutrics, Astro-Arv, or Sciaky Bros. Weights of' 4-latch-, 6-Inch-, und
8-Inch-dianieter pip~es tire 10.00 blb/'t, 14,97 lb/rt.t and 2234 lb/rt, rcspcctlvely:
correspontding working pressures are 1700 lb/In2 . 1200 lb/in2, and 1000 lb/lit2

Concept 21 23C. Trhis conicept proposes usintg high-density
polyethylene tIIDPEL pipei, Joined by thermial welding, suich as Ryerson "Moniolinv"
aild I. L. Sheldon iiScluirpipe," Weights of' 4-inch-, 6-Inch-. and 8-hIch-dIameter
plpe~ tire 2.77 lb/rt, 5.91) lb/It, Lind 9.35 lb/I't, respectively; corresponding working
p~ressure Is 160 lb/in2 tar eiachliaLlmeter.

Concept 21 73D). This V1concet uses SChedule1 40 polypropylene pille,
Jloined by thermally welded, separate Fititings (R & 6 Sloane "Fuseal'). Weight 01'
4-inch- and (i-Inch-diamieter pipes are 1,87 lb/fl and 3.56 lb/f't. respectively;
corresponding working l'rossurcs are 125 lb/in2 and 100 lb/in2 , respectively.

Concept 220DD0. TIhis proposvil pipeline concept uises epoxy resinl
fiberglass-rein forced plastic pipe. Joined by CIliA'-GEIGY 'lPron to-Lock" jand
-Pron to-Lock 11'' male/femiale integral threaded coupi ings. Weights f~or 4-inchi-,

(inh.and 8-in1ch-LI Ia mlete pipies atec 0.8 lb/ft. I1.7 lb/ft. and 3.3 lb/ft. respectively:
corresponding working p~ressures are 300 lb/in2, 2100 11,11112, uatd 150 11,/In2.
respectively.
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JOINT GEOMETRY

0 - Not applicable
I - V-groove butt joint
2 - Plain and butt Joint
3 - Grooved plao
4 - Cam-and-groove couPling
5 - Bell-amd-spigot
6 - Flanged
7 - Separate Fittings
8 - Tongue-end-groove

9.- Swagod-on mrooved DIP* fittings

JOINING METHOD

I Welding
2 - MeChanical coupling
S - Adhesive bonding
4 - Friction coupling
5 C-Continuous co.duit (Few Joints)

CONCEPT STATUS

I - Presently used by military
- Pro ost-d durng thIS- study

FIVE-DIGIT CODE

Fllure 25. Concept Identification codes.
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I.I

JOINT DESCRIPTION

0 - Not epplicable
I - Manual welding
2 - Automatic welding
3 - Thermal welding
4 - Bolted coupling
5 - Wedge locking coupling
6 - Latching coupling
7 - Bolted gripping coupling
8 - Rubber seal or "0" ring
9 - Flange clamp and "0" ring
A - Locking strip
B - Butt-and-strap hand lay-up
C - Threaded
0 - Male/Female threaded Integral coupling
E - Swaging
F -. Latchinng lugs

I]
CONDUIT MATERIAL

I - Aluminum, Schedule 40 pipe, 6061-T6 or 6063-T63
2 - Steel, API 3L pipe, grade A or B
3 - Steel, lightweight tubing
4 - Steel, schedule 40 pipe
S- Steel, high-strength well casing
6 - Steel, spiral welded pipe
7 - Cast Iron pipe
8 - Ductile iron pipe
9 - Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe
A - Polyester resin fiberglass reinforced plastic

(FRP) pipe
B - Epoxy resin fiberglass reinforced plastic pipe
C - High density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe
D - Polypropylene pipe
E - Synthetic rubber hose

XXXXX

FIVE-DIGIT COODE

Figure 25, Concept lIdenltiflctlon codes, (Continued)
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-on-. 'Iic 22272. lhis com...cpt is a proposcd ipilicil usiing s•eel. API
51 IHip., grd;Id , A1 IIo B, J •ind hy (Iu•lin-i,-ioni No. 2.0(() hboled gripping cnuplini..

WC \'i'l1l -ul 4-a1J1. 0-inLh-. Mid 8-illci-dlilnlcler pipc' are 10.(0 HI/II. 14.97 lb/ft,

rmid '7.34 lbltý, IC•'Jl'ti\ ci'. . corrcljit lniir \viikiiig WC'.sUULN a' c 1000 lb/in., o0

, arid 500 Ib/in->, respectiw',ly.

Contcept 22273. This c•ncept proposes a pipeline using liglhtweight

stelcl hillng, joilled by filte saillme me1Ilchanli'ill .oLulling as that used in Conccpt 22272.,
Weigh Is o1" 4-inch-, h-inch-, and 8-innch-di iani•etcr piPL iire 3,53 lb/t l, 7.28 Ib/l't, alnd
9.51 Ib/fl, respectivcly corresponding working pressures are 600 lb/ln 2, 600 lb/in2 .
ild ,00 lO/jillm' respectively.

Cwonept 22341. This concept propou. using alliminun, schodule
"40. 6001-To pipe. Sections are joined by grooved couplings, such its Gustin-Bacon
No, I) I bolted coupling. Weiigliis ol' 4-inob-, b-inch-, and 8-inhi-diaumier pipes are
3.,73 Il/f., 1.56 lb/ft., id 9.8h Ib/ft. respectively: corresponding working pressures
are 1000 I1./in12, 1000 Il/in2 , and 800 lb/in2 ., resv•eiwly.

Concept 22356. This conceplit uISeCsplral-weldvd steel pipe, Joined by
Naylor "Wedgelock" wedge locking grooved-pipe couplIngs. Weights of' 4-inch.,
b-inwh., and 8-inchii-diamic tcr pipes arc 3.96 lb/ft. 7.94 lb/rl, and 13.20 lb/ft,
respcct, 'lym corresponding working pressure is 400 lb/ihi2 for each dianmeter.

Conic 1 pt 22363, This proposed pipellne concept consists of lightwight
steel tLbilhl with II wldcd-iid nillples. Sections arc joined by littching grooved pipe
olilllinigs. S--ul as Vict'lulic style 78 or (Gusthn-lBacon No. 115. Weights of 4-Inch-.

h-incLh-, and 8-h&lh-d ianiclcr lubing are 3.53 lb/ft. 7.28 Wbtk. and 9.51 lb/f,.
respeetivly, correspoiuling wo'rkinig pressure is 300 Ib/in2 Itw 0.1i0 diameter.

Concept 22401. Tlhiis concept proposes using aluminum, schedulc 40,
60(1 I-TbI pipe, .oinud by caimm-and-groove-typlie couplings, such as Andrews 400A, 4001),

(600A, (6001), 800A. SnOD, or OPW 333-A, (33.1) with NPT female threads.
walumintim). Weights ol' 4-inch-, b-inch- and 8-inch-diameter pip••s are .. 7.3 lb/ft.
0.5,6b Ilft, and 9.ht; lb/1i. rispectively: corresponding workinig pressures are 100 MA/iOi-

75 lb/in2 , and 50 Ib/in12 . resp:Ctively,

Concept 22404. This con•clpt propos•s using steel, schedldul 40 pipe,
joined by c:aili-groove-typc couplings.• s ici as Andrews 4UOA. 4001). (WOA, 0001),
800)A,. 8001), or O(W .1(3-A. 633-1) with NM'I Itlmalk, threads t(steel). Weighlts ol
4-inc-., O.inch-, aind 8-iin•li-diamiic t er pipes arc 10.79 tb1/It and 28.55 Ih/ft, respective'ly

,-orrvsponding working pr.SSUrL' is I00 Ilb i/ 2 Imr tlie 4- and O-inh diamlieter,,
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Concept 224A11. Thiis is ii proposed pi pcheli coiictpt ilsi ig
I 1211alIIII -WOI ld 1 C p0 )XV rL'5ill fibe'rgIl ss-ri-c lit) ICC plastic pipo. jo inl bij iy iie il-a d -spigot
compling, willi locking kcy strip. hiict ais I hoske availa~ble 110111 B~runswick and lihcrulass

Concept 225F1 . This proposed pipeline use.s aluminum 6063463 piple,
joined by Race and Race "Racebilt'' bell-and-spigot coupling with an "'0" ring seal
and1 latching lugs. Weights o1 4-inch-. (i-inchi-. and 8-inch-diameter pipes are 1.35 lb/fl1,
3.06 lb/It', and 4,64 lb/fl. respectively: corresponding working pressure is 350 lb3/in2

Imr eaich dianmeter,

Concept 2269A. This proposed pipeline concept uses filumiwit-wourid
polyester resin fiberglahs-relntorcud plastic~ (FRP) pipe. joined by Heetle "Quick-Lock"
ilunge c.lamlp with "0'' ring, Weights of' 4-inchi-, 6-inch-., and 8-inich-diameter pipes
Lire 1.5 lb/ri, 2.7 lb/I't. and 4.1 lb/It, respectively: corresponidinig working pressures
are 200 lb/in2. 200 lb/in2 and 150 lb/iIn2 respiectively.

Concept 227AD. This is aI proposed pipeline concept using epoxy
resin iliberglass-rcin'ortmi plastic pipe, Joined by Fiberglass Resources' -Kwik-Key"
coupling with "0" ring and locking strip, Weights of' 4-inch, 6-inch-. and
8-inch-diameter pipes arc 0.8 lb/ft, 1L6 lb/frt, aind 2.7 lb/l't. respectively; corresponding
working pressures are 350 lb/In2 , 250 lb/in2, and 200 lb/In2, respectively.

Concept 22705, rhis concept propioses using high-strength well casing
steel pipe. Joined by Arnmco "Seal Lock" threaded well casing couplings. Weights
o1' 4-inch-, 6--inch-, and 8-Inch-dIameter pipes are 11.60 lb/Ct, 213.00 llh/ft. and 32.00
lb/C't, respectively: corresponding working pressuies are 2100 ll'/In2 , 1700 lb/in12,
and I1S00 lb/ii 2 , respectively,

Concept 228AII. This concept p~roposes a pipeldine using aluminum,
schedule 40 pipe., Joined by Sandia Labs' niale/feinale tonguc-anld-groove coupling
with locking strips ( "TaIped Joint"). Weights otf 4-inch-. b-Inch-. and 8-inch-diameter
pipes are 3.73 lb/ft. 6.560b/l and 9.88 lb/ft. respectively; corresponding working
pressures v'rv 1700 lb/in2, 1 :00 lb/i12 . and 1000 lb/ini2. respectively.

joind bytheConcept 228A2. This concept uses steel. ANI 51. pipe, grade A or B.

joied y flesame coupling as that Lused in Concept 228A I, Weights of 4-inch-.
6-inch-. unit Vg imichd iameter pipes arc 10.00 lb/It, 14.97 lb/ft. and 22.34 lb/It.
respectively: correspondiny working prOS~res are 1700 lb/in2 . 1200 lb/in2 , and
1000 lb/in2, respectively,
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Concept 22948. This concept proposes using epoxy resin
-ltrgass-reint rced plastic pipe. joined by '"Gaiiagrip" swaiged-ton grooved pipe

couplings. Weights of 4-inch- and 6-inch-diameter pipes are 0.8 lb/ft and 1.7 lb/fl,
re'spectively; corresponding working pressures are 225 lb/in2 and 250 lb/In2,
respectively,

Concept 232BA. This Concept uISes filanment-wound - yester resin
liberglass-ruint'orccd plastic (FRP) pipe, joined by butt-and-strap hand lay-up of resin
atld mat, such Lis that uvilublo from Century Fiberglass, Weights of 4-inch-, 6-inch-,
and 8-lnch-dianicter pipecs arc 1.5 lb/ft. 2.7 lb/fl, and 4.1 lb/ft, respectively:
corresponding working pressure is 150 .lb/in7 for cacti diameter.

Concept 23509. This concept proposes a pipeline using polyvinyla
chloride (PVC) pipe, joined by cemented (adhecsive-bonded) bell-and-spigot couplings,
such as those available fromn Certain-teced. Weights of 4-incih- and 6-inch-dianicter
pipes are 1.922 lb/ft and 3.947 lb/ft. respectively; corresponding working pressure
is 200 lb/in2 for both diamecters.

Concept 2350B. This concept is a p~ipeline employing epoxy rasinI
Iliberglass-reintorced plastic pipe. joined by cemented (adhiesive-bonded) bell-and-spigot
couplings, such as those available from Fiberglass Resources, Fiber Cast, and Koch,
Weights for 4-inch-. b-~inch-, and 8-inchi-diamecter pipes are 0.8 lb/ft. 1.6 lb/ft. and
2.7 Ilb/ft. respectively; corresponding working pressures tire 350 lb/in2', 250 lb/in12,
and 260 lb/in2 , respectively.

Concept 23709. Thiis concept proposes using polyvinyl chloride
( PVC) pipe, joined by cemented (adhiesive.-bonded) fittings, such as those available
1'ron ('ertain-Tued and lDixi Plastics. Weight of 4-inch-, 6-inch-, and 8-inchi-diamectert.pipes are 1,822 filb/t, 3.947 lb/It, and 0.679 lb/It(, respeoctivvly: corresponding working
pressure is 2100 11,/in2 [or each diameter,

Concept 23701B. Thiis concept proposcs a pipuline using ep~oxy resin
tiberghiss-rein forced plastic t FRP) pipe. joined by Conley FRII cemented

ad ie~ve-ondd )l1ttings. We iglits fo'r 4-inch-, 6-inchi-, and 8-jinch-diameter pipecs
are 0.8 lb/It. 1 .6 lb/It, and :.7 Ilb/It, respectively: corrtespon( Iing working pressure
is 150 Wll/in for each d iameter.

Concept 240E I. 'IliS concept Use's ,iluin inn in schedule 410. 0006141
pipe. joined by -LAPI-t .0 s waged bell-a nd-spigot friction culnWeights of 4-
inc-.6-nh-. and 8-inch-diamneter pipecs are .3.73 llb/It. 6.50 lb/ft. and 9.88 lb/ft.
respectively; corresponlding workinig presstrcs are 1 700 lbi 2

.1200 lbiii12 an~d
10)00 Ilb/in 2 respect velv.



Concept 240E2. This concept proposes using steel, APM 5L piple,
grade A or 13, joineld by the same 1110.1th as that used in Concept 240FI. Weights
of 4-inch-, 6-inlch-. Maid 8-inchi-d . meter pipes arc 10.00 lb/ft, 14.97 lb/It, and 22.34
lb/ft, respectively; corresponding working pressures are 1 700 lb/in 2 , 1200 lb/in2 ,
and 1 000 lb/in 2 , respectively.

Concept 24587. This Is a pipeline concept using cast iron pipe, Joined
by a bell-and-spigot-type friction Joining mechanism with an "0" ring seal, such as
McWave "Tyton" and American "Fastite," Weights of 4-inch-, 6-inch-, and
8-inch-diameter pipes are 1S lb/ft, 23.9 lb/ft, and 34.7 lb/ft, respectively;
corresponding working pressure is 350 lb/in 2 for each diameter,

Concept 24588. This concept proposes using ductile iron pipe. joined
by a bell-and-spigot-type friction joining mechanism with an "0" ring seal, such as
McWave "Tyton" and American "Fastite." Weights or 4-inch-, 6-inch-, and
8-inch-diameter pipes are 13,4 lb/ft, 21 lb/ft, and 29,7 lb/ft, respectively;
corresponding working pressure is 350 Ib/In 2 for eaich diameter.

Concept 24589, This is a proposed concept using polyvinyl chloride

(PVC) pipe, joined by bell-and-spigot coupling with a rubber seal, such as ASC Plastics'
"Vulcan" with integral coupler' Certain-Teed "Fluld-Tite;" Clow "Bell-Tite;" Ethy
"Bell-RIng:," Johns-Manvllle "R.ing-Titc'," Rehau "Mechan-O-Jolnt." Weights for
4-Inch-, 6-inch-, and 8-inch-diametei pipes arc 1.86 lb/ft, 4.05 lb/ft, and 6.91 ib/rt,
respectively, corresponding working pressu.re Is 200 lb/In 2 for euch diameter.

Concept 2458C. This concept proposes a pipeline using high-density
polyethylene MFI'E) duct, with a bell-and-spigot-type friction joining mechanism
wviti an "0" ring seal, such us Phillips Product "Driscon 3700." Weights lor 4-inch
and 6-inch-d~iameter pipes are 0.96 Ib/ft and 1.82 Ib/ft, respectively; corresponding

working pressure is 75 lb/in 2 for both diameters.

Concept 24789. This concept presents a proposed pipelinl using
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe, joined by Tridyn "Wedge-Tite" friction coupling
with rubber seal. Weights of 4-inch-, 0-inch-, and 8-inch-diamneter pipes are 1.48
lb/ft. 3.22 lb/l't. and 5.44 lb/ft, respectively: corresponding lpressure' is 200 lb/in2

for each diameter.
4

Concept 247E1, This conmept proposed a 1pipeline ulsing Llu1iklil
schedule 40. 6061*-T6 pipe, joined by McDonnel "Duraswage" swaged-friction
couplings. Weights or 4-inch-, o-inch-, and 8-inch-dlaneter pipes are 3.73 lb/rt. 6,5(,
lbit, and 9.88 lINt, respectively: corresponding working pre•sures are 1700 lb/lin.
1200 lb/in2 , and I 000 lh/inr respectively,
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Concept 247E2. This proposed pipeline concept uses steel, API 5L
pipe, grade A or B, joined by the same method as that used in Concept 2471 1.
Weights of 4-inch., 6-inch-, and 8-inch-diamct er pilpes r•' 10.,00) Ib/ft, 14. 97 lb/ft,
ai 22.,34 lb/f't, respectively; •orrvspundiiig working pressures are 1700 lb/in2 , 1200
Ib/in2 , and 1000 lb/in2 , respectively,

e. Comparison of Proposed Concepts. The 39 proposed pipeline concepts

were paired for comparison as shown in Figure 26, Relative scores for the concepts
In each pair were computed us~ing the abbreviated scoring matrix (Figore 24), These
scores are shown, inclosed In parentheses In Figure 26. The concept from each pairing
receiving the lowest score was ellminuted fromn further consideration. Using
sequential pairings of the hIgher scoring concepts, 34 of the 39 concepts were
eliminated from further consideration.

When the scoring matrix technique for comparison of alternatives is
used, any alternative found to have an unacceptable characteristic is assigned a value
of zero. Three concepts (2 1 23C, 21 7ED, and 2458C) received scores of zero because
the materials, high-density polyethylene and polypropylene, are not compatible
with the applicable petroleum products throughout the specified environmental
temperature range.

A MERADCOM program review found that the pairing procedure used
by VECO will not necessarily select the rive best cOnIcepts. In FiguIre 26, concepts
I 1112, 12342. 12343, 21111, 21122. 2123C, 2173D, and 2301)1 are compared to
each other through the pariing process. It Is valid to lonclude that concept 220DB
is the preferred concept from this group of eight, However, concept 220DB has not
been compared, In any way, to the 31 other concepts listed below concept 220DB
along the lelft side of Figure 26. Thus, it is possible that any, or all. of these 31
concepts could be superior to concept 2201)A

Similarly, concept 22341 is superior to concepts 22272, 22273, 2235W,
22363, 22401, 22404, and 2.SAB. However, the relative value of concept 22272

in comparison to the 31 other concepts is not known. There'fore, it is not valid to
W conclude that c0oncept 22341 is necessarily one of the five best conlceplts.

Following this rationale to its conclusion, concelts 2201)13, 22341.
225FI , 240[ I, and 24189 have not been identified positively as the rive best alterna-
tives, Actual determination of the five best concepts using ptired comparisons would
requiire :I large number of comparisons bIsed on a complex decision tree. As an alter-
native, VE'O compared the rive proposed concepts to rive concepts currently htiseý
by the Military, The results of' these comparisons are shown in Figure 27. In everycase, when the abbreviated scoring matrix was used, the proposed concepts all scoretd
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r ES-;T MILITANY SYSTEMS

11112 12342 (23A3 1234E 1240C

a2200' -X-

2, \ 22 \228 223" 2
22341 

2 2
(117) 2\2, 242 \242 2\2 2

(1, 220 220 224'" \232 242

240 1 2\42 20S 205 206 210A

(1351 96 19 20 19 20
14769 lt 0 9J22

(113) 222 1 222 ý 222 2 20 220ý

FIlure 27. Premwt systems compared to proposed concepts.

higher than the existing Military systems, The number in parentheses below each pro-
posed concept identification code is thle sum of the differences between the concept
scores and the respective scores for the five present Military systems,

Further evUluatiOn1 of concept 24799, PVC pipe joined by Tridyn
"Wvdgce-Tite" friction coupling, could have some seepage at the joints. In the usual
application (waterlines) for that type of pipe, some seepage at the joints Is allowable,
E;liminating tile potential for the seepage would require changes in tolerances, muanu-
lficturing methods, and/or the geometry of the proprietary seal. D)ue to this problem
and hecause concept 24789 had tile lowest total sum of tile differences when corn-
pared to thie ive existing Military systems, the concept was eliminated from further
consideration.

f. Summary of Value Engineering Company Findings. Given the objec-
tives and criteria specified In the contract (outlined herein in paragraph 8), construc-
tion of 100 miles of 8-inch-diarneler pipeline was selected as the basis ror comparison
Of' the four councepts. Ior the purposes of this investigation. VITCO considered the
Afbility to deliver tile mnaximumLn1| anticipated throughput to be the most demanding
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l~or cac'l coflcJt, . m c 110(1 of' conlstrlIetion and sequence of Operit ioli
ý:nsidered to hev tile most vffikiiettt and cost-ettectivL! meanis of' coIst rIc lion were

ost abI iisliI Ie. III keIlil cusc . lie collstitwitioll CapabIility of' a s~ingle Crow Was less tIhall ill(
deied .30 kiloiniieers per daiy. FIhuS. UI UiLe I vlainCOulSi(ICN(I tiC IISC Of' iMLiflipC

TCr.w hi toaChievv tile dcsiretl rai of construction.

* ~(1) Concept 220DB - CIBA-GEIGY PRONTO-LOCK Pipe. SyNtem.
The C'IBA.(dIlGY illie rgiuss-re in forced epoxy resin pipe is uvailable in diameters fromII
2 ino,11He through 16 inches Designed for continuous operation at a maxinium working

* ~pressure of 150 lb/in2 , the product line includes pipe, fittings, and udupters. Using a

bell-and -spigot deigli, the PRONTO.LOC'K mechanical joining system provides a
quick, simplu miethod for joining pipie and fittings.I

sleev whic can e rottedto ighten themjoint without orottn POTheOC bip x T eind,
ceontric Fleeve s28t agins thrashuld ernal atnthcontcinosthe tapere seal inagsroove. below
dhe thr ead.Ture duesvigntd PROTO-O( tile permit 2r degreeO pns thefe abovuea dtlet

mmooth apere tand ardcI notialbedointo enthebx fomr tes CIHA I pipe 0- is 4o festals
Au s-eald. ntr 40Fotoetonr pipe. wittsfom2icis hog Inhend fthstindas d wih lPRONTimLite
pill pouns.tlaee Thscain four men and thread farnae d aesio of pIntega wit honthon speia
Thadlint I luightened byC rotating C theie wipeth be htap ulednch. osrcio ie-

usin~z 5-ton tru'S. trtr t rowing s f atb oiaed smtal with telnesnopind bodaies. p~irl
join ofdiametr woul bN oInces to 1h0 indheof the miale trads it i oftloade from the

slevv w~ hichisberttu~l totighte o e a joint o wipeou be tainsgit to mciipo. This cin-
cenribbineeto scuprt ainth ppe oulderin inlatitbakon r timultaneeouSClil. fou rra0 me fIoud
dsecion ofpieat fro, deinthedelvry tru 1, ca rmyits to thegreed of the la pi efin e ctad ion
Ilthe Pipon thecibn.Atrrmvn n poetrisetn h ieed

14foruii nds damag, andoubr incatn thade pinheoumn itte section of pipewtou n stvcab
theapndlinto teqboxmend. VEof prepious the c tion bed run1.l tho hrlea up, nothrcn crew:
mUsber uiong arý straptor spanerwrencg fltigotriens wthe oitelehscrewthng oifts. tah

tepipe alowin the cribbing. Atoer removedg aiend pdtcdtors teInspet int ofk pipe.ed-
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Conceot Ccode 2200O

Female PPP pl End Male FRP =Pe Eno

•-~~~ 
Io toy*" e v

(on 8-Inch only)

CO;Ig 5asketFigure 28. Ciba-Geigy PRONTO.LOCK Joint.
Two men ure stutioned on the delivery truck to Ussist in off.loading

tilt Pipe. Thus, the proposed instalhltion Procedture requires at least 9 11en. 2 onl the
truck off-loading the pipe, 2 to carry a"Id position cribbing. 4 to carry and Install the
pipe, and I to tighten theJoint. The estihialod rate oft'constructionl for this crew is one
joint every 84 seconds. ' I1iY (iates to a construction rate of 0.32 nilie per hour,Asnhg ia crew works a I 0-hotr shifti tll: maximum ivength of line Installed in oneday by one crew would be, 3.2 mies. Thus, to obtain the d'sired construction rate of
1 8,6 miles per day, al )east six crcws wuMld hfe required.
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Badsed oil fiirt hor aintlysis, it wais :onicludoed tihat 8 crews, working
4 crews per shilt and. two I 0-hour shifts per day, can best iiccoinolish the const~ti-ohCi~
of 30 kilometers ( 18.0 milies) per day. This approach will allow adequ~ate linle for tile
crews to install valves and fitting, make grade crossings. etc.

'ro support the Installation crews, a contfinuLOUS supply operatiOli
is required. It was assumed that each truck can haul 36 A'gt~ 8-inch-diameter
Pipe ma~iintainling Lin average traveling speed of 30 miles per hour iad that all thle pipe
is prepositioned at one end of the 1100-milu pipefine. Onl this basis, It was determined
that thirty-eight 5-ton truck tractors with telescoping flatbed semitrailers would be
required to mauintain ai continuous supply of pipe.

Additional equipment requirements include seven 2-Ya-ton cargo
rtruc ks and two 1-ton utility trucks, Two of' the seven 2-!½-ton cargo trucks would be

outfitted as pipeline construction trucks whIll winches and A-framles for Installing
valves and other hecavy componenits.

'ro deliver 35,000 barrels per day through one 8-inch-dianicter
CIBA-U uc;Y pipeline would require aipproximaately 1 9 pim p stat ions, assuming no
change Ill eleva flio along the I 00-ni lie length of' thle pipleline., Facli pumlp stat ion
wouli operate at a inuxu~inai discharge pressuro of' ISO lb/in2 delivering approximately
10IfYlO hdralic horsepower.

(2) Concept 22341 - Grooved.E nd, Mlechanically Coupled,
Aluminumi Pilpe Systemi, M'echanical couplings for loininag grooved-end pipev are -

am nufa~ctu red by U ustla-IBacon D~ivision, Aeioqu i1l Corporut iov' Lawrence. Kansas.
and Victualic C'ompany of America, Flinthet h, New Jersey. This concept viiiplo~s
thle samei basic design as the% Military stand ard cou pied steel piplelines e cc pt it is
proposed to use schedule 40, 006 146 aluminum p~ipe 1111d alL amina ilii couplinlgs.

A segmviented coupI)ling enlgalge circaI Ill I01-0t ial grooves irounld
thle ciad or the pipe as shown inl Figure .29 to provide I positive mechanically locked
joint. An clastonierie gjaset en1caIsed by thel coupling9 Wiea 111 the mmt. 1% ltea ulsed
with appropriate couplings.,-nhd aetr grVooved-end, schedule 40 Ua1flumina m
pipe) IS %LI itiale] for operating at pressures up ito 800 lbi a 2, Ani 8-inch grooved cou pling
will allow I dlegree, 4 1 minuites deflection ill the .oint.

A 20-f'oot lengthi of* scheodule 40, -nhdaee, alunfminu pipeo
weighs approximaltely I198 pioun ds. Use of' longer longt ii, would be desirable to reduce

lhe numbfl er of' joints. I lowever, the weight of' longer Sect ionS Would preclude
manhiandling thle pipe during the stringing-and-laying operations.



ConcepP Code 22341

Coupliing Halves

Gasket

Groove

Aluminum

Alufninifr. Pipe En~d

Fl~ure, 29. Grocoupdlend. hIwct llly .,upked pipl.
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It is proposed thut the pipe stringing and joining be accomplished
as a single operation. The procedure to be used would he as outlined in rM 5-343 for

,onstruction of' cotipled steel pipelinles. ihe VE[CO investipati ulConicitlded that one
Crew Caln lay 7U sections of 8-inch pipe during a I1O-hour shift, On this basis, uchieving
a 30-kilonieter-per-day construction rate would require 70 crews working 35 crews

,* per shift and two 10-hour shifts per day. Construction rates actually achieved during
tests at Fort lBelvoir using steel tubing indicates this estimate of possible construction
rates is extremely pessimistic.

A 2-Vi-ton truck tractor and a bolster trailer would be required
to supply pipe to each of the 35 crews, Additional equipment rcquired would include
ten 2-Ya-ton pipeline construction trucks and ten %-ton utility trucks. The 2-VI-ton
pipeline construction trucks would be equipped with winches and A-'rames.

Delivery of 35,000 barrels per day througl an 8-inch-diameter,
s;chedule 40, coupled alunlinum pipeline would require five pump stations. Each pulmlp
station would operate at a niaXimuni discharge pressure of 800 lb/in2 delivering
approximately 475 hydraulic horsepower.

(3) Concept 22SFI - Race and Race Racebilt, This concept proposes
using schedule 10, 6063 aluminum pipe. The pipe is Joined by a illeCllwlical coupling
manuftictured by Race and Race, lInc, Winter Hlaven, Florida. Marketed under the
registered trademark Racebilt, each lngth of pipe has a fenmale coupling and inile
fitting permanenitly attached by welding. Two sections of pipe are joined by inserting
the mule end illto the f'en4ale Couphling as shown in Figure 30, Tile cast inale fitting
has two latching lugs, As tile mule ritting is inserted into the female coupling,
" W,-•,ialtptch rings automatically engage the latching lugs, providing a positive

I Wit Ltch Spring

Male Aluminum PipeF.n.. melo Aulnum.o iIp, In

Figure 30. RACEBII.T mechanical coupling
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rlock, Ani olast omeric seal in the hurL- of' tih enle con11 COling1 provides a Seal 111roun1d
the ouitside ol ik, the male l'itting. Ali nidercul il the latching lugs pirevets rLAieSC
of* tIme latches while (lhe L'outili~iij is mider pressure.

The coupling increases the usefutl length of' u section of' pipe
by 0,58 foot. With tliv coupling attached, a 40-oot section of' schedule 10,
8-inch-diameter pipe weighs upproximatuly 205 poun~ds. Although It will be an
arduous task, thiese sections or pipe call be manhandled for stringing and joining,

The strlnging-and-luying procedure proposed by VI3CO is identical
to that for thle CIBA-UGUY pipe except the coupling uutomticaheuly latochs itscir,
Vliminuting thle need for a crew ,miember to secure the joint. The estimalted timei

required to lay one joint of pipe is 54 seconds. Based onl this Johinig rate, VFiCOI
projects 6 crews (3 crews working two 10-hour shif~ts) can lay 30 kilgirneturs of plip
per day and have eniough time available to instull the necessary valves und fittings,
make grade crossings, etc. -

Eachi construction crew would consist of' 15 meva including a1.crew chief, 7 men to carry, align, and join the pipe sectionb. 2 mnii to Install valves
and fittings. 2 men to carry and position cribbing; and 3 mceii working ~on thle dlcivery

truck to assist with orf-loading the pipe.

for~lin handlin valvcs andtor otwier heavyd items.ler wqith

tcedleso0ialubinums pipe limied to hal 350 linaI0mllonghso pipe rlod40Uline would b
reuredniedt spupostaionstrution dolve 3500 barrels of piueln per day. Achitionap

ttation Twoul poduce approxima ttw oly 2 be hydrulicpe hospwiter. hsadA-r

(4) Concept 240E1I ZAP-LOK Systems International, Inc.
(ZAP-LOK). Th'le ZAPI-LOK pipe jioining. process, developed by ZAP-LOK Systems
International, Inc., Houston, Texas, produces a joint equal in burst strength to thle
original pipe strength. One end of each section of' pipe is expanded or "belled" as
shown in Figure 3 1. The opposite end of euch length of pipe Is beveled slightly and
anl annu1lar groove is rolled into thle outside diameter, A portable hydraulic press
forces thle grooved end of' One pipe Section into the belled end of' another pipe section.
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Concept Code 240EI

Aluminum Belled Pipe End

(o Sne t Aluminum Grooved Pipe End AS~( .3 Places)

Figure3 I, ZAP.LOK Joint,

ToIie end preparation, belling and grooving, can be accolplijiledut the pipe. mill. in it storage yard. or oil the job .dite, The cuntrullud-rnrce fIl or tile
joint provides metal-to-mletal seal. An epoxy applied before assembling the joint
serves ats at lubricant and u secondary sewl. "ieh joint reLitches the usclui length of
an 8-1ch pip%! by upproximately 0.88 loot.

The ZAI-.LQK process is suitable forjoining pipes fron W-itch
throLgh I 2-inch diameter of' various wVaII thicknesses and muteriuls. VECO has
reconinended use of 8-Inch-diamneter, schedule 40, 606l-T6 aluminum pipe witha working pressure of I,OOU lb/in2 , A 40-foot length of this pipe weighsapproximately 395 pounds,

The proposed in.stallation procedure begins with stringing thepipe using it side-boom tractor to unload the pilpe from the truck, The pipe would
be placed on ;ribbing to protect the pipe and l'acilitute the Joining crew,

The hydraulic joining press would be carried by a side-boomtractor and operate using power from the tractor hydraulic system. The joint of
pipe being added to the pipeline would be picked up by another side-boom tractor,
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heen~izlsjee ted. a nild 111 Clieo.'y appliod it) file ni~itaing surilices. Afteie properly
.1ligniiip (lie nvW SVctiofl ot pipe, lie hiydlratilic press wouild grasp (lie pipe wid forc%:
the joint togetherl,

The time required to join a section to the pipeline is estimated to
be 90 seconds, At this rate, eight crews of four crews per shift working two 10-ho0ur
shifts per day would be required to construct 30 kilometers of pipeline per day.

Two stringinig crews of 5 men each would be required to string
the pipe in advance of the Joining crews. Each crew wou'tld consist or a crew chief,
a tractor operator. and 4 men to assist in handling and positioning thV pipe, Each
joining crew Would consist of 7 men: I crew ciief, 2 tractor opcrutors, 3 men to

assinhandling the pipe and applying the epoxy, and I milia to operate the joining
mlachinle.

Five-ton truck tractors towing flatbed semitrailers with telescoping
bodies would be used to deliver the pipe to the construction site, Assuming each truck
call haul 26 sections of schedule 40, 8-inch-diamecter pipe in 40-root lengths, it is
estimated that 35 trucks would be required to string 30 kilometers of' pipe per day.
Two side-boom tractors Would be required for stringing the pipe and another eight
side-boom tructors would be required for joining the pipe.

Delivery of 35,000 barrels of fuel per day through 100 miles
of 8-inch aluminum pipe tit 1000 lb/in2 maximum operating pressure would require
four pumping stations. I-ach pum ping station would produce appproxiniatoly 590
hydraulic horsepower,

(5) Results of Concept Comparisons. Table 8 prosents tabulated
weight and volumv data for the four selected concepts. All equipment dimensions
and weights are actual values, unless noted otherwise. Ani additional 10 percent
of total amiounts (based onl 100-mile pipeline) is included In the calculations, as noted,
to compensate for quantities of pipe lost or damaged in transit.

Material and equipment cost data shown in Table 9 are based
on 1976 manufacturer's quotations. For the ZAP-LOK system, pipe preparation
cost does not include. spare or buack-tip equipment, The cost of using a grooving
machine, as anl alternative to having the mnill perform the grooving operation, is not
included in pipe preparation cost for the grooved-pipe coupling system,

Transportation costs are based on MERADCOM "Cost Estimating
Guidance Transportation cost" statem~ent of 9 sep 1975. Costs include U.S. Lille
Hlaul, U.S. P'ort Handling, Overseas Port Handling, and Overseas Line Haul charges.
Figures for U.S. Line Haul and U.S. Port H andling charges for pipe only ore computed
from volume (for low-donsity items, charges are based Onl Volume rather than weight).
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Concept Code 240EI

Epoxy Sealant 
Aluminum Grooved Pipe End

(3 PIacamI)
Figure 31. ZAP-LOK Jolnt.

The end preparation, belling and grooving, cun be accomplishedut the pipe mill, In a storage yard, or oil the Job site, The controlled-force fit of thejoint provides a metal-to-metal seal. An epoxy applied before assembling the jointserves as a lubricant and a secondary seal. The joint reduces the useful length of
an 8-inch pipe by approximately 0.88 foot,

The ZAP-LOK process Is suitable forJoining pipes from I-inchthrough 12-inch diameter of various wall thicknesses and materials, VECO hasrecommended use of 8-inch-diameter, schedule 40, 6061-T6 aluminum pipe with
u working pressure of 1,000 lb/in2 . A 40-foot length of this pipe weighsapproximately 395 pounds.

The proposed installation procedure begins with stringing thepipe using a side-boom tractor to unload the pipe from the truck. The pipe wouldbe placed on cribbing to protect the pipe and facilitate the joining crew.

The hydraulic joining press would be carried by a side-boomtractor and operate using power from the tractor hydraulic system, The joint ofpipe being added to the pipeline would be picked up by another side-boom tractor,
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The prices of' gate valves for tile systems are inlludedC~ eC~aulSe
£ ofOL thC dif rc liees ill cost for the diffIerent sizes requ ired to handle the varying working

pressures. A 000-p)OUnd Alass gate valve selec ted fbor the ZA P.LOK and grooved-pipe
systems cesth approximiately $4100, u 300-pound class gate valve selected for the
Racebilt system costs about $1700; and a 150-pound gate valve selected for the
PRONTO-LOCK system costs approximately $1 200. Vulve quantities required for
each system will also vary.

Table 10 provides a comparison of the basic pipe costs for 4-, 6-.
and 8-inch nomninal sizes.

Considering calculated total costs, excfusive of relative
performance or manpower required for Installation, the PRONTO-LOCK system costs
the feast of the four systems ($3,413,000); ZAP-LOK costs 2.4 times as much
($8,087,000); grooved-pipe 2.1 times as much ($7,006,000), and Racebilt 1.3 times
as much ($4,403,000), The PRONTO-LOCK system costs represent costs for prepared
pipe (ready to install), purchased directly from the manufacturer, There Is no separate
charge for preparing the pipe and no equipment required for the joining process,

The higher ZAP-LOK cost Is attributed to a considerably higher
price for Schedule 40 aluminum pipe (versus FRII), the expense of' preparing the pipe
(belling and grooving), and a large expense for equipment to perf'orm thle joining
operation. The cost 0f' purchasing9 four Joining presses ($1,745,400), of' course,
represents anl Initial cost oniy and a more accurate representation may be the long-ternm
costs over the periodl of' time thle equipment is used, The high Initial equipment cost
would also be reduced If' the presses were leased,

L ~Similarly, the grooved-pipe system costs Lire higher because of'
fhigh almnmprices (versus FRPI) and pipe preparation costs (grooving) in addition
to the cost of' the mlechanlical couplings employed. Since, 0-1*oot pipe sections were
used In the system design (versus 40-loot sections flor other concepts) the number of'
joints are thereflore doubled. pipec preparation costs and Coupling Costs coufd be halved
if 40-foot sections are used.

The Racebilt systemi costs, however, represents thle price of'
prepared pipe. Thle cost of' the Racohilt niunilnuml pipe with thle couplings Welded Onl
tile ends is 3511( less t'or pipQ which is approximately SOIX lighter in weight than thle
schedule 40 pipe.

For all l'our syStem1s. the Cost of' co81nsuable materials used inl
installation Is relatively Inslgniclficn t (under $4,000) compared to other costs. There
is little varia tioni In the transportation cost l'or aill systems. Although OIL, Racvehilt
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sysicnm wLiglls •onsiderally less than eilhcr tih /AP-([.K or grooved pilv system
and he IRONI() )-i)('K system weighs less thanI RacIbilt. respectivc tn',,|pour•atiomi

%i;arges alre vuiulated on volumn, which differs little.

The rusults of comparisons of' the ic v solected concepts using

the Pipelihne Scoring Matrix, Figure 23, are shown In Flgurc 3-. On the basis of the

220DB C•lA-Gaigy "ProntVo-LCCkt "
22341 Alumlnum Grooved-Pipe Coupltings

225•I Race 'and Race "ReaobI"1.,

2.,40E I "Zap-Lok"

PROPCSEC CONCEPTS

22002 2234( 225I 240EV

2200'6 77 786

76 781 691
.22341 ,

78S 766

.98 \ \t

786 ~ 0
240El

673 691 W6

Figure 32. Comparison scores of proposed pipe concopts.
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perl'ormnt'tti tild LIL-Sigil Cen terij SCleCtCd tilL' R!aCehiitst SN101 cI p Cl 11cCd lehighlc!'t
ofI the tour SVICCIt'd SYS10titS. Folowe-d by l'RONIO-LO( K. :!ununilLlun Vri'vd-jpipc
COup)Hlngs. anid /Al)-[.O)K. 1i 110 anking. is l%1hcd onl c'Oujlpaison scores W1 all touir
NS sI CIUN 15 Aken ' I~ll, liji'. I. RacehII1t hadl hltgltr st.OILs whvin paired with each of' tile
oilier systemis; /.Al-LOi( had lower scores for all three pairings. The scoring indicates
thtat, Lonsidorttl$ a wide range of* operating conditions and general requiiremlents,
Racehillt is t10 superior sy'stem. flowever, it is recognized that under certainl
circumlstances and given specific req uirvnments, another system could perlorm its well
as or better thani Racehilt. All systems, therelborv. are capable of' meeting the Military
requirements.

Onl the basis of material und system design churaeteristiLs which
served as the basis for scoring, pipe sections ror all systems have the same nomilnal
diameter. The pipe material then is a critical factor, With the exception of'
PRONTO-LOCK, all SYStenIS use alum11inium pipe that can be bent ats reqluirtd Inl the
field, The ZAP-LOK systemn is the most permianent of' the four, heaviest inl Weight,
and allows thle lon~gest un1supported length of' pipeline. ZAP-LOK operates under theV
highest working pressure (1000 lb/inl2 ), hence requiLres lowLr pumping stations thereby
increasing the miaximium system reliability. Conversely, the PRONTO-LOCK system
culn he disassembled and reused and employs the lightest sections oft piple, but its
nonmetallic construction re(IttirL's more support per pipeline length and is more
vulnerable to abuse (1fromn terrain) than ally of' the other systems. PRONTrO-LOCK
operates under the lowest working pressure (150 lb/In2) a~ld, oil thle hasis of' thle
nit Uber of' putnp~tg stations required, this limlits thle malXi1Ul un un mthema~tiealiy
p)ossible system reliability that cull be achieved.

TheV ins-ta~llationl procedures individually selwced tor the four
systems were considered by VEC'O to be thle most etticient mecans of' achieving thle
reqJuired installation rate. Racebilt required thle leust amnount o1' skill to install. Thle
joining operation involves little more than aligning two mauting pipe ends and bringing
them together with enough, thrust to lift two spring-louded latches over two lugs. Thle
grooved-pipv and( PRONTO-LOCK systems also are relatively easy to install. ThleI ~ ~ZAP-LOK system requires the miost skill to Install thus nmaking desirable for the .oining
machine operators to have sonmc prior training. Since thle ZAP-LOK Joint is relatively
permanent. anl improperly made joint is not readily corrected, nieaning some delay
In the construction operation. ZAP-LOK pipe, for that matter, cuti be joined only
With me1chanized1= equ~ipmeOnt, whereas Rucebilt, PRONTO-LOCK, and grooved-plipe
sections canl be assembled by hatnd, Tile grooved-pipe installation requires thle longest
time per joint (8.55 mninutes) and Rucebilt the shortest (54 seconds). Installation
times are clearly subject to climatic conditions at the site. Low temperatures would
affect the time required to apply and curie thle epoxy used in the ZAP-LOK systemu.
All systemns except Racebilt would require low-temperuture lubricants. All factors
considered, Raccbilt Is the easiest system to Install and ZAP-LOK the most difficult.
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Racvbilt aIso requires tie least nuinhe r ot crews (total manpower)
to niect the required installation rate, and vroov,.'d-IipiL requires [ili min')st manpower
T'able I I ). A Raelhilt crew ic(]uires no tools for installation. a PRONTO-LOCK crew

requires only the use or a spanner wrench; it grooved-pipe Coupling crew would use a
torque wrench and an alignment cage; and a ZAP-LOK crew would use a hydraulic
press to join pipe. Major installation, supply, and joining equipment requirements
for each system (shown in Table 1]2) are dependent on many variables. Although no
one system is superior in terms of equipment utilized, each system requirement Is
large considering an operation of' this scale, Once the pipe is joined, the ZAP-LOK
system is tile most diflicult of the four to repair and maintain. Replacement or a
damaged section would require a crew to cut out tile daniaged section and to bell and
groove mating ends in the field unless another joining operation is considered, Repair
of damaged sections in tie other systems would require simple replacement of the

damaged sections.

Development of any of the four concepts into a Military system
would not require an extended til(: period, nor would it involve a high risk, All the
system concepts are hased upon commercially proven components, There are,
however, certain areas which require investigation if the systems are to perform
satisfactorily in the Military environment.

The durability of the ('IBA-GEIGY PRONTO-LOCK fiberglass
pipe material would need to be established with respect to ultraviolet (sunlight)
exposure, extreme cold temperatures, and physical abuse. The integrity of'
fieId-bonded p in-end (male) fittings when accomplished under extreme climatic
conditions would need to be established. The characteristics and limitations of' the
grooved-pipe system using malleable iron couplings and steel pipe are well established.
Similar limits with regard to strength and dUrability would need to be set for the
aluminum system, The primary areas of' concern with the Race and Race Racebilt
system would hu the strength of the fairly light gage (schedule 10) pipe, the durability
and vulnerability of the cast-end fittings, and the effectiveness of the rubber seal
at low temperatures and low line pressures. Developnient of the ?AP-LOK system
would involve developing a "mnilitariý-ed" version of the joining equipment, tailoring
the equipment tFor 4-, 0-, and 8-inch pipe only, and other similar changes. A reliable
means for applying the epoxy sealant in extreme cold and wet conditions would also
need to be deve!op,'d.

SBased on the results ol' their contract effort, the Value Engineering
Comipany concluded:
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Oi ile 1 ll'iS Ul 01 c tad: Witli Ijl'0lfeSi,)lal~ and trade o~rganliztdions jntd
prlivate industry.1*V 0li1lV I feCW areas ()I p~iplnhIil teCCInolny have shiowni Iarki-'d

Mors L L. Velo~lkllt'l ill tl]k lhSt SOMJ1a year1S. I~lo v.\amplf)I aiitoli'ic~ti

WL' Id llg 10e11i ILjtICS, h dCillQ 11p oVed the q uality of joinIs; but becauise there
has been no great reduction iii time required, rapid-welded pipelinc,
in~stullatioti is not possible. flose is relatively versatile and call be easily
transported and installed; bilt It's upplication is limited by Its low working
pressures.

As a result of' the in l'ormiation obtained and onl the basis of' preliminary
findings, the development of' an effective concept for rmpid installation of'
a system for distribution of' bulk fulel appears feasible, using relatively
proven techlnology.

All four concepts under con~sideration appear ito be superior. onl the
limited basis of' tile lrclinllnury evaluation, to the Military systems currenltly
available,

Of' tile four system concepts, the iRacebilt systeml ranks highest by
tile scorin~g mlatrix criteria, while the PRONTO-LOCK systeml has the lowest
projected costs. The ZAP-LOK systemi required tilLI'cfwest men. Dependinlg
oil the Army's area Or em~pha~sis, any of' thle fouir concepts explored would
be S~Uitable for fuirther development as a mnilitary systeml.

9. Ancillary Equipment. In addition to tile pipe anld pum111ping equlipullilt, I,
tilerv is a wide variety of components required f~or sale, efficient pipeline operation,
Design requirements f'or eacll of' thlese pipeline com~ponenits are depenidenit Oil iliatiy
factors, particularly the pipeline size, operating pressure, and [low rate. Selection

ýR of' tle proper ancillary eqnipmnent is anl esseintial part of designing a well-integrated
V pipeline system,.

A detailed examination of each type of C01illponen0t inludeILd inl a pipeline
systemn is beyond tile scope of' thils report. Thus, tile following discussion Is intended
only to identify somec of the major issues thlat must be considered in pipeline design. .
To the extent possible, the potential impact onl overall system cost and operational
effectiveness is presented,

a. Pump Station Manif'olds. A typical Ilayout Of' a11.1111P Station, including
four pumps interconnected for series operation, is illustrated Ill Figure 33. Thils
mnatifold layoult allows n11Xlaxitlt~ll flexibility inl tile series mode of pump station
operationl. Any desired comibination fromn one to four pumips may be operated
siiultane1.11ously, Valves inl the mantifiold allow eachl pumip to lie Isolated fromi the

mnanifold pressure. 94
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lh it ptillill ionll Iall. illf'Id Cail hk. :olsiei.rd it) consist of s.v.ral
'Ll ,.i ' 'skic lv ll0,. 1 1h, ill, JIn h jlij•tj '1,pelilILn or r•llk line termillilln.e I lih inlh.t t.) lhe

ii .iLilig I)M pII,: ,lVeIr siliotin, Ihis section of the imnanibold is required to catch or
trap, without interrrupting flow, any internal pipe scrapers, pigs, or other pipe cleaning
devices being pumped through the pipelines. Similarly, the outgoing pipe cleaner
station provides the capability to introduce scrapers, pigs, or other cleaning devices
into the Ilow stream as It leaves the pump station.

The intake sandtrups collect dirt. scale, sludge, and other debris
pumped through the pipeline following intital startup, after the line has been broken
"Ior maintenince, or,that has been loosened by an internal scraper or pig. Sandtraps
are intended to remove large particles and debris which might damage a pump, lodge
in valves rendering them inoperative, or otherwise cause operational problems.
Sandtrups arc not intended to servei as quality control devices.

Trhe unit pump manifold Identified In Figure 33 Includes that part
of the pump station manifold required to connect one pump to the pipeline. Thus,I the pump station manifold, as shown, includes four unit pump nantifolds. It is this
portion of the manifold that changes If the pump station is designed for parallel
pump operation, Figure 34 shows schematically a typical layout for series operation
of a four-pump station, Incoming and outgoing pipe cleaner stations and a sanditrap
station identical to those Illustrated in Figure 33 would be required with the manifold
coannecting the punips in parallel,

The number of valves, fittings, and pipe sections art approximately
equal for either pump stations operating in parallel or series assuming each station
includes an equal number of booster pumps. Examination of Figures 33 and 34 shows
that a substantial amount of construction effort will be required If a complete
manifold is delivered to the installation site as individual components, The size and
weight would preclude shipping a pump station manifold preassembled as a complete
unit. However, it would be possible to preassemble the incoming and outgoing pipe
cleaner stations, intake sandtraps. and at least the major portion of the pump
manifolds as separate units.

11) Valves. Control of flow in a pipeline system is accomplished
by the use of valves. Essentially, valves perform the following basic functions:

(a) Start or stop flow.

(b) Determine and change direction or path of flow,
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(c) Prevent backllow.

(d ) Relieve or regult, pressure.

To meet the varied 1low control requirements, the list of types of
valves Is virtually endless. Valves must be properly selected and maintained to provide
the desired service. Because of the many types of valves available and the differing
operational requirements, this study does not attempt to make an In-depth evaluation

of valves, Instead, this discussion is limited to the contribution of valves to the cost
and weight of pump station manifolds,

Table 13 lists the approximate cost and weight of cast steel rising
stem gate valves and swing chock valves, The manifold for a single pump booster
station of the configuration shown in Figure 33 Includes at least 10 gate valves and 2
check valves, For each additional pump added to the manifold, 2 gate valves and
I check valve are required. Because of the number o1f valves required and their high
cost and weight, valves represent more than half the total cost and weight of a Pump
station manifold.

Although difficult, it would be possible to install 4-Inch, ISO-

and 300-pound-class valves and 6-Inch, 150-pound-class valves without tile aid of
materials handling equipment, Beyond these sizes and weights, It becomes essential
to have some type of support equipment available for valve Installation. Even then,
assembly of pump station manifolds will be a slow, laborious task requiring several
men. Maximum preassembly of pump station manifolds will substantially reduce
the time and manpower required for pump station construction,

Improvements in valve technology in recent years have been
primarily through the introduction to new materials. Coatings applied to internal
valve parts have led to substantial improved performance of valves in highly corrosive
applications. Reinl'orced-plastlc valves are finding acceptance for sonic low-pressure
applications, Typically, butterfly valves are smaller, weigh much less, and are less
expensive than othe types of valves. Improved designs have led to greater utilization
oi' butterfly valves for applications up to 150-lb/in 2 pressure differential. Butterfly
valves with pressure ratings Lip to 720 lb/in2 for sizes up to 12 inches have recently
become available from a few manufacturers. Virtually no data Is available regarding
the reliability and maintenance characteristics of the valves,

The changes in valve technology do not indicato a ieed for any
significant change from the types of valves currently in use throughout the petroleum
pipeline ilnustry. However, future Military pipeline design and development programs
should include a thorough survey of the valve industry to insure that no opportunity
for Improvement has been overlooked.
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(2) Fittings. Included in the broad category of fittings are elhows.
tees, wyes, crosses, reducers, unions, plugs, return e•)nds, and many other specialty
items, F[ttings useI to con ned the various parts (it' a system may he made: of a wide
range of inat.rials to Imeet various service retquireme.nts. Fittings are imaultiflacturLId

in a wide range ot standard types anid sizes I'r use with aill typus of mechianical
co~uplings •s wvll •s for welded joints,

Individually, fittings represent u small part of the cost and weight
of a complete manifold. However, due to the large number required in a complex
manifold, fittings may represent a significant part of the total manifold cost and
weight. Use of standard fittings and elimination of the need for specialty items is an
essential part of good manifold design.

Virtually every conceivable technique suitable for Joining pipe
could be used for connecting parts within a pump station manifold. However, the
technique best suited for joining pipe may not necessarily be well suited for all Joints
within a pump station manifold, For example, welding would not be a suitable means
for connections to pumps, valves, and other components which may require removal
for repair or replacement.

i; ~Selection or the type of f'ittings and method or Joining to be used
within pump station and tank.furm manifolds will require careful study after the

pipeline joining method is selected. It is important to remember that leaks are most
likely to occur at mechanical joints. Thus, it is imperative that the fittings selected
have a pressure rating compatible with the pipeline operating conditions and that the
number of Joints be held to e minimum, The versatility of the currently standard Mill-
tary grooved-end mechanical couplings makes this Joining technique extremely well
suited for Military applications, Other than the possible use of aluminum fittings In
lieu of steel to reduce maintenance requirements, preliminary evaluations indicate little
potential for improving Military manifold designs.

The approximate cost of pump station manifolds using grooved

couplings is shown in Figure 35. The top three curves represent the estimated costs for
4., 6-, and 8-inch-nominal-diameter manifolds for a one pump station of the general
configuration illustrated in Figure 33, The cost of a unit pump manifold is represented
by the lower three curves in Figure 35. Thus, the cost of a complete four.pump
manifold as shown in Figure 33 would be equal to the cost read from the manifold
cost curve for the appropriate line size plus three times the unit manifold cost read
from the appropriate unit manifold curve in Figure 35.
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Using the same approach, the apt ro.imia te weight of' a pum p
StatiOll n1aia unOld Call he determIliiCIc using Figure 30. The valves, sand trapl, and cdeaiicr
statiolls coiuipnse Ill mn lajority (4la p)UmpI StaltiOnl n11ianiOld CO.SI aiId Weight. USC 0l'a
joinin g tec 1i(tuIiuc other than grooved Lcouplings wvoulId have littlte v tict 011 the total
manifold i.ost or weight. Theref'ore, Figures 35 and 36 are used throughout this
report as being representative or' pump station mlanifold costs and weights without
regard for the pipeline Joining techniqlue used.

b. Pressure Regulation. The pressure at any polint iI a pipeline is a
function of' both static and dynamic head, Because of* thle elrects of' gravity, liquids
always tend to move toward the c"niter of' thle earth. This cadractoristic creates a
pressure, normally referred to us static head, proportional to the vertical distance
between the liquid surface and the point whero the pressure Is measured.

If' flow IIn a pipe Is uphill, the static head resists flow and adids to the
energy that mIust be Supplied by a pump to obtain the desired rate or [low, When
flow Is downhill, the static pressure tends to push the liquid through thle pipeline,
helping to overcome the friction loss from the fNO flow, When pumping is interrupted
and thie pipeline Is shtut down, there is no friction loss to orract the static hecad. Titus,
onl the downhill run, thle pressure at the lowest point in the pipeline may be higher
under no-flow conditions than when flowing.

The nteed for pressure regulation in Military pipeline was first Identified
during World War 11. Construction of' pipelines over the H-imialaya Mountains In
China-lBurmu Theater and In mountainous terrain, such ats found IIn Northern Italy,
found locations where static pressure could become excessive,

InI 19S3, the U.S. Army Engineer Research und Development
Laboratories (USAERDL) at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, Initia ted a study of the problem
of Military pipeline pressure regulation requirements. Approximately 22
munuracturcrs were contacted to determine commercial availability of suitable pressure
regulating equipment. At that time, one valve maunufacturer's control equipment
appeared suitable for application to a Military, portable, pressure-regulatitig station,
Evauation101 tests on these valves began InI October 1954 and revealed that the rubber
expandable tubes which were the primec components of the valves would not operate
eff~ectively at subzero temperatures and a low-teniperature, fuel-resistatit rubber was
not uvailable,

1In 1956, a contract was awarded to Arland Engineering Company to
Investigate, evaluate, atid select suitable pressure-reguluting equipment. Thet final
report, titled "Pressure-Regulatlon Valves for Military Pipelines," was submitted to
the chief of Engineers, U.S Army, inI April 1957, This report recommended a valve,
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but, again, it was lnelT'e•tive for operation at subzero temperatues. During this study,
aIssistan¢ce was solicited from 41 valve manufacturers, 35 pipeline operators, 5 pipeline
design and engineering organizations• and the American P•etrole ani Institute ('0111i itttee
on Pilelinc Iransporl,ition. Tlhe general u.; il l •on its reLcivvd from these organizations
indicated the following:

(I) The type of pressure regulation used on commercial overland
pipelines is determined by the requirements of a speciflc location and application.

(2) Each design is peculiarly suited for that locution.

(3) No two designs arc necessarily iilke,

The design restraints or requirements for commercial applications
tire, therefore, some'whut different from the Initial Military objective of using one
standard presRLiro-regulating station assembly for all requirements. It Is noteworthy
that, subsequent to this period (1956-57). the Military objective changed to one of'
applying a variety of' pressurcrogulating stations to meet all Military requirements,
rather than one regulating station for all Military requirements, During this 1956.57
study, vorrespondenuce from it leading pipeline design and construction firm Indicated
that it was being flced with it complex pressure-reguluting problem con,-ernIng a
proposed pipeline oavr rugged territn from Sicasica, Bolivia, to Arica. Chile. The
remoteness of' this pipeline Indicated a nCeed for pressure regulating stations that were
operated solvly by hydraulic pressure and were sellfregulated, autoniiule, and
unattended.

In June 1960, the Petroleum1 Equipment Branch (USAERDL)
conmpleted a study to Investigate the requirements, methods, and equipment for
pressure regulation In long, downhill, Military-pIpelIne sections or where the pipeline
profile forms a deep gorge. included in this study wa.s additional testing and evaluation
of' an Improved version of' the regulatlng valve that was evaluated in the two previous
studies o1' 1953 and 1956.57. As In previous programs, the testing found the valve
would not operate effectively at suhzero temperatures. Conclusions drawn in
USAEIRI)L Technical Report I f,30-TR, "Pressure Regulation in Long Downhill
Soetions of' al Militairy Pip~eline,"' dated June 196•0, by M. A, IPa'htltu, indicated

additional study, deslgn. and development were required to obtailn suitable
pressLI re-regulathog u•iqilpien t.

Commercial nmethodS used to overcomne the high pressure resulting 'roml
large changes in elevation include:
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h d( I ) Use of welded pipeline construction exchisively, which inherently
will withstand higher pressures than coupled lightweight lubing,

(2) ('Chang to it heivier-wall pipe in critical areas or a pipeline where
excessive pipe pressures could be encountered.

(3) Use of a smaller-diameter pipe while maintaining or increasing
the wall thickness to accommodate higher pressures associated with critical sections

of pipeline.

(4) Installation of a relief valve and piping to a storage tank in areas
of a pipeline where critical pressures could be encountered, Whenever excessive
pressures occur, product is relieved to storage and later pumped back into the pipeline,

(5) Control of pipeline pressure limits with pressurv-regulating valves
or shutoff valves that are powered with an external source of power, such as electricityor compressed air.

(6) Control of pipeline pressure limits with pressure-regulating valves
that are powered with the hydraulic pressure of the product being conveyed in the
pipeline.

In November 1965, the Department of the Army approved a Small
i! Development Requirement Ibr a "Family of Pressure-Reglulating EQUipmen01t, 6-. 8-,

and 12-Inch, Military Petroleuni-Products Pipelines,"

In October 1919, Williams Brothers Entgineering Company, Resouro,'
Sciences Center, was awurded Contract DAAKU2.70-C-01 19 for the design of portable
pressure-regulating stations for critical downhill sections of' 6-, 8., and I 2-dich Military
petroleum iel pipelines, The final report, "Portable Pressure-Regulating Systems for
Critical Downhill Section ol' 6., 8-, and 12-Inch Military Petroleum Pipelines, Report
No, 2," dated September 1970, contains drawings and specifications for
pressuro-regLulating stations.

SFunding limitations at that time prevented Ili fabrication and testing

•',; or tihe Militaric-dusigneci preSSUre-ruguluting station, However, Williams Brothers
€• Engineering Company has built and Installed U c:ommercial station which is U 11odified'

version of the Military station. Complete details of the 1969-70 developmrent flTort
are contained in Technical Report 2007, "Portable Pressure-Regulation Station for
Critical Downhill Sections of 6-, 8-, Arnd I 2-Inch Military Fuel Pipelines," prepared by
If. N. Johnston, Fuels Handling EIqtuipment Division, MWRDC, dated November 1971,
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The need lkir a pressure-reducing station suitable for worldwidev tsc
IC vmiin. Speccific operational requirements must be i.establishied hascd on the line
sit.es, oera ting pressures and flow in tos determined 10 11C tl~itah[V for 11t~h M i lita ry

c. Controls. 'Today every commercial pipeline ises someW automa1tic
and/or remote controls. Somec or the miore sophisticated facilities allow one dispatcher
to operate an entire complex pipeline system. This high degree or automa tion Is madec
possible through tilL use of' computers which call monitor olniost cv;ry' performaonceI
characteristic throughout the entire systeml In soneic nstancus, thle complex
instrumentatlon, sensing a given condition. sends a signal to the computer which maikes
a decision and transmnits a signal to the appropriate automatic control device mlaking
the necessary change in operating conditions., In other cases, the sensor signal may be
displayed vismially for the dispatcher to inlurpret and Initiate the required action,

F, The pipeline conitrol trunctions call be divided Into two categories:
dispatching and pump station control, Thie dispatching con include control of' all
storage terminals associated with the pipeline or can be limited to just the pumping
equipment, control valves. und other componcnts related solely to operaitioni of the

pipelne itself.

In a totally automated and centrally controlled system, each storage
tank would be equipped with a sensor device to provide thle dispatcher with anl
indication of the quantity of' fuel In the tank. All tlow-control valves would be
operated by electric, hydrautlic, or pneumaCIII(C actuators and controlled by a switch
oil the dispatcher control pincl, Instrumentation Would be required to provide tile
dispatcher with tin Indication or each valve position. In addition, the dispatcher
would have the :apability to start, stop, control, and monitor the performance of
all pumpina equipment associated with the system. Because o1' thle remoteness of' the
dispatch r to many of' the facilities, a complex data communications system Is
requireu,

There Is not univeral agreemlent amlong pipeline operating companies
regarding thle degree of' automation that call be justified economically, Automated
dispatcher control systvims may prove feasible ror commercial operation where, over
a period of' several years, the reduction in operator personnel cost may offset the
initial investment costs, flowever, for the relativuly short duration a Military pipeline *
would normally be in semee, the high Investment cost of an automated Central
dispatcher control capability cannot be jutUified,

Automation of some punip station control functions call be considered
optional. However, there are some pressure control functions that require autoinatic
control ror safe, efficient pipeline operation.
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Automatiton o I the normal paump stationi startup and ShUtdOWn I
procediircs ;ire optional. AutomatiL; controls are commlercially avuil-11le which, uponl

rccciviath proper signalI. will t'odlow it prewcri hid procedur .ic1 aidSequenckc to star[ u p
thle pumip stationi and bring it to somec predetcrmnined opcritin g conidit ion. The umije
automatic controls call he programmied to shut down the entire station upon commanu~d

I'roi thev dispatcher or fron ta local operator. As with fully automiating a pipelineI'systemn for single dispatcher control, thlt cost of a fully automated punlip stationl
startup and shutdown capability Is not economically Justified Ior military pipeline
systems.1: The eallential requirements for automatic pumip station controls involve
maintaining acceptable suction and discharge pressures for pump stations in tight line
operations, Thv requirement for automatic control Of PU11P stationl Suction and
disvcharge pressures can be seen by vxamilling tile hydraulic gradients Shown in Figureii37. It'. in Figure 37, the normal pump station operating conditions are 300 lb/in2

disc-arge pressures and 20 lb/in 2 Suction pressure, the normal hydraulic gradient
will he as4 Shown, It' 300 lb/in2 represents tile maximumi safe working pressure,
controls must be provided to prevent at highier pressure, In addition, if 20 lb/in2 i,. thle
minimium required suctionl presure, the controls must prevent loss of suction pressure
or damage to thle pumps will result.

-- - - -~&', - -

0

Figure 37. Hydraulic gradient for three-purniptation pipeline.

If the dispatcher wants to reduce the throughput rate, hie will reduce
the discharge pressures ut pumip station A, This pressure reduction will result In a
reduced flow gradient between pum-p stations A and B3. If pump stations B and C
attempt to continue to operate on their normal gradients, the gradient between A
and 13 will attempt to assume the sameo flow rate or gradient, Since the dispatcher
has reduced the pressure ait A, the only way the gradient between A and H can be
made to assumne a steeper angle than the reduced gradient shown is by lowering thle
suction pressure at B, Since 20 lb/In2 Is the minimium rc(Iuired suction pressure,
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As1101 Bio MIust reducu its flow rate to imatch the new flow rate at sltation A to mjmain tif
adequaitv suct ion pressure. Similarly, Whim stat ion BI reduces the thlroughd~put rate.
--tation1 C mutst redtice its lliroUghpl~l rule' to avOid U loW SULetiOil p~rCSstire. InI a otaily

mtoiiiated pipeline. filie t~ i'ltiol system1 Will d11toiiiatiCally adj~ist (11e o0)erarill
e'Ondif imns at sit imns BI mnd C so flhut eavih station is puimping at thev same raite it is,

veeving.

Without all automaUtic conitrol systeml, the pumlp station operators
must mtake these adjutismentis, lFxtremely close coordination betweenl pumip stationl

L operators is requnired. IUvvry 4dJustinint of' operating conditions tit one station affects
?, the conditions at every other Station along the pipchline Unlcss. thc PUlitlP station

operators follow the appropriate3 procedures, every udjustment of' operating eonditions
becomes a continuous process of adjustmenlts aS each pump111 Station "hunts" for the
desired operating co~nditions,

A mome Serious condition occurs in the event of' an unexpected change
of' operating conditions. Assume a pipeline system is operating at the conditions
aidicated by the normal gradient in Figure 37 and pump station Bi shuts down due
to a mecha~lniCal falire of' the pumip, Operating conditions along the entire system
will be afTected Immediately.

When station BI Shuts down, the Suction pressure at B3 will rise because
the pump Is no longer taking the flow away froml thl: receiving litle. It' pump station
A attempts to continue operating at the Same throughput rate, the increase in Sucion~l
pre-ssure will cause the normal gradient from A to 13 to 11OV0 uip trying It) maintain
the saime slope. Thils results in anl Increase in discharge pressure at pump station A.
1If thk 300 lb/hin discharge pressure at each pump station is equal to the maximum SUiN 7
operating pressure, file increased operating pressure resuilting from at Pump failure
at station 1B, wvill cause tlte discharge pressure at station A to exceed the: maximum
safe operating pressure. To avoid a possible line rupture, each pump stationi must
hauve discharge pressure controllers to reduce the throughput rate or shut the system
down in the event any punip Station except the Ilir Is shut down unexpectedly.

Continuing the sime example, whrn pumnp Station B shuts down, the
discharge pressure will drop. This drop in discharge pressure at station B will result
in a drop in the suction pressure at stntion C. As discussed previot-sly, the throughput
rate at C mnust be reduced accordingly to avoid operating at conditions below tile
minimum req uired suction pressure,

A wide range Of events% Cnnl Cause changes In pipeline operating
conditions which necessitate adjustments in throughpuit rates. Other events maIy
reqluire total shutdown of till pump stations. For example, consider what would
happen If, In Figure 37, station D is a receiving terminal and, In the process of
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switching lanks, all valves are inadvertently closed before opening a valve to another
receiving tank. All pump stations must be shut down immediately to avoid
overpressuring tihe pipeline.

A sudden drop in operating prcssure must also result in shutdown of
all pump stations. A drop in suction pressure at station B, Figure 37, could result
from numerous causes including an Intentional reduction of throughput rate at station
A or failure of one pump In a multipump operation, In both of these cases, it would
be acceptable for stations 8 and C to Immediately adjust their operating conditions
to match station A and allow tile system to continue. to operate at a reduced rate.
However, the drop in suction pressure at station B could also be a result of a partial
rupture in the pipeline somewhere between stations A and B. If the rupture is very
.lose to station 1, the discharge pressure at station A will not be affected significantly.

Without the aid of extensive condition monitoring equipment to
immediately identify the cause of any abrupt change in operating conditions, the
pump pressure controllers must shut the pumps down when preset limits are exceeded.
It' after determining the cause of the shift in operating conditions It is found safe to
resume operations, normal startup procedures can he followed to establish the desired
operating conditions. This operating procedure will result In shutting the system down
sometimes when it may not be necessary, but it also precludes unnecessary damage
to eq uipment and excessive fuel spills.

In addition to monitoring and controlling suction and discharge
pressure, safety devices are rvquired to protect pumping equipment against excessive
temperature of' cooling water or lubricating oil, insuMficent lubricating oil pressure,
and overspeed of the pumip engine. Senisors, transducers, actuators, and otlt.r
automliatic eqLlipiilint suitable for nionitoring aund control of pipeline pum pinel,
comditions are available commercially. Very littic specialized equipment is required I
to provide all nucessury controls,

d. Flow Measurement. in the past, the Army has placed little emphasis
on1 contlnuous-flow measure, ment devices as components of' pipeline systems.
Hlowever, recently there has been growing interest ill volumletrlC nmeasurenwnt of' fuelts
at all levels in Military fuels distribution systems, An examllnatioln of pipeline,
operations finds that accurate flow nmeasuremeint data can be used profitably in the
management and control of pipelines.

There are a variety of' voluitnric measurement techniques in
cuninrcial use, today. A number of new flow-measuring instruments have been
developed recently to satisfy eactling industrial re(uirements and to overcome miany
o1 thL, problems associated with traditional devices in special applications, Still, the
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most common typo of volumetric measuring devices in use today are positive
displacement meters. These iuetert use soini miechanical method to divide the flow
throtigh the ineter into a sequence of fixed volume•s, By counting the number of' fixed
SqtiUn titiCS IaSSing through the mieter, a highly accuratIille easLire of' rti' of flow is

Desirable. features of positive displacement meters include their high
accuracy, long life, and direct drive of mechanical readout devices eliminating the need
for an external power source, Disadvantages Include high initial cost, difficulty In
calibration, and heavy weight. A large number of manufacturera produce standard
models of positive displacement meters offering every conceivable capacity range and
pressure rating,

Vortex velocity meters have gained limited Military acceptance. In
these meters, a paddle-wheel- or squirrel-cage-type rotot Is mounted In an offset
chamber so that one side of the rotor extends into the flow stream. The motion
of the liquid through the meter turns the rotor at a speed proportional to the rate
of flow, Like the positive displacement meters, vortex velocity meters can drive a
mechanical readout device without using external power. 11' necessary, th~e frneter can -,
be used to drive a signal generator with the output fed to a remote electrical readout

device.

The principal advantages ot vortex velocity meters are low cost, light
weight, and ease of maintenance and Qallbration. They have good accuracy over the I
rated flow range but suffer a relatively high pressure loss. At low flow rates, the
meiers are highly inaccurate; thus, it Is imperative that a vortex velocity meter be of
the proper size for the specific application,

Produced by Ball Manufacturing, Inc., North Salt Lake. Utah, the
vortex velocity meter is available in t'ive standard sizes, having rated flow ranges of
6 to 50, 25 to 200. 60 to 500, 120 to 1,000 and 260 to 2,600 gallons per minute.
The 25 to 200 and 60 to 500-gal/mmn sizes conform to tho requirements of' Military
Specifications MIL-M-821 80 (MC),

A variety oh' mters have been evaluated by MIiRAD('OM for
volumetric measurement of fuel at large bulk-storage tank installations. Details of
this test and evaluation programi are contained in USAMERDC Report 2024.
"Bidirectional Meter Used for Volunmctitl Measurement of Military-Standard

I lydrocarbon Liquid Fuels at Bulk Storage Installations," dated February 1972, by Joe
Midrano. As a result of this program, a vortex velocity meter is included as a part
of the ancillary support equipmelnlt 'or thi, 25,000-barrel hasty storage reservoir
typ'-classl'ied in 1976.
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Turbine meters use a multivune propeller or turbine rotor positioned
so that the axis of rotation coincides with the centerline of' the pipeline, Flow through
the meter turns th, rotor at a speed proportional to the rate of flow. Magnetic Cle-
ments on the turbine blades passing sensing devices on the meter body generate an olec-
tronic pulse, This signal may be fed directly to a readout device or transmitted to a
remote readout device, When properly Installed, turbine meters are very accurate,
However, they are sensitive to changes inI pipeline configuration immediately ahead and
downstream of the meter, The turbine meter Is extremely lightweight, but remote
electronic readout devices requiring explosion-proof cases can become bulky and
heavy. Available from several manufacturers, turbine meters tend to be relatively
expensive,

Pressure differential or orifice-type meters operate on the principle that
a change in velocity of the liquid flowing through the meter produces a change In pres-
sure, The amount of pressure change Is dependent on and can be correlated to the rate
of flow. Mechanical devices can be used to convert the differential pressure to an
indication of flow rate, More commonly, It is desired to record the throughput, In
tiis event, an electronic Integrator must be used In conjunction with some type of
timing device. Differential pressure meters are lightweight and low In cost, Problems,
include the need to calibrate the meter in the installed position and the accuracy that is
affected by the specific gravity of the liquid being measured.

Several flow-n1Cusuring devices based on the vortex.shedding phenom-
enon have emerged recently. When a liquid must pass around a fixed obstruction InI
the flow stream, vortices form on the downstream side of the obstruction. The forma-
tion of these vortices is accompanied by a pressure pulse, The frequency of the pres.
sure pulses involved In vortex formation can be related to fluid velocity which is a
function of flow rate. A number of different types of obstructions are used to produce
vortex formation depending on the technique used to convert the pressure pulses to an
electronic signal that can be Integrated with a time signal and fed to the desired flow
measurement readout.

The Coanda effect and jet deflection principle have been borrowed
from fluidic technology for two new methods of flow measurement. In cachi case the
fluidic Iphcnomenon is used to generate a pressure differential which is proportional to
the rate of' flow, Analog circuits convert the pressure differential data to an electronic
signal which can be displayed on the desired readout device,

Other types of electronic flow meters use electromagnetic flow-sensing
elements, ultrasonic r, oppler-etfect, and differential capacitance of pressure-sensing
diaphragms, These volumetric measuring techniques along with the vortex-shedding,
Coanda effect, and jet deflection principles Involve no mechanical devices. Using solid
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state electronics, these flow motors should have good reliability. Like pressure differ-
ential meters, these flow measuring devices should be calibrated in the installed
position and they require a constant supply ofelJectrical power.

lL'dtuLINs to hc considcred in selchting the mueter must suitable for Army
¶ field use include!

(1) Linear ranguability.
(2) Repeatability.
(3) Meter reproducibility,
(4) Sensitivity to viscosity.
(5) Meter factor adJustment.
(6) Meter factor c;onsistency.
(7) Compatibility to fuels.
(8) Service life.
(9) Readout restrictions.

(10) Ease of maintenance.
(I I) Calibration requirements.
(12) Physical churucteristics.[ (13) Cost.!:

S~Evaluation of mete~r cha racteris ties against these factors rinds the vortex ,
velocity meters to most nearly satisfy all requirements.

e. Product Loss Reduction Service, Past history of military pipeline
. ~operations shoaw large losses of fuels have occurred due to ruptured or broken pipe-
S~lint&, Some of these losses have resulted fronm operational failures; however. most of

the losses have been the result or hostile ac:tions, sabotage, or pilferage, As a reslult of

such losses, the Vietnam Laboratory Assistance Program (VLAPA) requested a means
of automatic shutoff in a pipeline so that fuel would not drain from the entire line in
the event of damage or pilferage,

Under modification P0003 to MERADCOM Contract No. DAAKO2-
70.C-01 19, Williams Brothers Engineering Com'pany designed a system consisting ofthroe major r'tmctional components;

(I ) A full-opening ball valve equipped with an actuator controlled by
back pressure, a lockout, and an exhaust pilot valve,

(2) An excess-flow pilot valve designed to function with an upstream
orifice,
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(3) A volumetric fhowmmeter.

Unique characteristics of the system are as follows:

(I) The system will shut down u pipeline in both the flowing and
stutic conditions in case or u line break without using any external power sources.

(2) Muintenance may be performed with a minimum of special

equipment,

(3) The system may be used in worldwide environments.

(4) Tihe system provides a means to isolate and locate a line break.

(5) The system provides for the use of pipeline scrapers to clean the
line,

The design study22 concludes that:

(I) To provide a means of automatic shutoff for reduction of product
loss due to failure or deliberate destruction of military pipelines, the line must be
divided into sections with automatic shutoff valves, thus reducing the amount of pro-
duct that will drain from the line at one point.

(2) By using different pressure settings on the exhaust pilot valves,
operating personnel will be able to determine the general location of a line failure
under static conditions.

(3) The flow rate Indicator can be used to locate leaks while the line
is operating in flowing conditions,

(4) The designed system should be satisfactory for military use,

This system can play an Important role In both the reduction of fuel loss due to pipe-
line failure or deliberate destruction and In locating leaks. The design needs to be
tested to determine if the operational characteristics are satisfactory,

f. Interface Detection. Most pipeline operations will involve handling
more than one type of it.el. Three fuels - motor gasoline, diesel fuel. and turbine fuel -
comprise the majority of Military fuels used today. Aviation gasoline Is still used but

22 II. N. Juhrnstun, Patential Method: for Reductlon of Product Loou In Mllitary PidIW/nes, Report 2034, U.S. Army
Mobility E'quipmunt Ruuurch and Devolopmnont C'enter, Fort adrlvoit, Vhjznin, AUgust 1972.
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il such small quantiti's that miethods of' shipment othcr than pipelines are morc
pni*clical,

The process oI pumping more than one urel through a single pipeline
is known as "batching." In some cases a rubber bull or other type of butch separator
is inserted into the pipeline to segregate batches of fuel in the pipeline. More fre,
quently, no separator is used and tile commingling of the two products at the interface
between batches is negligible. The most Important fuctor in preventing excessive com-
mingling between batches is "cutting" the pipeline throughput Into the appropriate
receiving tank,

The pipeline dispatcher Is responsible for control of all injections of
product Into the pipeline, By knowing the time of injecting a new product, the flow
rate, and pipe size, the dispatcher can compute the approximate time the Interface will
pass any point on tile pipeline, However, variations in flow rate and line size, although
slight, make it impossible to predict the time the Interface will arrive with sufficient
accuracy for the receiving terminal to cut the Incoming product to a different tank.
Meters can be used to provide an Indication of the arrival of an Interface: however,
Inaccuracies of less than one purcent allow the potential for excessive commingling.

To solve this problem, a batch interface detector Is used to detect the
arrival of a product interface. These Instruments monitor the specific gravity of the
fuel In the pipeline with sufficient accuracy to detect the change when an interface
passes tile sensor. Upon sensing an abrupt change in specific gravity, a signal will
actuate both audible and visual signals. As a safety precaution it Is a good Idea to draw
a fuel sample from the pipeline periodically and confirm tile fuel type by color and-
appearance, This visual check should be made Just prior to the expected arrival of an
interface and Immediately upon receiving an interface signal from the batch Interface
detector to Insure the interface is cut at the proper point to segregate the two products
In the proper tanks,

Batch interface detectors conforming to Military Specification MIL.D-
52840 (MFi) are currently being procured, These units are satisfactory for all Military
pipeline operations.

IV, DISCUSSION -I

10. Reliability Assessment, Data available relating to the reliability of a com-
plete pipeline system are virtually nonexistent. It is Impossible to develop any stand-
urd model for a detailed reliability assessment since every pipeline system Is unique.
However, there are some Interrelationships between certain components that exist In
every pipeline system. This reliability assessment uses those Interrelationships to estab-
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lish the CefeCt pump1 station reliability has on pipeline system reliability. Knowing the
interdependence between punmp station and pipeline system reliability, it is possible to
draw soeIC conclusions regarding the reliability and maintainability characteristics
required for individual pump units.

a. System Model. The pipeline system reliability model Is illustratedI schematically in Figure 38. A marine terminal tank deliver# fuel through a flood pump
station to the first of three pipeline booster pump stations, The pipeline from the
third booster-pump station discharges the fuel directly into tankage at a storage term].
nal. Because of the tremendous number of factors that Impact on the performance
of a pipeline system, the number of variables can easily become unmanageable, To pre-
clude this condition, the following assumptions were made.

MARINE TERMINAL

Ii
Ii

:.

Fl~ure 38, Schematic of pipeline system reliability model,

(I) The storage capacity and receipt capability of the marine terminal

is sufficient to maintain U continuous supply of fuel to the pipeline so that empty
tanks at the marine terminal will never prevent the pipeline from operating at the
desired throughput rate.

(2) The flood pump station has the capability of continuous delivery
of ruci to the number I booster station at the required suction pressure so that the
pipeline will never be prevented from operating because of Insufficient suction pressure,

(3) For any given simulation, all booster pumps will be Identical,
having the same performance characteristics, The relationship between pump station
discharge pressure and flow rate shall be as shown in Figure 39. This curve represents
typical pump performance for a double-suction centrifugal pump having a specific
speed (N) 1800,
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Figure 3~9, Pump station performance characteristics for pipeline system reliability model.

(4) r-ach pipulino boostor pump station may Include one or miore
booster pumips operating in series. However, all pump stations, when operating at
design conditions, shall have the samne number of pumips on-line (Operating).

(5) Standby pumips may be used at the booster pump111 stations. The
performnc~ne characteristics of the standby PUrnPJS shall bc the samec as all other booster
puImps. The lnumber or standby pumpsm at booster pumnp station I need not be the
samec a4 at stations 2 and 3.
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(6) rie flow loss characteristics of each pipeline segment (i.e.,
between station I and 2, between station 2 and .3, and between station 3 and the
storage terminal) shall he'l"e same.

(7) The reliability of the pipe is assumed to be I for the purposes of
this analysis.

(8) All simulations shall begin with the storage terminal empty and
run for a period of 90 days, Each "tank empty" event at the storage terminal,
excluding at initiation of the simulation, shall constitute a mission failure,

The friction head, or loss of head, from a fluid flowing In a pipe can be
calculated using the Darcy-Weisbach equation:

Htin 0.031 fLQ2
ds

where

Hr 0 head loss in feet.
f - dimensionless friction factor.
L a length of pipe in feet,
Q - rate of flow In gallons per minute,
d " inside diameter of pipe in inches,

The friction factor Is a function of the roughness of the inside surface
of the pipo and of Reynold's Number. The Reynold's Number Is a dimensionless num-
ber which can be calculated using the equation:

R= 3.160 Q

where

R a Reynold's Number,
Q " rate of flow in gallons per minute.
Jd Inside diameter of pipe in Inches.

y kinematlc viscosity of the liquid in centistokes.

After computing the Reynold's Number, the friction factor Is read from
the general resistance dIagram for uniform flow In conduits shown in Figure 40.
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For a given pipeline design, the values for L and d in the l)arcy-Welisbach

L'(luationf bconie constants. rhe change in friction fuctor, f', over the normal range of
flow rates in pipelines is small. Thus, we ca'n assume it to Ile a constant without intro-
i dUCillg.1 large error inl calculated values. The D)rcy-Weishach eqtatioji then becomes:

,H, mQ2

where:
0, 031 ML

if the loss or head, Hip and rate of flow, Q, are expressed am a percent
of their magnitudes at the pipeline design point, both variables will have a value of 100
percent at the design point. Substituting these values Into the simplified equation and

•:.. solving:

H1 -CQ2

o100 C (100)2

- (C a 0.01

Therefore:

wlteti: ~~~ ~~Hr isepesda ecn 1 0 .0 1 Q2

.when: Hr is expressed as a percent of the head loss at the design rate of flow.

Q is expressed as a percent of the design rate of flow,

This equation Is plotted in Figure 41 with the pump performance
characteristics from Figure 39. Intersection of the two curves at 100 percent of design
rate of flow and design woiklng pressure representb the design point, In order to
evaluate the effectA of changes In flow loss and pump performance characteristics,
these two curves are used as the boostes pump station design characteristics in
analyzing all variation of the reliability model.

It was stipulated In the definition of the model, paragraph lOa(6), that
the flow characteristics of each pipeline segment shall be the same, Therefore, the
equation Hr u 0.01 Q3 represents the flow loss between any two adjacent pump stations.
By definition then, the flow loss through any two adjacent pipeline segments, from sta-
tion A to C or station B to D, would be twice the flow loss through a single segment.
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if' 11r trepresents the flow loss through two adjacent pipeline segments, then:

II 12 = (2)(11r) =(2) (0.0IQ I

0 .,02Q•

Following the same rationale, the flow loss through all three segments of the pipeline
tI F'igure 38, will be equal to three times the loss through one pipeline segment, If

H31. Is the loss through three pipeline segments, then:

H3r (3) (Hf) (3) (0.0IQ,2)

0,03Q2

The equations for Hro, H2f and H31, are plotted In Figures 42 and 43 as
curves L 1 -L3, and L 3 , respectively. In Figure 42, curve D represents the pump station
performance characteristics from Figure 39. Since the pump stations in the model are
In series, the combined discharge head from two pump stations would be twice that for I
a single station. Curve H1 In Figure 42 represents working pressure values that are twice
the working pressure values of curve D indicating the combined discharge head from
two punmp stations, Using curves D and H In conjunction with the pipeline flow loss
curves L, , L3, and L 3, It is possible to determine the flow churacteristlcs of the
reliability model pipeline system for all possible operating conditions when each I
booster puLip station includes only one pump unit.

wUnder normal operating conditions the pump unit at each pump sta-

tion Would provide the pressure to nvercome the pressure loss in each respective pipe-
line segment, Thus, the design point at the Intersection of curves 1) and L, Indicates
operation at 100 percent of design rate of hlow and design pressure. Note thut curve
t1, the combined head for two pump units, Intersects curve L3, the combIned loss
through two pipeline segments, at 100 percent of the design rate of flow. This condi-tion is validl only whel till pumps and pipeline segiments hlave the sanie flow charucteris. -
tic as specified in the model definition,

The normal hydraulic gradicnts for the plp,;line system reliability inodel

4tre shown in F1igure 44, Those gradients correspond to the Intersections of curves 1)
und Ll In Figjure 4.1, With onmy one pump at each booster stution, 11 ILpu1p failure c:om-

pletely eliminates the punphng capability Lt thut station. If tie failure occurs at
station i, the etire plppilne is Inoperative since there Is no pressure to push the fuel
through the pipeline set-glent from station I to station 2. This Is an Important con-
sideration In determln•ng the need for standby or backup units,

I.•
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Filure 44. Hydraul/ic gradient. for reliability model pipeline system.

Failure of the pump at booster station 2 eliminates the pressure

Increase at that point. Booster station I must then push the fuel from station I to
station 3, causing the hydraulic gradient in Figure 44 to shift to the dotted gradient
line between station I and station 3. To maintain adequate suction pressure, booster
station 3 must reduce Its pumping rate to obtain a hydraulic gradient having the' same

slope, shown as a dotted line between station 3 and the storage terminal. If the pump
at station I continues to operate at the same speed, the now flow rate will be 75 per.
cent of the design rate of flow, Indicated by the intersection of curves D and L2 in
Figure 42, As the flow conditions move from curve LI to L2 on curve D, the pressure
increases from 100 to 113 percent of the design working pressure. If the pipeline will
not withstand this increase in operating pressure It will he necessary to reduce the
pump speed at station I until the pump performance curve, D, intersects the curve L2
at 100 percent of the design working pressure, corresponding to 71 percent of the
design rate of flow "This study assumes the pipeline design working pressure is based
on a safety factor suiziclent to allow all pumps to operate at the increased pressure
resulting from operating at the intersection of the normal performance curve with flow
loss curves La and L 3.

The preceeding procedure used to determine the throughput rate in the
event of a failure at pump station 2 can be used to determine the flow conditions for
any possible combination of pumps operating. Table 14 shows the intersections of
curves in Figure 42 corresponding to the various combinations of pumps that can be
operating In the reliability model pipeline system when each pump station consists of
a single pump.

Table 14, Interaction of Flow Loss and Pump Performance Curves
for Single-Pump Booster Stations

Number of Booster Pumps Operational Intersection Figure 42
Station I * Station 2 Station 3

I I I D-LI
I - 1 D-L2
I I -H-L 3I - -- D.L1

The system is Inoperable unless the pump at booster station I it operational,
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C'urve 13, Figure 42. represents the pump performance characteristics

when two pumps in series are used at each station to obtain the design rate of flow and
workmg pressure. Curve 1) is a multiple of' two of curve H; that is, for any rate of flow
the working pressure on curve 1) is twice that on curve B. Curve F Is a multiple of
three of curve 1 reflecting the characteristics of three pumps In series, Curves H and J
are multiples of four and five, respectively, of curve B. Using two pumps per station
in the reliability model pipeline system, design conditions would be indicated by the
intersection of curves D and L1 , in Figure 42 and the normal gradients in Figure 44,
Failure of one pump at booster station I would result In the operating conditions
moving down curve Ll in Figure 42 to the intersection with curve B. This corresponds
to the dotted hydraulic gradient line between stations I and 2 In Figure 44. To muln.
tain adequate suction pressure at stations 2 and 3 after the failure occurs at station I,
the pumping rate at stations 2 and 3 must' be reduced to yield the same hydraulic
gradients for their respective pipeline ,egments, This can be accomplished at stations
2 and 3 by reducing the speed of all pumps or shutting down one pump at each station.

The flow rate resulting from any possible combination of pumps
operating with two pumps at each station can be determined from the intersections of
curves B, D, F, H, and J with curves L,, L2 and L 3 in Figure 42. The maximum
possible flow rate for any situation will be the percent of design rate of flow cot-
responding to the intersection of the two curves farthest to the right that will yield I
hydraulic gradients having the same slopes for all sections of the pipeline. The curve
intersections indicating the rate of flow for all possible situations with two pumps at
each booster station are listed In Table IS.

Figure 43 contains pump performance and flow loss curves for the
reliability model pipeline system when three pumps in series are used at each station to

develop the design working pressure, Table 16 lists the appropriate curve intersections
for the flow rates under all potential operational conditions with three pumps per
station. Figure 42 Includes the pump performance curves for determining operating
conditions when four pumps are used at each booster station to develop the design
working pressure.

b. Elements of Analysis. The reliability model Is constructed to analyze
the interrelationships between the following parameters and project their affect on the
mission reliability of the pipeline system.

(1) Pump Station Configuration. The pump station configuration

defines the number of pumps operating at each pump station when the pipeline is
operating at design conditions. In addition, the number of reserve or standby units at
each pump station must be specified,
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Table I5. lnteruction of Flow Loss aid Pump Performaince Curves for
"iwo-Pumpl Booster Stations

Number of iooster Pumps Operational, Intersection Figure 42

Station I* Station 2. Station 3

i 2 2 2 D-L1
2 2 I J-L3

2 - H-L 5
2 1 2 F-L3
2 1 1 HL 3
2 I - F-L,

S2. D.L
2 -- I D-L.2
2 - - D-L 3

S2 2 B-Li
1 2 1 13-L1

i 2 D-L2
i 2 B.L.,

I 1 I B-LI
I - DL•43

1 - 2 B-L1
i -- i B-L2
I .. B-L

At least one pump inust be opututlutio l at buustar otsinon I ror the symtem to oporuto.

(2) Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), For each simulation, the
MTBF for the booster pumps is specified. The simulation model uses the specified
MTBF to determine, on a random basis, the time pump failures occur based on an
exponential distribution,

(3) Mean Time to Repair (MTTR). The MTTR for the pumps Is speci-
fied for each configuration as a triangular distribution with the minimum, most likely,
and maximum repair time stated In hours. The MTTR Includes the total time a pump
unit is Inoperative due to a failure and, therefore, includes active repair time and
administrative down time, Administrative down time encompasses the time required
for maintenance personnel to travel to the pump station site after being notified of a
pump failure and time spent waiting to receive repair parts, as well as any other down
time not spent actually repaliing the failure,
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Table 16. Interaction of Flow Loss and Pump Performance Curves for
Three-Pump Booster Stations

Number of Booster Pumps Operational Intersection Figure 43

Station I* Station 2 Station 3

"3 3 3 C-Lz
3 3 2 H.L 3
3 3 1 G-LI
3 3 0 F-L 3
3 2 3 E.L.,
3 2 2 G.L 3
3 2 1 F.Ls
3 2 0 E-L3"
3 1 3 D-L1
3 1 2 D-L2
3 1 E-L 3
3 I - D-L3
3 - 3 C-L2
3 -2 C-L2
3 - I D-L 3
3 - - C-L 3
2 3 3 B-L.
2 3 2 G-L 3
2 3 1 F.L 3
2 3 - E-L 3
2 2 3 D-L.1
2 2 2 B.L1
2 2 E-L 3
2 2 - D.Ls
2 3 C.L2
2 1 2 C-L.2
2 1 1 D.L 3
2 1 - C-L 3
2 - 3 B.L22 - 2 BL

2 - 1 B-L22 - - B-L s

1 3 3 A-L1
3 2 A-L,1 3 I A.L,

1 3 - A-Li

2 3 A-L,
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Table 16, Interaction of Flow Loss and Pump Performance Curves for
Three-Pump Booster Stations (Cont'd)

Number of Booster Pumps Operational Intersection Figure 43

Station I* Station 2 Station 3

1 2 2 A-L,
I 2 1 A-L,
1 2 - A-L,
1 1 3 A-L,
1 1 2 A-L,

A-L,
B-L3i -3 A-L2

- 2 A-L 2I A-L 2
- - A-L 4

* At lest one pump must be opurationul at booster station I for thu syAtenm to be operable,

(4) Comumption Versus Throughput Ratio. The average daily
consumption of the forces being supplied by the pipeline is specified as a ratio In rela-
tion to the daily throughput rate of the pipeline when operating at design conditions.
For example, If a pipeline Is designed to deliver 30,000 barrels of fuel per day and the

- average daily consumption rate is' 27,000 barrels of fuel, the consumption versus
throughput ratio Is (27,000130,000) a 0,9. Since this ratio is a dimensionless number,
the analysis remains independent of specific flow rates,

(5) Reserve Storage. The total capacity of the fuel storage tanks at
the storage terminal, Figure 38, constitutes the reserve storage, For each simulation
the amount of reserve storage available Is specified as a multiple of the average daily
consumption rate.

(6) Restart Point, The pipeline design throughput rate is always in
excess of the average daily consumption. Therefore, barring excessive system failures,
the storage terminal will ultimately be filled to capacity. The model shuts the pipe-
line down at this time, The pipeline remains in a shutdown condition until consuitnp-
tion reduces the fuel on hand to a predetermined level, At this "restart point," the
pipeline resumes delivery of fuel fronm the marine terminal to the storage terminal.
Thus, the restart point is stated as a percentage of the reserve storage capacity.

I!
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c. Mission Reliability. rhe mission of the pipeline is to maintain a supply
of ftuel at the storage terminal adequate to satisfy consumption demands. Thus, as
stated in paragraph I Oa(8), a mission failure occurs when the reserve storage tanks are
drawn down to an empty condition. This event may result from either of two condi-
tions. The most critical situation would result from a complete failure of the pipeline
so that no fuel is available at the storage terminal. A less severe situation occurs when
pump failures have reduced the pipeline throughput rate below the consumption rate.
Under this condition, the pipeline would be continuing to deliver some fuel but at a
rate insufficient to satisfy total demand. In either case, a tank-empty event Is con-
sidered a mission failure since both Instances would require some curtailment of

activities,

d. Simulation Results. Consider first simulation results based on the
following conditions.

(I) Pump Station Configuration, One pump at cachi pump station
with a standby unit at station 1.

(2) MTBF. Simulations to be run for MTBF values of 150, 300, 450%
and 600 hours,

(3) MTTR. Triangular distribution having a minimum value of 9

hours, a most likely value of 12 hours, and a maximum value or 18 hours,

(4) Consumption Versus Throughput Ratio, The average daily con-
sunmption Is 0.9 times the pipeline design throughput rate.

(5) Reserve Storage, The total available storage capacity at the
storage terminal is equal to three days consumption.

(6) Restart Point, Pipeline operation is resumed when the total

fult on hand Is drawn down to 90 percent of the reserve storage capacity.

The conditions listed in paragraphs 1001l) through (6,) actually repro-
sent four sets of operational conditions because of the four separate MTBF values

given in paragraph loa(2). Since the MTBF find MTTR values for eachi puMp failure
arc selected on a random basis, the actual system reliability value determined during
one simnulation run will be u function of those particular values selected at random by
the computer model for that simulation run. Because these variations in MTBF and
MTTR values will cause a significant variation in the system reliability, it is necessary
to run a series of simulations to get convergence of the results toward the actual system
reliability that can be expected. Each of the four data points plotted to develop the
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upper curve in Figure 45 represent an average of the actual vahIes obtained froiti 50
sinulation runs. It is readily apparent from this curve, that increasing pump MTIBt
increases mission reliability rapidly up to about 200 hours. The increase in mission
reliability CURtiILues until the pump MTBF reaches approximately .500 hours a.t a
mission reliability 0.96, Beyond that point very little improvement in system mission
reliability can be achieved by increasing the MTBF for pump units, The center curve
in Figure 45 represents the results of simulation runs using the conditions stated above,
except the minimumi, most likely, and maximum MVTTR valucs are Increased to 36, 48,
and 72 hours, respectively. Similarly, the lower curve In Figure 43 represents results
from the simulation model developed using the same operating conditions but mini-
mum, most likely, and maximum MTTR values of 72, 96, and 144 hours, respectively.
From Figure 45, it Is readily apparent that MTTR Is a significant factor in determining
mission reliability for a pipeline system.

"Continuing the reliability analysis process, the system designed
characteristics stated in paragraphs 10a( I) through (6) are used with the exception
that the number of pumps at each pump station Is changed to include two pumps at
each booster station with a standby unit at pump station I. Mission reliability results
"obtained from this pipeline configuration are plotted in Figure 46, The top Curve
represents the mission reliability obtained using an MTTR distribution having mini- j
mum, most likely, and maximum values of 9, 12, and 18 hours, respectively. The two
lower curves represent the system reliability that will result from this pipeline con-
figuration with increases in the MTTR values, A comparison of Figures 45 and 46 will
show that for low MTBF and MTTR values, mission reliability for a system using one
pump per station with a standby at station I exceeds mission reliability for a similar
system usihg two pumps per station with a standby unit at station I. Further examina-
tion of the two figures shows that the mission reliability for the two-pump-per-station
configuration exceeds the single-pump-per-station configuration for all conditions
when the MTBF is greater than 350 hours.

The effects of changes in pump station configurations are more readily
discernible in Figure 47, The three curves In Figure 47 represent mission reliability
values obtained using the system configuration identified in paragrafphs 10aC() through
(6) with changes in number of pumps at each station. The top two curves are the top
curves from Figures 45 and 46 based on the MTTR values of 9, 12, and 18 hours, The
lower curve reflects what happens when the standby unit is eliminated from the first
pump station of a system having only one pump at each booster station. In a pump
station of this configuration, the total pipeline system is rendered inoperative with the
failure of the pump unit at the first station,
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Variations in the pipeline system reliability model discussed In the pre-

vious paragraph represent only a few of the ialny possible variations in pipeline system

desig• and operating conditions. Tl'hus, a reliahility analysis which will pinpoint the

miost desirable pipeline system design and operating conditions becomes a complex

study In itself. The results presented in the preceding paragraphs are intended to pro-
vide an indication that tile preferred pipeline system design will include at least two
pumps In each booster station with a standby unit at pump station 1. Because of the
complexity of the pipeline system reliability analysis, the complete results of such a
study are not Included herein, The reliability analysis work Is continuing at
MERADC1OM and the results will be published later,

As noted earlier, data relating to the reliability of pipeline systems are
virtually nonexistent. The primary factor contributing to the reliability of tile pipeline
system Is considered to be the reliability of the engines used to drive booster pumps.
Because pipeline pump reliability data were not available, it was necessary to obtain
reliability data on engines from other sources. Figure 48 shows the relationship
between engine horsepower and Mean Time Between Failure, In hours, for diesel and

gas turbine engines,

The MTIF curve for diesel engines is based on data collected during
more than 100,000 hours of reliability testing on 28 diesel engine generators at I
MERADCOM. The enghies on these generator sets were rated from 36 to 340 brake

horsepower. Tile test records were analyzed to determine which failures were related
specifically to the engine. The curve for diesel engines in Figure 48 ullows the relation-

ship between horsepower and MTBP renected by these data, Contrary to a commonly
held hell'f, the MTBF for diesel engines decreases with Increase in size.

A comparative analysis of gas-turbine and diesel engines conducted by
the Naval Ship Systems Command2" Identifies a correlation between the reliability
characteristics for the two type', of engines. Using that relationship and the data on
diesel engine generators, it Is possible to develop a relationship between horsepower
and MTIF for turbine engines. That relationship is represented by the turbine engine
curve in Figure 48.

Comparison of the curves in Figure 48 with Figures 45 and 46 shows
the reliability of' thi existing gas-turbine engine to be adequate to meet pipeline pump
requirements throughout the horsepower range shown providing the MTTR can be held
to low average values. Front previous analysis It was determined that the brake horse-
power rating of diesel engines when derated for altitude and temperature. must be
limited to slightly more than 300 broke horsepower, On this basis we can expect the

23 ContptlIt'' Atalyi.•'itJ Selh.'te (eat TGhahs I p ifd ana ser e lffilhn e, R,,port No. 1080, Nov hi S , I iIl' SystemsCom.
mund. Wumlilnhipn, ID.C., April 1969.
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MTH- for diesel-engine-driven pumps to be in the range of' 400 hours. Again.
OXam11ilinig lig~ires 45 and 40. it is found that d iest:I -enpi ile-d rive n pumps of this site
will liect pipeline system reliability requirements provided that M"IlK is again held to
low valiUCs. 'Ihi duta p~resented in Figuiros 45 and 46 Indicate clearly that achieving4
at.ceptable pipeline system reliubility jis dependent onl tile ability to repair pumip
falilure-s In a minimum amnount of time.

Table 17 presents maintenance data extructed from thle Navy study oil
diesel and turbine engines, Analysis of these data shows an M'TTR or 12.2 hours for
gas-turbine engines and 9,0 hours for diesel engines. Precautions must be exercised In
comipuring these repair times to those for equipment operating in remote environs
mnwrts, such as at pipeline booster pumping stations, Two ractors contribute to tile
fact that the Navy repair time will probably be substantially less than those encountered
by the Army in pipeline systems operations. Thle Navy data are based onl equipment
mounted onl ships where personnel, facilities, and repair parts tire available Immediately.
Second, because tile Navy personnol live with this equipment over extended periods of
time performing daily maintenance, they are inherently more familiar with the main-

teritice requirements,

Table 17. Comparison of Gus-TUrbine and Diesel E~ngine Reliability and

Main tainability Characteristics

Characteristics Turbine E~ngine Diesel ringine I
Total Maintenance Actions 1071 1224
Total Maintenance Manhours 8340 4980
Preventative Maintenance Actions 395 666
Preventative Maintenance Manhours 2008 834
Corrective Maintenance Actions 382 372
Currective Maintenance Manhours 4670 3389

This factor focuses on a critical Issue associated with a selectiou at'pipe-
line pump engines. If pipeline pump failures. cannot be repaired and tile pumlps
returned to service In :t few hours, the system reliability will not be atceptabic. At
best, the data in Table i17 are Indicative of the minimum active maintenance h1ours
which can be expected to be required to support gas-turbine mind diesel engines, The
fact that the MTTR for diesel engines Is less than for gas turbines tends to favor diesel
engines for pipeline pump applications. However, it Is anticiputed that In tilt environ-
munt where pipeline pumps will be operating, administrative downtime will probably
exceed active malintenance time. To mininmie the logistical sup~port requirements

F for pipeline booster pumps, it Is desirable to select pipeline pumip engines that lire used
III other high,1-denlsity Items of Military equipmen~rt. Since pipeline pumps are typically
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low-density items, the logistical support is often difficult. Selection of high-denity
engines from other applications will provide a logistical sul port system that Is well
established. Approach to design of pipeline pfumps can go far iH mininizing the
integrated logistical support requirement for pipeliiic systems.

SI I. Technological Risk. ,The pipeline indubtry has established a broad techno-
logical base through many years of proven experlenue, The high initial Investment
costs for pipeline construction and the continuing high cost of pipeline operation and
maintenance provide a constant incentive for advances in technology which will
Improve the cost q•fectiveness of pipeline operations, Because the initial investmont'
costs are high there are high economic risks associated with the introduction of any
new technology that may affect the serviceability of the pipeline systwnl being installed,
For this teason, advances in pipeline technology tend to be highly developed and
proven by a number of trial cases before gaining wide acceptance by the pipeline
industry.

The reader should not construe the foregoing comments to Indicate a lack of
emphasis on technological progress within the pipeline Industry. To the contrary,
extensive research and development programs covering many different fac:ets of pipe-
lining are conducted and/or sponsored by individual compunles and trade associations,
Because of these programs, a continual evolution of pipeline technology can be
expected. Because of the nature of the pipeline Industry, however, the prospects for
radical advances In pipeline technology which would render existing technology
obsolete In the near term are highly improbable, On this basis, a Military pipeline sys-
tem developed using current and emerging technology available from the private sector
Is not subject to becomIng obsolete within the foreseeable future,

Viewed strictly from the standpoint of available technology, the technologi- jS
cal risks associated with Military pipeline construction appear extremely low, How-
ever, factors wliich have little, if any, Influence In the private sector become Imhportant
considerations In Military pipeline construction, The need for construction of a new
,ommercial pipeline can be anticipated well In advance of the time the facility must be
operational. Etensive planning and economic analysia precede the actual design and
construction. Every pipeline Is unique, designed to satisfy a well-defined set of opera-
tional requirements, No attempt Is made to standardize on one design to satisfy a
variety of requirements, Economic factors are the driving forces influencing the selec-
tion of pipe materials, pumping equipment, operating pressures, methods of construe-
tion, ev:. There is little incentive for rapid rates of construction unless a cost
advantage can be realized. The necessary personnel and skills are available within the
civilian labor force.
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[he n1cd for ra;pid constrUction rates, to minimize manpower and' skill
I'-qulirciUniis, to use i commllon dics~gi to salisl'y all poltiiial operational req uirementits,
and to roact quickly tu |iveds at any location In the world restricts the direct applica-
tion of commercial pipeline technology to Military pipeline construction. Inability of
existing pipe.joining techniques to provide the desired rates of construction and

i : problems relatting to extreme environmental ,a'nd! tions 'appear as the greatest harriers •

to be overcome in developing a pipeline system which is totally responsive to Military
operationul requirements. Technology emerging from industrial development programs
catnot be expected to provide solutions to these problems. Thus, if these problems
are to be solved, it will' be incumbunt upon the Army to carry out the necessary
research and development.

The survey of the pipeline industry conducted b,' Value Engineering Corn-
pany for MURADCOM did not identify a pipeline installation technique which would
allow one construction crew to lay 30 kilometers of pipeline per day. However, at
least Iwo of the pipe-joining techniques ealuated are amenable to automation such
that a properly designed pipe-laying machine could possibly achieve the desired pipe-
laying rate. Foreign intelligcnce reports indicate the Soviet military forces currently
have Such a machine. Based solely on a technical assessment, developing such a
machine presents limited risks, The question remaining to be resolved is whether the
need for rapid rates of pipeline construction and to mininize manpower requirements
is sufficient to justify the cost.

Construction of the trans-Alaska pipeline has demonstrated that the prob.
lems inherent to pipeline construction in extreme environments can be overcome.
However, the Alyeska brute-force solution of employing a massive amount of person-
nel and equipment at a tremendous cost is not an acceptable approach for Military
pipeline construction, The exorbitant costs cannot be justified to support a conflict of
probuble shdrt duration, Mo re Important, personnel and equipment in the numbers
needed could not be amassed in the available response time.

Te trans-Alaska pipellne project is an extremely ambitious undertaking far
oiltstripping any Military pipeline construction requirement that can be envisioned.
A realistic look at the problems associated with pipeline construction under extreme
cold conditions indicates the inherent problems are amplified as the size of the con-
struction effort grows. Thus, a smaller military pipeline construction effort should 1

require less complex solutions than those employed by the Alyeska Pipe Line Co, At
the same time, some problems, such as protection of personnel and equipment from
the extremes of the environment, will not change and many of the same solutions can
be applied. It, terms of the ability to meet future Military requirements, the primary
significance of the current trans-Alaskan pipeline construction effort is not how the
task is being accomplished, but that, given sufficient resources, the hostile arctic
environment can be circumvented.
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Solutions to existing Military pipeline cornstruction requirements are
achievable through the application and adaptadon of currently available technology.
Requirenients peculiar to thc Military. mode of operation do not present any Impene-
trable teohOneal barriers, Development of a pipeline system providing greater cost and
Soperational effectiveness thaht.1be e, x stjni Military standard, lightweight steel, coupled.
pipelines appears to be.poiilble with virtuelly no risk. The capahility to install pipe.

lines at rates up to 30 kilometers per day is also attainable and presents few teclhologi-
cal problems. The number of lay crews required to achieve this rate of construction
will be affected by the construction technique selected. Satisfying the extreme
environmental requirements will be more difficult and Involves a significant level of

.. The crucial element in the development of an Improved Military pipeline
system appears to be identification of the appropriate pipe material and the proper
pipe-joining technique. Once these vital issues have been resolved, development of the
proposed pipeline, system can proceed to a successful conclusion with only minor
technical problems to be resolved. It is anticipated that development of the special

support equipment necessary to achieve the .rapid installition rate will require a more
comprehonsivo development program than the pipeline system Itseli and, consequently,
a longer development period. This should not be cause for delaying the development
of the pipeline system using an interim, less rapid. 'means of installation If there Is an
Immediate need for an Improved pipeline system,

Satisfying the requirements Hr pipeline construction under extreme environ.

ments will be the most costly, requiri ig thei greatest amount of effort and time and
presenting the greatest risk. As with the rapid-laying capability, this effort can also lag
the pipeline development effort if appropriate consideration is given to environmental
requiremenits during the pipeline system development effort, In establishing develop-
ment requirements, it must be clearly understood that extreme climatic conditions are
going to result in reduced performance charactoristies and impose greater personnel
and support equipment requirements. Failure to revLognlze these crltical issues may
preclude achieving the established goals, Attempting to satisfy operational require-
ments in excess of the absolute minimum acceptable performance levels will unneces-
sarily Increase development time and costs,

12, Synthesis of Candidate Systems. The general mission requirements defined
In paragraph 5 for Scenarios I and 11 are used a3 the basis for comparing alternative
pipeline system concepts. Outlined In the following paragraphs are basic system design
characteristics for each alternative system concept and scenario. In addition, similar
data are presented for an 8-inch-diameter pipeline constructed using Military standard,
lightweight steel, coupled pipe.
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Alternatives I through IV are 8-inch-diameter pipelines using the four pipe

concepts selected by Value Engineering Company for detailed analysis during their
investigation of pipe materials and joining techniques. Alternative V employs the same
basic concept as Alternative IlI except a thicker wall pipe is used to allow a higher
working pressure. Alternative VI is a variation of Alternative IV considering thinner
wall pipe to reduce the level of effort required for system Installation.

Alternatives VII and VIII are 6-inch-diameter pipelines using the same basic
system concepts as Alternatives IIl and ,IV, respectively. The fuel delivery require.
ments for both scenarios will require parallel 6-inch pipelines. However, because of the
low Initial cbnsumptdon rate In Scenario I, a single 6-Inch pipeline can satisfy delivery
requirements through the first 19 days. Thus, the level of construction effort required
to establish an initial operational capability Is significantly reduced.

Because of the emphasis placed on rapid pipeline construction by the
combat developer, the feasibility of automatic or semiautomatic mechanized pipe-
laying techniques is considered, Two of the joining techniques being considered art
amenable to mechanical assembly by automatic equipment. These Include the RACE-
SILT couplings Included in Alternatives Ill, V, and VII and the ZAP-LOK joining tech-
nique employed by Alternatives IV, VI, a'nd VIII. References herein to Alternatives
IlI, IV, V, and VI when a mechanized assembly process Is used will be as Alternatives
Ill-A, IV-A, V-A, and VI-A, respectively.

Military pipeline design criteria states that the throughput of different types
of fuels to be pumped must be considered, and the heaviest fuel making up 24 percent'
or more of the total throughput is to be taken as the design fuel.24 Diesel fuel is the
heaviest of all fuels likely to be pumped through a Military pipeline. The evaluation
criteria established In paragraph 5 herein states diesel fuel represents 30 percent of the
total throughput.. Therefore, all pipeline design calculations are based on diesel fucl at
60*F having a 0,8448 specific gravity25 and a kinematic viscosity of 3.85 centlstokes,.20

The m•ximum daily throughput requirements tor Scenario I is 27,620
barrels per day. rsing a design rate of flow of' 950 gal/min will allow delivery of the
maximum required daily throughput in approximately 20 hours of operution. This
,low rate is within the flow range normally considered efficient for 8-inch-diametwr
pipelines.

The throughput rate for Scenario 11 is specified as 35,000 barrels In 23
hours. This equates to a design rate of flow of 1,065 gal/min,
24 Depurtrntt 1W (he Arty "e-thnleial Munual, Military Petroleum PilIefit, S'rteo, TM 5.343. Febru•ry 1969,

P . 6 .1 .I

23 Ibid. p. 6-2-
26 Ibid, p. (4,
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A summar ii ''w design calculations used to determine the systemcharacteristics for each altcmjitve is contained in Appendix E. The principle design
featurs ror each Alternative are tabulated below:

a. Alternative 1.

Pipe - Fiberglasa-rolnforced epoxy resin manufactured by Ciba-Geigy
Corporation with PRONTO-LOCK, threaded, mechanical couplings bonded on pipe
ends. (Refer to Figure 28).

Nominal Outside Diameter (in.) 8-5/8
Nominal Inside Diameter (In,) 8.3Nominal Wall Thickness (in.) 0.15
Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/In 2) 150(feet of diesel fuel) (From manufacturer's literature) 410

Scenario I Scenario 11
Design Working Pressure (Ib/In 2 ) 147 147
(feet of diesel fuel) 402 401

Number of Booster Pump Stations 25 24
Power Required at Each Booster Station (bhp) 105 117
Number of Pressure Regulation Stations 6 N/A

b. Alternative 11,

Pipe - Aluminum, 60614T6 Alloy, Schedule 40 with grooved-end
mechanical couplings and guskets, (Refer to Figure 29.)

Outside Diameter (in.) 8,625
Inside Diameter (in,) 7,981Wall Thickness (In.) 0,322
Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/in2 ) 800

(Foet of diesel fuel) 2,187

Scenario I Scenario 11Design Working Pressure (lb/In 2) 800 761
(feet ofdiesel fuel) 2,187 2,081

Number ol Booster Pump 4 5
Power RequIrnd at i-, ch Booster (blip) 631 075
Number of Pressure Regulation Stations 1 N/A
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c. Alternative 111.

Pipe,- Aluminunm. 6063-T6 Alloy. Schedule 10 with RACEiBILT
Inidustrial Couplii9gs manlufactured by Race and Race, Inc. (Refer to Figurt' 30.)

Outside Diameter (in.) 8,625
Inside Dianiveter (in.) 8,329
Wall Thickness (in) 0.148
Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/ln2 ) 350
(feet of dliesel fuel) (as recommended by coupling manufacturer) 957

Scenario I Scenario I!
Design Working Pressure (lb/in2) 342 341
(feet of diesel fuel) 935.5 934

Number of Booster Pump Stations 9 10
Power Required at Each Booster Statioi(blip) 264 294

Number of Pressure Regulation Stations 3 N/A

d, Alternative IV.

Pipe - Aluminum, 6061[T6 Alloy, Schedule 40 with swaged bell-and-
spigot joints formed by the ZAP-LOK process. (Refer to Figure 31.)

Outside Diameter (in.) 8.625
Inside Diameter (in.) 7,981
Wall Thickness (in.) 0.322
Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/n 20) 1,000

(feet or diesel fuel) 2,734

Scenario I Scenario 11

Design Working Pressure, (lb/in2 ) 807 946.5
(feet of diesel fuel) 2,207.5 2,588

Number of Booster Pump Stations 4 4

Power Required at Each Booster Station (bhp) 611 840
"Number of Pressure Regulation Stations None N/A

1
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t C. Alterniative V,
11Pipe AlU IminILI1fl, 6003.1"6 Alloy with RA('i:lI 11 I ndusirial couphingsmuniufacturud by Race and Race, Inc.

Outside Diameter (inK) 8.625Inside Diameter (in.) 8,225Wall Thickness (in.) 
0.200

Maximum Sufe Working Pressure (lb/i 10) 482S(111ut of diesel fuel) 1 ,318

Scenario I Scenario i1Desisn Workhing Pressure (Ib/0n• 464 449

(f'eet ol diesel ruel) 1,269 1,227Number of Booster Pump Stations 7 8
Power Required at Each Booster Station (bhp) 362 393Number of Prussure Regulation Stations I N/A

f. Alternative VI,

Pipe - Aluminum, 6061-T6 Alloy, Schedule 10 with swuged boll-and- .spigot joints formed by the ZAP-LOK process,

Outside Diameter (in) 
8.625Inside Diameter (in,) 
8.329Wail Thickness (in,) 
0.148

Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/in2 ) 661(feet of diesel fuel) 
1,807

Scenario I ,Scenario 11
Design Working Pressure (lb/ln') 661 659(feet of diesel fuel) 1,807 1,803
Number of Booster Pump Stations 5 5
Power Required at Each Booster Station (blip) 522 583Number of Pressure Regulation Stations I N/A
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g, Alternative VII.

Pipe - Aluminum, 0(1.3T6 Alloy, 6-Inch, Scheddule 10 with RA('EBILT

h1dustrial coupling.s ImMualicfured by Race and Race. Inc.

Outside Diameter (in.) 6,625
Inside Diameter (in,) 6,361
Wall Thickness (in.) 0,134
Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/in 2) 410
(feet of diesel fuel) 1,121

Scenario I Scenario i1
Design Working Pressure (lb/in 2) 396 376

(rcvt of diesel fuel) 1,083 1,028
Number of Booster Pump Stations 8 10

Power Required at Each Booster Station (bhp) 121 133

Number of Pressure Regulation Stations 2 N/A

h. Alternative VIII.

Pipe - Aluminum, 6061-T6 Alloy, 6.inch, Schedule 10 with swaged
bell.and-spigot Joints formed by the ZAP.LOK process.

Outside Diameter (in.) 6.625
Inside Diameter (in,) 6,361

Wall Thickness (in,) 0.134
Maximum Safe Working Pressure (lb/in2 ) 780

(feet of diesel fuel) 2,123
FI

Scenario I Scenario I1

Design Working PrUssMMij (b/ij,) 678 732
(feet of diesel fuel) 1,855 2,001

Number of Booster Pump Stations 4 5

Power Required at Each Booster Station 278 337
Number of Pressure Regulation Stations I N/A
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I. Military Standard Pipeline System.

w ePipe Lightweight Steel Tubing. 8-Inch with grooved pipe nipples
welded (on ends in uccordance with MIL.4-425 for grooved-end mechanical couplings
and gaskets.

Outside Diameter (in.) 8.625
Inside Diameter (in.) 8.415

" Wall Thickness (in.) 0.1046
"* Maximum Safe Operating Pressure (lb/in2) 500

(feet of diesel fuel) 1,367

Scenario I Scenario 11

Design Working Pressure (lb/in') 436 483
(feet of diesel fuel) 1,192 1,321

Number of Booster Pump Stations 7 7

Power Required at Euchi Booster Station (blip) 340 423

Number of Pressure Regulation Stations I N/A

13. Cost Effectiveness Analysis. This analysis reviews the major cost elements
associated with the construction, operation, and maintenance of each of the candidate
pipeline systems. Specific costs contributing directly to the total cost of satisfying the
oneratlonal requirement of the applicable scenarios are estimated, based on the pipe-
liae system design churucteristles listed In paragraph 12. Providing an indication of the
relative cost of the alternative pipeline systems, these cost data are used to assist In
identifying the candidate system best suited to Military pipeline requirements. A
formal TRADC)C/DARC'OM Cost and Operational hffectiveness Analysis (COEA) will
be required to establish the total lire-cycle cost for any candidate system selected for
continued development.

I a. Basis for Comparison, For each alternative pipeline system, the follow- -

ingl costs are Identified In constant FY76 dollars,

S(I ) Procurement Costs, The procurement costs listed represent the

projected costs of purchasing the Pipe, valves, manifold components, pressure regula-line. The costs tire estimates based oni tihe general cost relationships presented In See:-:

tion Ill rather than a detalied cost estimate for specific items of materiel. For
example, the costs of all pIumphig units were determined uis a function of iomputed
deruted brake horsepower uLSing the cost versus horsepower relationships shown in
Figure 12. These cost data are indicative only of major end-item manufacturing costs.
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No attempt h•as been made to include research and development, investment non-recurring, or initial provisioning and training costs.

(2) Transportation Costs. [he transportation cost fur each eindi-
date system includes the estimated cost of delivery from the manuracturer to the user

in an overseas theater-of-operations for each major component included in the pipe-
line system. These costs are based on the factors for second destination to overseas
umers contained in the "Cost Estimating Guidance for Transportation Cost," included
herein as Appendix D, These data do not Include the cost of delivering the required
construction equipment to the theater-of-operations. It Is assumed the construction
equipment will be available to support a variety of construction projects in addition to
installing pipelines,

(3) Construction Costs. This category includes the cost of the person-
nel and equipment involved directly in the Installation or the pipe, pump stations, and
pressure regulation stations. Excluded are the costs of clearing and grading, grade and
river crossings, and other special construction requirements which are primarily
dependent on the terrain traversed rather than the method of pipeline construction.
In each case, where a trade.off of additional equipment for fewer personnel could be
made, the option of fewest personnel was selected unless such a choice would add
Inordinate costs or equipment requirements, The total resources applied represent the
minimum capable of achieving a construction rate of 30 kilometers per day.

For the purposes or' computing personnel costs, an average
military pay grade of E-5 Is assumed. From CMDRAMC message, AMCCP-.A, dated
10 December 1975, listing composite standard rates for use in computing the cost of
Military personnel services (Army), the rate for pay grade F-5 is $4.63 pes- hour. The
estimates of manhours expended include all personnel, including equipment operators,
directly involved in ihe installation of the pipeline, pumps, and pressure regulation
stations. The associated cost of administrative and support personnel are not included.

The construction equipment costs are computed using the daily
ownership and hourly operating and overhaul costs from the COST REFERENCE
(GUID)E FOR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMFNT, compiled by National Research and
Approval Company and published by ilL1itlultlmet Guide-Book Company, 1975 LOpy-
right, Where data for the specific items of equipment required were not available, cost
data for items of equiplnment considered to be comparable In cost of ownership and
operation were adapted, These cost data account for dupreciation, fuel, lubricants,
tires, parts, and overhatul and repair labor,

(4) Operating Costs. Included in the operating costs are personnel,
fuel, and lube oil, Operating manhours are based on a crew consisting Of four opera-
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tors and a crew chief operating cuch pump station and performing organizational main-
tenance. This allows continUous operation having at least two opvrators on duty at all

times without anyone being required to work more than 10 hours per day. As with
construction labor costs, the operating costs include only those manhours directly
involved with the operation of the pipeline.

(5) Maintenance Costs. Included in the total maintenance costs are
labor, repair parts, materials, and supplies required for performance of both scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance. For Scenario 11, the total number of operating hours
represents several overhaul periods for the pumping units and, in some cases, exceeds
the expected service life of the pump engines. In all cases, pump unit overhaul costs I
have been Included together with the associated cost of transportation round trip to a
CONLUS overhaul facility. Where appropriate, replacement pump costs, containing
overseas transportation costs, have been included in the cost of maintenance,

b. Cost Analysis. A summary of the Scenario I and 11 costs computed for
Military standard coupled lightweiglht steel pipelines Is contained in Table 18. These
estimated costs for procurement, transportation, construction, operation, and main-
tenance are bused on the system design characteristics described In paragraph II with
one diesekngInc-drivun pump at each booster station.

Table 18. Summary of Costs for Military Standard Pipeline Systems

Parameters Cost (thousands of dollars)

Scenario I Scenario II

ProcUrenment $3,653 $ 3,639
Transportation 634 633
Construction 366 365
Operation 562 10,420
Maintenance 1268 3,755

"rotal $5,483 $18,812

The estimated costs for the alternative pipeline systems described in
paragraph I I are tubulated In Tables 18 through 30, The difference Ini cost resulting
front use of d1.sel-ongine-driven punips and gas-turbine.engine-drivon pumnps Is shown
for each proposed alternative 8-inch-dialmeter pipellne system concept. Turbine
engines were not evaluated for the 6-Inch-dIameter pipolihe concepts because com-
inercial turbine engines with the required power ratings are not readily available.
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[tawe I Q. Summary o,(.'osts: Altumnative I

('OSt (T'housainds of' )ollars)

Parameters 01(.)1V Pi111) per St:jin Two PL1pnsS per Station

Diesel Turbine Diesel Turbine
Scenario I
Procurement $ 4,315 5 ,645 $ 4.799 $ 7,2 i 5
Transportation 1,339 1,310 1,376 1 ,329
Construction 168 168 178 178
Operation 958 1,660 966 1,782
Maintenance 324 308 354 321

Total S 7,104 $ 9.091 $ 7,673 710.825

Scenario 11Procurement $ 4,211 $ 5.532 $ 4,(665 $ 7,096

Transportation 1,334 1,306 1,368 1.322
Construction 166 166 1 74 174
Operation 15,263 26,907 15,343 28.977
Maintenance 5,317 6,064 6,572 8,979

Total $26,291 $39,975 $289122 $46,548

Table 20. Summary of Costs: Alternatlve 11
Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

Parameters One Pump per Station Two Pumps per Station

Diesel Turbine DIesel Turbine
Scenario I

Procuremcnt Transportability S 7,773 $ 7.396 $ 8,46M
Traunsportution limits on size and 5"73 593 577
Construction weighi of' pump 364 306 366
Operation units prohibit using 1,094 657 1.271
Maintenance one diesel-engine- 274 282 276A

Total driven pump to $10.078 S 9,294 $10,958
develop tho' totul
hydraulic: head

Scenario If required at each
Procurement pump station. $ 8,008 $ 7,551 $ 8,287
Transportation 577 603 582
Construction 364 366 366
Operation 18,030 11.041 20,912
Maintenance 4,174 4,116 4,863

Total $31,153 $23,677 $35,010
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1"ab)le 21. Sumnnary olf'osts: Alternative III

Cost (']homsands of I 1) lars)

Paruameters One Pump per Station Two Pumps per Station

Diesel Turbine Diesel Turbine
Scenario I

Procuremient $ 4,775 $ 5,397 S 4,951 $ 5,959
Transportation 1,308 1,291 1,321 1,299
Construction 148 148 152 152
Operation 602 1,084 615 1,220
Maintenance 307 302 317 307

Total $ 7,140 $ 8,222 $ 7,356 8.937

Scenario II
Procurement $ 4,772 $ 5,478 $ 4,967 $ 6,103
Transportation 1,312 1,292 1,325 1,299
Construction 148 148 152 152
Operation 11.265 20,264 11,507 22,887
Maintenance 4,416 5,061 4,670 6,191

Total $21,913 $32,243 ,22, 21 $36,632

Table 22. Summary oft'osts: Alternative Ill.A

Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

Parameters One Pump per Station Two Pump11s per Station
Diesel Turbine ... Diesel Turbinec

Scenario IProcuremet S 4.775 $ 5,397 $ 4,95l $ 5£959

Transportation 1,308 1,291 1,321 1,299
Construction 235 235 23 1) 239

Operation 602 1, 084 6 5 1,220
Maintenance 307 302 317 307

Total $ 7,227 $ 8,309 $ 7,443 $ 9,024

Scenario I!
Procurement $ 4,772 $ 5,478 $ 4,967 $ 6,103
Transportation 1,312 1,292 1,325 1,299
Construction 235 235 239 239
Operation 1 1,265 20,264 11,507 22,887
Maintunane, 4,416 5,061 4,670 b&191

Total $22,000 $32,330 $22,708 $36,719
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T ale 23, Summary otf'ost.: Alternat Iive IV

('ost (Thousands of Do)llars)

Parameters One Pump per Station Two Pumps per Station

S- n...oDiesel Turbine Diesel Turbine
• ~S,:nario I

Procurement Transportability $ 7,255 S 6,711 $ 7,118
rransportution limits oil size and 572 592 576

Construction weight of pumpl 341 342 342
Operation units prohibit 851 519 988
Maintenance using one diesel. 249 255 251

Total engine-driven $ 9,208 $ 8,419 $ 9,275
pump to develop

Scenario 11 the total hydraulic See Note
Procurement heIad required at 5 7,030 $ 6,656 S 7.230
Transportation each Iutiiip station, 574 604 578
Construction 341 344 344
Operation 17,399 10,709 19,396
Mairtrnance 2,892 3,078 3,29(

Total $28,236 $21,391 $30,844
NOTF: 'lTtiisportubilty limits tin %w rind welmht of pump unit require thme dliesel.enC htc-tiven pu ip units to

duevelop tIh• tutul hydraulic iorsupopwer rsquir-d at suit Iltump Mt:1titi.

Table 24. Summary of Costs: Alternative IV-A
Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

Parameters On. Puniu per Station Two Pumps per Station
Diesel 'Farbine Diesel Turbine

Scenario I
Procurement Transportability S 7,255 $ 6,711 $ 7,118
Transportation limits on size 572 592 576
Construction and weight of' 298 300 300
Operation pump units 851 519 988
Maintenance prohibit using 249 255 251

Total one diesel-engine- $ 9,225 $ 8,377 $ 9.233driven pump to

Scenario 11 develop the total See Note
Procurement hydraulir titad $ 7,030 $ 6,656 $ 7,230
Transportation required at each 574 604 578
Construction p, IUI' statio, 298 301 300
Operation 17,399 10,709 19,396
Maintenance 2,892 3,078 3,296

T.otal $28,193 $21,348 $30,800
NOTE: T 'nin urtj-b!!!iv limits on hize and weviuht OFPun pp units 104111,M three dileInl-u inta.driven pump uhitq to

develop tle total hydt',l*i hotrspuWer required at emeh pump station,n
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Table 25. Summary of Costs: Alternative V

C(ost (Thousands of Dollars)
PIrameters One Pump iler Station Two Pumps per Station

"_•_....Diesel ..Turbine Mdil " Turbine

.Scnaric- 1.
.Procuremet- Transportability $1'0,327 • $ .5,905 $ 6,751
.TOnsportatlon limits on size and 1 286 .,1,312 1,292
Construction weight of pump 154. 1.57 157
Operation units profibit. .996 600 1,188
Maintmnance using one di,•el-, 309 32 314

"Total engineSdriven $ 9,072 $ 8,296 S 9,702
pump to develop,•il Scenarto~~lI ' the total. hydraulic.",. . •-:

reProcurement I required at , $ 6,512 .$ 6,012' $ 7,000

Transportatiorn each pump station. 1,289 1,320 1,296
Construction ' 155 .'m. 158 158
Operation 19,639 11,476 22,682
Maintenavce 41A94 4,621 5,353

Total M32,489. $23,587 $36,489

Table 26. Summary of Costs: AMternaytve V-A
Cost (Thousand, .ot lDollars)

Parameters One Pump per Station .. o Pumps per Station
Diesel Turbine Diesel Turbine

Scenario I .

Procurement Transportability $ 6,327 $ 5,905 S 6,751
Trunsportation limits on size and i .28b 1, 12 1,292
Construction weight of pump 233 235 235
Operation units prohibit 996 600 1,188
Maintenance using one diesel- 309 322 314

Total ongine-drlven $ 9.151 $ 8,374 $ 09,80ptunip to developA

Scenario 11 the total hydraulic
Procurement head required at $ 6,512 $ 6,012 $ 7.000
Transportation each p1,p station. !,289 1,320 1,296
Construction 233 236 236
Operation 19,639 11,476 22,682
Maintenance 4,894 4,621 5,353

Total $32,567 $23,665 $36,567
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Table 27. Summary of Costs: Alternative VII
Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

Parameters One Pump pvr Station N.wo Pumps per Station
Diesel Turbine Diljt " . .Ttrbin

Scenario I
Procurement Transportab!lity $ 3,847 $ 3,399 $ 4,619
Transportation Ilimits on size and 561 579 563
Construction weight of pump 368 370 370
Operation units prohibit 952 525 1,005
Maintenance using one diesel- 267 273 267

Total engine-driven $ 5,995 $ 5,146 $ 6,224
pump to develop

Scenario I1 the total hydraulic
Procurement head required at $ 3,895 $ 3,467 $ 4,171
Transportation each pump station. 560 583 564
Construction 368 370 370
Operation 16,118 9,750 18,746
Maintenance 3,891 3,800 4,.840

Total $24,832 $17,970 $28,691..

Table 28, Summary of Costs: Alternative VI.A _ _

Cost (Thousands of Dollars)
Parameters One Pump pe'r Station Two Pumps per Station

Diesel Turbine Diesel Turbhin
Scenario I
Procurement Transportability $ 3,847 $ 3,399 $ 4,019
Transportation limitb on size 561 579 563
Construction and weight of 300 301 301
Operation pump units 952 525 1.005
Maintenance prohibit using 2671 273 267

Total one diesel- S 5,927 $ 5,077 $ 6,155
engine-driven

Scenario ll pump to develop
Procurement the total hydraulic $ 3.895 $ 3,467 $ 4,171
Transportation head required at 560 583 564
Construction each 1unip station. 299 301 301
Operation 16,118 9,750 18,746
Maintenance 3,891 3,800 4,840

Total $24,763 $17,901 $28.622
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Table 29. Summary of Costs: Alternative VII

P•rameters Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

.- Scenario I Scenariqg 1

Procurement $6,596 $ 6,778
Transportation 1,748 1,760
Construction 136 136
OperatiOn 762 15,696
.Maiteiance 452 5,386

Total $9,694 $29,756

Table 30, Summary of Costs: Alternative VIII

Parameters Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

Scenario I Scenario Ii

Procurement $4,502 $ 4,700
Transportation 918 932
Construction 396 400
Operation 562 12,082
Maintenance 398 7,306

Total $6,776 $25,420

Several cost considerations bearing on the selection of the best pipe-
line system design are evident In Teble 18. Examining first the Scenario I costs for the
Military standard pipeline system, one Finds that procurement costs represent approxi..
mately 67 percent of the total costs Identified. Including procurement, transportation,
and construction, the cust of establishing an operational capability represents 85 per-
cent of the total Scenario I cost for the Military standard system. Thus, for the short
duration conflict, the operation and maintenancu costs are not o1' primary concern.

Continued examination of' the data presented in Table 18 reveals u

contraposition of Scenario 11. For thids longer period of operation (3 yeurs). the coat
of operation becomes the major cost factor constituting more than 55 percent of the
total s~enarlo costs Identified. Furthermore, the cost for maintenance exceeds
procuremnt cost, beeoming the second largest contributor to total scenario costs.
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The total Scenario I and Scenario 11 costs from Tallc 18 thrOLu1h 30
are suinnmariied in Table 3 1. Thle contrihL~tioln of procur-nnent. tralnsportation. C01-
stiuction. ope'rationi, and minatenance co)sts to total scenai 1 co.3t5 are shown in
*I'.ihh, 32 expressed as a perventagc of total scenarici cost. lit general, thu relationshipl
between the various components of total scenario costs outlined previously. for, tile
Military standard lightweight, coupled, iteel systvm hold true.

For a specific type and size. pipe cost varie's In direct proportion to wall
thickness, Since tile maximum safe working pressure Is W direct function of pipe wall
thickness, tile cast of' pipe vurfrs directly with operating pressure. IPip is the1 highest
cost Item In a pipeline system, normally representing more than half the total jinvest-
ment in materiel, As a rusult, changes !n pipeline design ch aracteris ties which uffect
the operating pressure have a corresponding effect on the cost of pipe and signifl.
cantly affect the total cost or procureinunt.

In contrast, maintenance costs tend to vary in Inverse proportion to
operating pressure, Two factors bear onl this relationship. In general, a high-pressure,
thick-wail pipe will be less Susceptible to danugd and deterioration than thin-walled,J
low-pressure pipe. Thus, the high-pressure pipelint: will normally require less main-
tenance than a low-pressure pipeline. In addition, the number of pump stations
required Is Inversely proportional to thle operating pressutre. The number of ptiriml
units In a pipeline system has a greater effect on mnaintengnce costs than the size of thle
pump units. Therefore, an increame In pipieline operating pressure allows a reduction
In the number or pump units and the associated maintenance costs.

The cost of operating a pipeline also tenlds to vary Indirectly with
operating pressure. Fewer large pump stations are slightly more efficient than numer-
ous small stations thus creating some cost savings for, high-pressure pipelines. More
important, the number and cost of operating personnel ar: a direct function of the
number of pump stations. Thus, it is deairable to use us few pump stations as possible,

For both Sceniarios I and 11, Alternative Vt-A how the lowest total cost.
Using 8-inch-diameter, 606 1 -T6 alloy aluminoim schedulo 10 pipe joined by an auto-
mated ZAP-LOK process, this candidate system has a propotid maximluml operating

pressure of 660 lb/in3 . The next lowest cost candidate systemn Is Alternative VI
which Is the same system concept excep~t commercial construction pftctilces are to
be used In lieu of tile auitomatic Joining oquipnlent. Using two diesel-engine-driveln
pumps per station, these are the oniy alternatives that haove total scenario costa-that are
less than the total cost of a Military standard system.
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Table 3 1. Cost Summary: Scenarios I and I I

Cost (Thousands of Dollars)

Alternative One lumjin pr Station Two PtIMPS per Station

Diesel Turbine Diesel Turbine

Sconardo I

MIL.STD $ 5,483

1 7,104 $ 9,091 $ 7,673 $10,825 -
.11 See Note 1 10,078 9,294 10,958
II 7,140 8,222 7,365 8,937
II-A 7,227 8,309 7,443 9,024
iV See Note 1 9,268 8,419 9,275
IV-A See Note I 9,225 8,377 9,233
V See Note I 9,072 8,296 9,702
V-A See Note 1 9,151 8,374 9,780
VI See Note 1 5,995 5,146 6,224
VI-A See Note 1 5,927 5,077 6,155
VIi - - 9,694 -

Vill 6,776 - - -

Scenario 11
M MIL-STD 18,812

1 26,291 39,975 28,122 46,548
II See Note 1 31,153 23,677 35,010
111 21,913 32,243 22,621 36,632
111-A 22,000 32,330 22,708 36,719
IV See Note 2 28,236 21,3912 30,844
IV-A See Note I 28,193 21,3483 30,800
V See Note 1 32,489 23,587 36,489
V-A See Note 1 32,567 23,665 36,567
VI See Note 1 24,832 17,970 28,691
VI.A See Note 1 24,763 17,901 28,622
VII - 29,756 -

VIII 25,420 ...-
NOTES:

I, Trunsportability limits on size ind weight of pump units prohibit using one dlumul.engineo.drivn pump to
develop the total hydraulic head required at each pump station.
2, Trantpottabillty Ilmitv on mlze and weight of pump units require three dieseloengine.drlvon pump units to develop

the total hydraulic horsepower required at each pump stttion.
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"Tuble •2. ~Broakdown or Sceniao Costs II PcalfuleofTofulCOSAltcrnlative Procurement Transportallon ('-sisru.i io ()perut io Maininc Total

r7•, 
M,,) ('stru:I* lol (,:al;,)lm~lc 

ToaI CXI5cnaCjIori I
MIL.STD 66,6 11.6 6.7 10.2 4.9 10060,7 18.8 24 13.5 4A6 100
33 79,6 6,4 3,9 7.1 3.0 10066.9 18.3 2.1 8.4 4.3 300
111I-A 6611 18.1 3.3 8.3 4.2 100IV 7 7.0 4.1 6.2 3.0 100
IV.A 80,1 7.1 3.6 6.2 3,0 100
V 71.2 15.8 1.9 7.2 3,9 100V.A 70,5 15.7 2.8 7,2 3,8 100
Vi 66.1 11.3 7,2 10,2 S.3 100
VI.A 67.0 11,4 5,9 10.3 5.4 100
Vill 68.0 18.0 1.4 7.9 4.7 100
VIII 66,6 11,6 6.7 10.2 4.9 t00

MIL.STD 19.3 34)9SA21 

0

S16.0 
., : 0.6 58,1 20.2 100

II 31.9 2., 1,6 46,6 17.4 100
111 21.8 6.0 0,7 S1.4 20.1IIIA 217 6.0 $1.2 20.0IV 31,1 2.8 1 .6 $0,2 144 100

IV.A 31,2 2.8 A,4 48.6 14.4 100
V 25.5 5.6 0.7 48.5 19.6 100V.A 25.4 5.6 1.0 54,3 19'5 100VI 19.3 3,2 2.1 54,5 21,1 100
VI.A 19.4 3.2 1.7 52,7 21.2 t00
VIE 22.8 S.9 0.5 47.5 18.1 100
VIII Is's 3.7 1.6 55,4 28.7 100
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The three candidate systems (Alternatives I1, IV, and IV-A) having the
highest Maximum safe operating pressures (900, 1 000 and 1,000 lb/in2 , respectively)are also the tlwrec highest cost systems for Scenario l. Trhis emphasizes the fact that
high procurement costs associated with high operating pressures cannot be offset by
savings in operation and maintenance costs If the pipeline is to be in operation only a
short period of time,

As operating time Increases, the contribution of operation and main.
tenance costs becomes significantly more important, This is readily apparent from thedata in Table 32. For Scenario 1, operation and maintenance costs are estimated torepresent approximately 10 percent of the total cost for the 90-day period. For the 3
years of operation In Scenario 1i, operation and maintenance costs represent approxi-
mately 70 percent of the total cost.

Table 33 lists each alternative in order of total scenario cost. This
ranking shows that 8 of the 13 alternatives fall In the same order for both scenarios.
For the other S alternatives, there is no correlation between their positions in therankings. Solely on the basis of cost, Alternatives VI and VI-A offer the only oppor-
tunity for improvement over the existing Military standard system. The next lowest
cost systems for both short- and long-term operations would be Alternatives Ill or
Ill-A, followed by Alternatives V or V-A,

Table 33. Ranking or Alternatives in Order of Total Scenario Costs_ , Scenario I __ Scenario 11lAlternative Total Cost Alternative Total Cost

VI-A $5,077 VI.A $17,901
VI 5,146 Vi 17,970MIL-STD 5,483 MIL-STD 18,812
VIII 6,776 IV-A 21,3481 7,104 IV 21,391"Il1 7,140 111 21,913
i-A 7,227 II1-A 22.000SV 8.296 V 23,587

V-A 8,374 V-A 23,665IV-A 8,377 II 23,677IV 8,419 VIII 25,420I! 9,294 I 26,291VII 9,694 VII 29,756
NOTUS:
I. Cost shown In thouiands uf dollars.2. 'ost nliuwal is ror the leami-cost litnip stutloln conri'turatlon fur cacti 0llerilativo.
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Fi Without exception, dicsel-engine-driven pulmps offer significant savings
in comparison to turbinc-enginc-driven pumps for every alternative system. For
Scenario I, this savings ranges from 10 to 41 percent. For this 90-day mission. the
higher initial procurement Lost of tUrbinlo enginc, is the major fac;tor contributing to
the higher overall cost. For Scenario II, the savings with diesel-engine-driven pumps
ranges from 43 to 66 percent. In this longer term application the higher fuel cost for
turbine engines overrides all other cost considerations, As the petroleum shortage
continues to force fuel prices upward, the high fuel consumption of turbine engines
becomes an ever-Increasing liability. Turbine engines may offer some savings in main-
tenance costs, however, those savings cannot offset their higher Initial investment and
fuel costs.

The principal advantage of turbine-enginu-driven pumps for Military
pipeline applications is their low weight In comparison to diesel-engine-driven pumps of
equal capacity. This feature Is of particular Importance If the intent Is to use only one
pump unit at each pwnip station in a high-pressure pipeline. Reliability considerations
which indicate the need for at least two pump units at each pump station diminishesI this weight advantage, since each unit will necessarily be smaller and lighter In weight,
Since the size and weight of diesel-engine-driven pump units of the capacities being
considered In this study do not exceed Mlitary transportability limits, the higher costs
associated with turbine-engine-driven pump units cannot be Justified.

""14. Operational Effectiveness Analysis. The purpose of this analysis Is t pro-

vide a measure of effectiveness for each alternative pipeline system concept identified
In paragraph II. Employing the NSIA trade-off technique (reference Appendix B),
each alternative Is compared to the. Military standard, lightweight, steel coupled pipe-
line, The result Is a computed value indicative of the relative effectiveness for eachi
candidate system design concept.

a. Definition of Operational Effectiveness Evaluation Parameters. An
indeterminable number of factors having many Intricate Interrelationships bear on the
operational effectiveness of a pipo.ine system. Thus, to contain this analysis within
achievable bounds, only parameters having primary significance and a measurable
effectiveness are cvaluated,

Recognizing the pitfalls associated with less than an all-encompassing
treatnwnt or the subject, the considerations listed In Table 34 are selected as consistent
with the objectives of this study, The defilition of each consideration is purposely
kept as broad as possible and still retain congruency of meaning In the evaluation or
the alternative pipeline concepts,
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Table 34. Operational It.1'foctivoness IEvluatlon Criteria

Paruatete.rs Conpiderutions Relative Basic Rating Adjusted Values
Weigthting Ulndesirable I)esirable Undeirable I)esirable

(CullltiuclLhi Rate 4
Joint Raliability 4
Number of Peornnul 4 T
Special Skills and Tfaining 2
Equipment Rquirentents 3
Transportabity 2
EnvironmentaI Iactors I

Operation Mission Reilability 4
Number or Porsonnlg 4
Special Wkills and Training 2
Puel Consuntptlion 3

Maintenance Ease or Repair 3
Number of PersonnelSpecilI SkHill and Training 2 "
E~quipment Requirements 3 '

Other Vulnerability 3
Durabilty 2
Safety I
storall 3
Recovorabllity 4

Totals 58

Not Adjusted Value ,,AverageO Not Value

N1) Construction Parameters. The following considerations relate to

the construction effort required to establish a pipeline operational capability.

(a) Rate. In accordance with the study objectives set out in
paragraph 4, the desired construction capability is to advance a pipehead as rapidly as
possible with a goal of 30 kilometers per day, Assuming 20 hours construction
operuting time per day, the desired construction rate is 1.5 kilometers (or approxi.
mutely 0,93 miles per hour). The basic rating for each alternative is computed as a
ratio of the construction rate of a single crew using the proposed construction
technkiue versus the rate of construction of a lightweight steel, coupled pipeline by a
crew following the procedure outlined in reference."7 The evaluation of construction
rate is made independent of the number of personnel or amount of equipment
employed by the construction crew.

(b) Joint Reliability. For the prLiPoscs of this evaluation. Joint
reliability refers to the probability that, when assembled, following normal operating
procedures, the joints in the assembled pipeline will have adequate strength and will

27 M .iitary per"O4ouli PIpeihte ir S):'n8.. licadquartors, IDeparttnent ofl the Army. Washlitngto, D.C., TM•.•343,
I.Iiltuary 1969,



not leak. Weak or leaking joints requiring rework before the pipelinc can be placed in
operation require additional construction effort. "Fhe net result is a reduLttion in the
effective rate of construction. On thisi hasis, joint reliability is an .ssential element of
rapid pipeline construction. A

(r) Number of Personnel, Etcii alternative pipeline concept Is
evaluated on the basis of'lthe number of construction manhours required to emplace
100 miles of 8-Inch surface-laid pipeline, Including pump stations and pressure- A

regulation stations, under average conditions. Manpower requirements for clearing and
grading, grade and river crossings, and other special construction requirements which
are primarily a function of the terrain traversed by the pipeline rather than the method
of joining or construction procedure are not considered In the evaluation, T'he esti-
mated construction man-hours do reflect the use of multiple crews to achieve a con- 4
struction rate of 30 kilometers per day.

(d) Special Skills and Training. The need for special skills and
training for construction personnel employed in the proposed construction procedure
are compared to existing Army pipeline construction training programs, Skills which
can be developed and maintained only through formal training are of primary concern.
Skills whivh can be developed to an acceptable degree of proficiency after minimal on-
the-job training without formal or prior training have little bearing on the assigned
rating.

(el Equipment Requirements, The amount and type of equip-
ment required to install the candidate pipeline system are compared to the require-
maents for installing lightweight, steel, coupled pipelines. The highly desired construc-
tion procedure would employ nothing more than a minimal number of standard Mili-
tary vehicles to deliver the pipe to the Job site. Requirements for excessive amounts of
stanidard construction equipment are equally as undesirable as the need for highly
specialized items of support equipment,

(f) Transportability. The movement of materials and equipment
from the manufacturers to an overseas construction site involves a complex trans-
portation effort. Consideration Is given to all elements of the transportation system,
both commercial and military, assessing the burden of moving the tremendous tonnage
comprising a pipeline system. Of primary concern are any special handling require-
ments Imposed by the equipment to be transported, The transportability limits this
study places on equipment design precludes any unacceptable transportation demands.

(g) Environmental Factors, Encompassed in this consideration
is any environmental factor that could Impede achleving the dosired construction
capability.
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(2) Operation Parameters. T'he following considerations relate to the
operation ot Military pipeline sy~stems.

ja) Mission Reliabilily. As defined previously, mission reliability
is the probability :hat U Cluantlt, of fuel equal to the minimum daily consumption can
be transported front a portof.entry to a bulk distribution breakdown point, Euch
alternative Is evaluated by comparison to the expected performance of existing Military
standard equipment. To the extent possible, all factors bearing on the operational
reliability of a pipeline system are considered,

fb) Number of Personnel. This consideration is reflective of the
number of personnel involved directly In the operation of a pipeline. Requirements
for personnel for operation of marine terminals. tank farms, and other facilities which
support the pipeline operation bpt are not directly affected by the pipeline design are
not included in this evaluation.

(c) Special Skills and Training. Certain basic skills are necessary
to operate any pipeline; however, the skills and training that are unique to a specific
alternative pipeline concept are of special concern. In addition, consideration Is given
to the number of personnel that must possess skills unique to the pipeline operation.

(d) Fuel Consumption. This is a direct comparison of the esti-mated fuel consumnptions for tile alternative pipeline system versus Military standards
diesel-engino.driven pumps delivering fuel through an 8.inch, lightweight, steel coupled
pipeline.

(3) Maintenance Parameters. The following considerations related to
the maintenance aspects of a Military pipeline system operation.

(a) Ease of Repair. The degree of difficulty encountered in
repair of a pipeline has a significant bearing on the time required for repair, This con-
sideration weighs all factors associated with the candidate pipeline system which may
affect the capability to properly maintain the pipeline system, This considers such
issues as unusual logistical support requirements which may involve excessive admini.
strative down time as well as the level of physical effort associated with accomplishing
maintenance and repair tasks.

(b) Number of Personnel. As with construction and operation,
this consideration deals with the number of personnel Involved directly in the main. -'

tenance of a pipeline. All estimates of required manpower Include performance of
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance including repair of a nominal amount of
damage from hostile action,
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i" •!i
ic) Special Skills and Training. The objective N to identify any

unusual skills or training that miay he required in the performance of' pipeline main-
ItC'lli1C. Fitwally importanlt is any recluirement to substantially increase the number of
personneILI in e xistinug t raining prograiwi or oc.cupitional specialities,

(d) Equipment Requirements. Of Importance are requirements
for special equipment or the need to dedicate standard items of equipment specifically
to pipelino maintenance support,

(4) Other Evaluation Parmneters. The following considerations do not
full conveniently Into the category of construction, operation, or maintenance but are
of sufficient importance to be Included in the comparison of the operational effective.
ness of the candidate systems.

(a) Vulnerability. The vulnerability of the pipeline encompasses
the subjectivity to all modes of potential damage from uccidental events, through
pilferage by the indigenous population to all types of hostile action.

(b) Durability. The ability of the pipeline to exist in an operable
condition for a long period of time is evaluated. Of interest aor such factors as cor-
rosion, doterioration of elastomers, pump and engine weurout, Me., which have an
affect on useful sirvice life,

(c) Safety. The probability of events involving personal injury,
loss of life, or property damage is evaluated. It is assumed that sound engineering
judgement Is applied to all alternative pipeline designs.

(d) Storage. This consideration evaluates each alternative In
terms of long-term storage of contingency reserves,

(e) Recoverability. The level of effort required to recover a pipe-
line system and the suitability of the equipment for redeployment is evaluated.

b. Operational Effectiveness Evaluations, Based on the findings of the
reliability assessment and cost analysis, the operational effectiveness evaluation for
each alternative considers only pump stations utilizing two diesel-engine-driven pumps
at each booster station to develop the required total dynamic head, The exceptions to
this are Alternatives IV and IV-A in which the weight and size of diesel.engine-driven
pump units make It necessary to use three pumps at each booster station,
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- "Fable 35 shows the alternative pipeline systems in descendinp, order ofSme'ril based on the nwgnitude of' tbe NSIA trade-off' sucre-s computed in Tables 36

Sthroughl 47. The prtocedure for applying tile NSIA trade-off' techn1iqueI, stiplaUltes that

a basic rating value of +100 or -100 overrides all other considerutiwns, In cases where
one or more system characteristics are assigned a +100 rating while other character-
istics receive a -100 rating, the negative or unacceptable rating takes precedence.
Examination of the basic rating values In Tables 36 through 47 finds these limiting
criteria apply to only two of the alternttive pipeline concepts.

Table 35. Summary of Operational Effectiveness Evaluation Scores

Alternative NSIA Score

V +16.9
IV-A +14.4
V-A + 14.0
!11 +13.4
ill-A +11.4
if +10.7
VI-A +9.1
VI +9.3IV +8.9
Vii +8.0
VIII -2.2

i -9.3

In the evUluation of Altemutive I (Table 36) and Alternative VII
(Table 46), the number of personnel required for pipeline operation is assigned a -100
rating. In the evaluation process, the basic rating for the number of operator personnel
was equated inversely to the percentage change In operator personnel required when
compared to a Military standard, lightweight, steel, coupled pipeline system, In thle
case of Alternative 1, the low maxinmum safe operaling pressure requires a large number
of pumnp stations, This In turn hinreases the number of operator personnel by Imlore
than 240 plercent, Any increase of 100 percent or more receives a basic rating of-100
excluding the alternative from consideration, For Alternative VII. the requirement to
operate two parallel pilpelimn systems eachl having a large number of pumnp stations
results In an increase in operator personnel of more than 100 percent,

The exclusion of Alternative I as a result of its being assigned a basic
rating value oi' -100 has little impact on this analysis, Alternative I is one of two Ulker-
natives which have negative average net values. This negative value indicute¢: the opera-
tional effectiveness of Alternative I would be less than ror the existing Military
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Table 36. Operational i.ffetitonmets lvaluatton of Alteative I

Pnranutortw Conslddzealnonx Relative lia• at¢ iullng. Adjusted VIluce

Weigthtitif Uod¢,drable I)iruble Undesirable D)slrabc,

Constructlon Riate 4 +23 +410)
Jnint reliabilily 4 45(1 42UO
Numbur of u'iprsunel 4 +65 +260
Specli sklls and tralinin 2 +35 +70
Equipment ruquhumnunt 3 +1 +445
Transportability 2 -3S -10
Envionniontal factors I

Opuration Mission reliability 4 -70 -280
Number of persnnnul 4 -100 .400
Spocial skills and tralning 2 -35 -70
Vuel consumption 3 0 0 0 0

Malntunanco IAN.O of ropair 3 -33 -105
Number of personnel 4 -20 -NO
Spedul utl AU and training 2 0 0( 0 0
I.quIpImenh raqutlunments 3 0 0 0 0

Other Vulnerability 3 -35 -105
;lurablllty 2 0 0 0 0(
Sal'ty 1 0 I) 0 0
Storasc 3 -33 -105
Rumoverabilliy 4 0 0 0 0

•'TWlAINq. - 1.215 +67S•

Net Adliited Valuu a +67. -1.13 1 -54f)

Avorage Net Valuo * -340/18 - -9.3
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,IatOlt 37. Op rat IionanuI I- IletIvtwness I- vatuat lori of AIlernatve II

I'mall onuderauluns Relative BlXic Raltng Adjusted Values

(ai• WQ htlng Undeliruble D•limrblo U ndoekabla lO sitbli

Joint tuelabtlity 4 0 0 0 0
Number (if potaonnel 4 0 0 0 U

Special %killJ and haining 2 0 0 0 0
Eiquipment requiremenlt 3 0 U 0 0
Trtensportablilty 2 +15 +30
."vJitotirtiontai factors I 0 0 0 0

Operathin Mislsin reliability 4 +35 +140
Number or personnel 4 +30 4120
Spuý Im sklk • a nd training 2 0 0 0 a

l. iil consumption 3 -15 -45

Mulntenanve I:ase (if repair 3 0 0 0 0
Number of perAunnol 4 -5 -20
SpecaIl sklls and training 2 0 0 0 0
.quipmont requiromail. 3 0 0 0 0

Other Vulnruability 3 +1+ +45
Durability 2 .+33 +70:.

•Safety 1 +70 +70 •
Storage 3 ÷70 +210
IRectoovabillly 4 0 0 0 0ii

Tolah 58 - 5 ÷6 =O

Nut Adjusted Value - +685 - 65 ,. +620

Aw:,ago Net Value - +620/S 8 - +10.7

1
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Tsable 38~. OpetationiiI Lffcivtbv1)fns I-.aukidtion vf AIitcrnailve III
4)l P ranici ('o siiiIjerijt Ions Roaieliasli Rating Atdjii!.tvC Value

I 1llsl rie I'm Raw 4 +40 4-160

Numbor of parr'unnel %4 +70 -+210

4qimn -40ieiot -1620+6
rinpruiiy2 010 0

Optto issi on rorpauir 3 -2S -430
Numbar of personnel 4 -40 -160
Spucvial skills and traininlg 2 0a 00
kluawl con usumptionl 3 03 010

Maitennc vs onr rpablry 3 01 0 -05

Sel skblls n rann 2 0 7 034

St.uipetru qifnvr 3 +30 +2105

Othr ulovtariihlty 4 0 0 0 0

Totals 58 .735 +113
Net Adjuxtcd VaueL a+ 1,135 -355 - +7510
Avierup~ Net Valuv + 780/58 - + 13.4
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Num b ic 39l prOliiulnwi 41etycis +80liiloo +320imiv
SpcviuiiL Rating Adjsdv trlnag2-7u-4

oEfliilijtii.t1d Haller 4 +95 +380

Oprui JoMsint reliaabUity' 4 -25 -140
Number or' perionnel 4 -40 -160
Speclal skill Wand trauingn 2 07 0 -100
l~ugipmontumpiloncrt 3 07 0 -200

Mpoantionu Missio rof wpul t 3 -25 -100
Nunbur of' porwatnnl 4 -40 -260
Spoolal skills and trainingt 2 0U 00

0111cr consrumptio 3 (1 0 00

Durubility 2 +70 +140
Sufuty 1 +35+3
Storage 3 +70 - ~ +210
R Ocuvers billty 4 0 0 0

Totals59 =0 +736-5I Not Adjusted Value - +1.365 -705 - +660

AveIeso No't Value +660/58* 11.4
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IP.iram n'ter Consi~sderatiolns I(Outivi IIa~hk Rulingr AdjIusItd V allic

Cuistrus~luss IdIv. 4 t2) . 11

Joint ruIhubiIlly 4 ..110 +280
Num~ber ol'PursontuI 4 +80 42
Special skills und training -35 -70

VOpuron reuiemnt 3 40 -21

Trnpiuiiy2 +60 -140
lqnirprnont qulraittuil 3 -70 -3$0

Rsrlln muovnfulrabIliy 41 -502 -20
Ntw umiibe l'pusonu 3 +450+5
Specabl sky 2 and tranin 2II

Starauiputuurro 3 -70 -210

Othrtulublt 8 -+,20 +1570

Not Adjiusted Value - + 1,720-.1 205 +5 15

Average Net Value +5 15/50 +11.9I
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.T.blc41. Oe),ratinui El!'.Ifectiven.usa lvalutltan elAlternutvc J V-A

Para r ('onsidtuiliuni Rulative .Iuas Rating Adjusted Values
W•lhtlina Undesirable Desirabla Undesirable Duskablu

ConstructIon Rate 4 +93 +380

Joint reliabity 4 4-70 +290
Number or puruonnal 4 +83 +340
S"pecial skis and traliling 2 -70 -140
S "quipmont requizements 3 -80 -240
Tranportability 2 +20 +40
.inviroiiaomental factors 1 -33 -35

Operation Misslon reliability 4 +50 +200
Number ur personnel 4 +45 +180
.Speciul sIiA and training 2 0 0 0 0
rFuel cunsumpilon 3 -.15 -45

Mulntenanco IEase of repair 3 -75 -225
Number of personnel 4 -IS -60
Special skills and trainlng 2 -25 -50
Iq-ulpment requitumento 3 -70 -210

Other Vulnerability 3 +50 +150
Durability 2 491 +190
Safety 1 +70 +70
Storage 3 +70 4 2 lo
ReCovursbilitY' 4 -50 -200

Totals $18 -1,205 +2.040

Nut Adjusted Value * +2.040 - 1,20S +835
Average Net Vulue +835/58 - .14.4
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Ta.ble 42. Upertional I:fuc~tivens IEvaluatlon U' Alturnutive V

Paramectetrs ('ConliderutiuuoI IRelative liu.as Rating Adjuit,'d Vaiilues
weigzhtfing• ndu~irahk. Desirale~t, I Inducs|raibke IDestrbil'

(-'n11rLuichiln Rlat, 4 +35 +140
Juint reliability 4 +35 ÷140
Nuimber of personnel 4 +70 +280
Special skills und training 2 +20 +40

Equipment requlnemunts 3 +20 +60
Tru ni~portability 2 -IS -30
lE:nvironmental factors 1 +35 +3S

Oporatlon Miulun rullabiUty 4 -10 -40
Number ur pursunnoi 4 -I5 -60
Spocial skills and training 2 0 0 0 0
Fuel consumption 3 -10 -30

Maintunonco I"ase of repair 3 -15 -45

Numnber of pursnnul 4 t 0 00

Spacial .qklUs and training 2 0 0

IEquipment requitemeunta 3 +35 +105

Other Vulinrubility 3 0 0 0

I)urabllity 2 +70 +140
Safiety I +33 +35

Storumv. 3 +70 +210

Rucveuiibility 4 0 0 0 0
Totals 5= -215 +1,185

Nt Adju.%ted Value - +1.185 - 205 a +980

Average Not Value - +98u/S8 , +16.9
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Tablu, 43. Operutiona. Hflctivctica I.vulation ol Alturn,.ti•v V-A
Pul ruie Iw'r'• s m.Ik'ration 1 RehliI Ive Basic Rutitng Adjust•td Vulu•s

Weighting Undesirable boilrabic Undvsirable Doiltabl'

Constru•ction Rate 4 +95 +380
Joint reliability 4 +35 +140
Number or personnel 4 +80 +320
Special skilts and training 2 -70 -140
Equipment ruquirements 3 -70 -2310
Transportability 2 -75 -30
Envirunniontal factors 1 +'5 +35

Operation Mission reliability 4 -10 -40
Number or porionnul 4 -15 -60
Special skills and trainlng 2 0 0 0 0
Fuel consumption 3 -10 -30

Maintel.,n.u Ewae E t' r', pair 3 -if -5l
Nulmber or personnel 4 0 0 0 0
Special skills and trulning 2 0 0
Equipment requirements 3 +35 +105

Other Vulnerability 3 0 0 0 0
Durability 2 +70 +140
Salety I +35 +35
Storuge 3 +70 +210
Ructiverability 4 (0 0 0 0I

TOWNi 58 -555 +.i365
Nut AdjuAtud ValIn - +1,365 - 555 - +9l10
Avmrali Nut Vdhlm, +810/58 + 14.0
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I abih 44. O)perrutlunal I'IMrx: iwM.lum lEvaluatlon ul AlternatIve VI

Paramcteri C'olzsiderallolrm• IRelative Ihash- Ratingl Adpusited Vidues•

Wvighfintl Unldesimabiv, D.siil~lfle Undehirabh., I ,tla hlv.

LItlhruhiuln Rate 4 +40 +160)

Juoinl rtlhibLlty 4 +70 +280

Numiberf ill eorsonnel 4 +70 +280
SpecluI %kUila and training 2 -35 -70

I'qulpinant ruquirent'ent 3 -70 -210

lroanpuriabillt,, 2 +20 +40
h.virtmmuniital 'calosr I -35 -35

Operatiol Milion reliabtility 4 +35 +140
NumIbhr o•' I.rstnmil 4 +30 + 120

Spealci akillA and truaining 2 -I- -30
FIu W conumptlllun 3 () 0 0 0-'

Mainfenmiziie Ease of repair 3 -75 -225'
Numbul ol' persunnol 4 -I5 -60
Special skill, and trulinilng 2 -60 -120
IFqulpment roquiremoit. 3 -70 -210

Other Vulnerability 3 +70 +210
Durabilty 2 +95 +190 1
Sol'ely 1 +70 +70
Swtraoue 3 +70 +210
RhcLverabUllty 4 -50 -200

"rulah ig -1,160 +1,700

Net AdJus:Led Value- +1,7100 - 1,160 - +540
Average Net Value - +540/158 + 9,3
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Iable ,i .4 mlC rut iuitil I-'1 ti ivt,,s IU vilualln I ill Altirn tliv. VIA

I)la'liLlrmuct (Coiiidm'itiioli• Rv•IaIve' INSiC •.10111in! Adliovte'd Valluc%

WulhiitimiA iU ndusiriale IeAlruble U ndustlruble I)esiroble

Constructiun Rt"1 4 +95 +380
Joint reliability 4 +70 +280
Number of iprsonnelfl 4 +83 +240(
Silel Wklls and tirilninin 2 -70 -140
I'qulniinlnt ruiiqIWilnts 3 -80 -240

Translportaibility 2 +20 +40
EI.nvirfullniInltu I'ucturi I -35 -35

Olpitrution Mission reliuhblity 4 +35 +140
Number or liersufnnel 4 +30 + 120
Special AkilU' and trailnnin 2 -IS -30
Fuel conisumtihl 3 0 0 0 0

Mainienancen I ile or fi.llalr 1 .75 -225
Number of lpur~ohnnul 4 -I3 -60
SIivlul skills uiid training 2 .6i0 -120
I".qu Ipitn requ Iremteints 3 -70 -210

Oilior Vulnerability 3 +50 + IO

D)urability 2 +9S + 190)
sal'ty I +701 +70
8 t oralle 3 + 70 + 210
Rocoverabillity 4 -30 -200

Totalsl. 38 -1,2i60 + 1,820

Net Adjusted Value - +1,82) - 1.270,+560
Averagec Not Value ,- +5601/ill , +9.7#
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Table 46. ()per~attlunol Iv Ifvttvi~lvens I-:Valbi alo (11 At lron I iov VII

Painvt Cosiertin logalv L1~t~ Ramleifi.~r~m ~ VadLNrjdi' 1 i~hlu

onsmtrmivliaai Rmea 4 #65 +260
Jotint rvmmt~ntiiily 4 OS5 +140

Numbei Or lpmorsonnut 4 +75 +3100SpeciuI skill, and trainhing 2 +20 +40

I~quipmenm~t requihwngnts 3 +20 +60
a ranipotairhlity 2 -15 -30

I~na'rontiontuI factors 1 +35 +33

opertatin Mimint' telktbii~tym 4 0I 0 0 0
Niummbor O''pormunntl 4 -100 -400
Spectul WkIN~ and trainiq, 2 0 0 0 1
I-'ucI conounption 3 -IS .45

a Nmuntonance Luumi (if rialJul 3 -15 -43 *
Nuimibr ot persurnnw 4 -80 -320
Spucilt skills andt htraining 2 -Ia -20
l-Allipimivnt renjuluiviWIII 3 +35 +105

Othemr Voinorublittty 30 0 00
IDuraablllty 2 +70 +140
Sat'uty 1 +35 +35

Sltie3 +70 +210
Recovoability 4 (10 0 0

'rotuis 38 -860 +1.325

Net Auijustvd Value +1.323 - 860- + 40
Averago Net Value - +465/5N + 8.0)

It
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FabIle 47. Opv1tiuii1iI IKFI ctivyng% Vvuluatiori ul'AlternujtivteVilluriiltIu tenr ('t iodertlns HRluive Has I ilItng AdJuitrd Values
Wvi\glilig Jiind'sirublc lJviraoablv Undvilroble DesirableConatruction Rutu 4 +35 +140Juont roliablly 4 +70 +280Number of personnel 4 +35 +140Special skWs and training 2 -35 -70Equipment requirnemnts 3 -70 -210Transportability 2 -1j -30IFnviunmontal factors 1 -35 -35

Operation Mislion reliability 4 +35 +140Number of personnel 4 -15 -60
Spuoial skils and training 2 0 0 0 0
Vaul consumptiun 3 -15 -45

Mainlenunc F'use of repair 3 -75 -225Number o1' peramnnel 4 -80 -320Speelal skills arid training 2 -25 -50hlulpmunt requiraments 3 -35 -105
Other Vulnerability 3 +35 +105

Durability 2 +70 +140Sal'aty 1 +70 +70Slorulip 3 +70 +210ReIL'nvcfabuIty 4 -515 -200

.______S -I,350 +1,22.1Net Adju|ited Valuv - +1,225. 1,350 -[1.I
Average Net Value •-12.5/58 -2.2
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aN
standard system. Similarly, Alternative VII is not a desirable concept bectuose of its
relatively low NSIA score.

In thle statement of' the study objectivuti, u 30-kilomecter-per-day con-
struction rate was specified as a goal. It was then assumied that any construction pro-
cedure that would achieve the desired objective of 30 kilometers per day would merit
a +100 basic rating. Further, It is assumed that a RDT&E programn to develop a fully
automatic pIpe-joining capability will be undertaken only it' there Is adequate evidence
the 30-kilomieter-per-day construction rate can be achieved. Based on thiese assumnp-
tions, all mechanized pipe-laying concepts could logically be assigned a +100 rating for
construction rate. None of the alternatives being considered provides the capability
for a singlo crew to construct 30 kilometers per day without using o fully automated
pipe-Joining machine. Applying the rule that a +100 rating overrides all other factors
would then lead to a decision to develop a mechanized pipe-laying capability,

Although the design goal for any automnatic pipe-laying machine would
be 30 kilometers per day, tlkre is sonic technological risk and the goal may not be
fully achieved. Bucautse of this risk, each mechanized alternative Is ussigned a mauxi-
mium rating of +95 for construction rate. This precludes a predisposition to develop an
automautic pipe-laying process with negligitfle effect on the average net values for the

fully automated alternatives.

The pipeline concept receiving the highest NSIA trade-off score (I 16.9)
for operational effectiveness Is Alternative V. A key feuture of this pipliine system
concept appears to be the RACEBILTr Industrial couplings whichi provide the cupabil-
ity to rapifdly emplace and recover thle pipeline while allowing a nioderately high pillc-
line operating pressure. Review of the cost data summairized in Table 33 shows
Alternative V to have comiparaitively high mission costs for both Scenario I andI ~ Scenario 1I. In contrast. Alternative IV-A ranks second In operational effectiveness
with tin NSIA trade-off score of~ 14.4 while hauving the lowest mission costs (refer to
'fable 33). Thus. thle NSIA trade-ff scores from Tables 36 through 47 and (lhe cost
data from Table 33 are used In Table 48 to compute values refclecing the comibination
ot'cost and opevrational effectiveness for each alte riativo pipelinel sysilem.

1h li cost ratios for Scenario I listed Iin columin 3 of' Table 48 are
obtained by dhividing the applicable mission cost f'or Scenario I by thle estimated
Scimairio I mission cost for thle present Military standard pipeline system. Similarly.
the cost ratios for Scenario 11 are file Scenario nI costs listed in *rable 33 divided by the
estimated Seviiarin I1 cost for tile military standard syotem, Thev composite cost ratio
f'or each alternative is obtained by dividing± the suiii of Scenario I and Scenario 11 costs
byUI Sthe su o1t11 th WO scenario cnsts for the Military standard pipeline system.
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IInd M ol' lahibe 48 are Cqbial to the NSIA trade-off scores, listed in columni 2. d ivided,12

by the adppicadhic cost ratio. 'I his adjuistmlent o"(lith: opierational el~ectivenesss suoriilg

v~illies ill piCoportioll l) mlission ~costs signifiicantyilt mc aIllSte iii glilttLd of" mtost W"

Ole scuies While having only .1 minior elilcqt oni a k'w alternatives, The rank order for
the resulting cost adjust,.d values differ not only from thle rank order of the basic NSIA

trade-off scores hut also between Scenario I and Scenario 1I, Thle runk order for thle
composite cost and operational effectiveness scores is the sarne, excvept foi AlternativesI
11 and IV, for thle Scenario If scores, III all cases, however, Alternative V retains the
highest cost and ulperational effectiveness score,

Froum Table 48, column 0, Alternative VI-A runks second for the shoit

duration operation represented by Scenario 1. For the longer duration operationI
depicted by Scenario 11 and for tile composite evaluation, Alternativi iV.A ranks
second. Both or these concepts are based Oil developing a fully automated plipe-laying
maIch~ine to install aluminumIII pipe using the ZAPI-LOK Jin~ting procesm. Logically,
Alternative VI-A proposes using a relatively light(weight SChedule 10 fpipe to mlnimiII.e
the equipment procurement cost Lu be amortized during the relative short mission
duration of Scenario 1. Following the same rationale, tile higher cost of thle hleavier
Wall schedule 40 pipe can be offset by incroases In operating efficieticy and reduced *
maintenance costs over the longer period of oporation in Scenario II. Since thle length
of I potential future Military conflict c:annot be projected accurately, the best pipeline
system using thle ZAP-LOK joining tvchnique Is probably a comlpromlise using a pipe
wall thickness somewhere between the 0.1 49 Inch evaluated) as Alternative VI-A and
the 0.3221 inch considered in Alternative IV-A. Examination of' thle basic rating values
assigned to the various considerations in evaluating Alternatives IV-A and VI-A, Tables
4 1 and 45, respectively, does not indicate such a compromised pipieline decsign concept
would result In a cost and opierational effrectiveness score greater thanl the score
compluted Ir Alternative V, Table 42.

*rhe cost and opierational rtrectiveness dlata presented heretofore do not
consider two important factor~s, research and developuincrt requirements and logistical
support. As noted previously in the discussion of technological risks, developing tile
fuilly automlated plpe-laying c:Iulpinent proposed by Alternatkes IV-A and V I-A woulId
require an extensive research and development programn. In contrast. Alterative' V is
based onl un iual assembly of' the pipleline. Other tihan the vehicles needed to deliveýr
the pipe to thle construction site, there Is no requirement for equipment to assemble
thle pipelinle.

Nop~ut ive~ NNiA Itudie'.ui I urte o mu ~ IV~ en LIII ipid by 11w O rui&'inene Io mailhufl tut cualAtent relatiol ipN
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RPeacetime Military pipeline construction requirements, if any. will be
associated with personinel training progranls. Iven utnder the most severe combat con-
ditions that .. ll bc e envisionecd, the rcquire•d ints in a theater of operations will never
exceed simultaneous construction of more than a few pipelines, Although it is
essential for the Army to have a petroleum pipeline construction capability, any
specialized equipment used solely for this purpose will be a low-density item with
limited utilization. Consequentially, any large expenditure for research and develop.
ment will represent a significant part of the total life cycle costs of the pipeline system
selected,

2: Following the same rationale, the logistic support costs for a special-

ized item o1' pipeline construction or maintenance equipment will add to the life-cycle
cost for the pipeline systunm. Thus, research and development and logistic support
requirements reinforce the desirability of the simple, manual pipe-joining technique
proposed by Alternative V as opposed to other complex, mechanized pipeline con-
struction procedures,

The proposed mechanical method of Joining pipe Is an expledient to
rapid pipeline construction with minimal skills. Typically, rapidly assembled Joints are
inherently less reliable than welded Joints, Thus, quick coupling methods should be
used only when operational requirements will not allow use of a more reliable joining
technique.

As noted in Paragraph 3, the Army cannot develop and maintain the
high degree of skills required for construction of welded pipeline. The ZAP-LOK join-
ing process offers a viable alternative to welded pipe Joints for applications where high
rates of construction are not an essential requirement. Military adaptation of the
commercial ZAP-LOK joining process would provide a Military capability to construct
high pressure pipelines without highly skilled personnel. An assessment of potential
requirements for future Military construction of high-pressure, permanent pipelines is
needed to determine if the ZAP-LOK process should be adopted for Army use.

The use of flexible hoseline systems for some fuel transportation appli-
cations has frequently received considerable attention. As a result, the Army 4-inch

Shoseline outfit, FSN 3835-892-5 157, and the 6-inch hosellne equipment from the U.S.
Marine Corps Amphibious Assault Fuel System (AAFS) were included in the investiga-
tion of pipe materials and construction techniques conducted by the Value Engineer-
ing Company. These systems are identified as concepts 1234E and 1240E, respectively,
in paragraph 8 herein. In both cases, other concepts were found to be better suited to
overland transportation of large quantities of fuels.
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r
In comparisoni t) the alternative system designs evaluated in tlL'

i~r'ccc ding paragraph.s, hoselinI system. wV i Uld have operational characteristics miost
nuarly approxmating Alternativl 1, low-prc'SsLire., tiherglass-reinflOrced, plastic pipe.

hue luw pi)¢es•urc rating o1l hoselinc is the major weakness if the fuel must be
transferred more than a few miles, For longer distances, excessive tlumbers of boaster
pump stations are required, As the number of puinp stations increases, equipment
procurement costs rise, More important Is the proportionate increase in the number
of operator and maintenance personnel required.

Problems associated with low-pressure operations overshadow the
advantages of flexible hoseline systems. There have been attempts by Industry to
develop lightweight flexible hose suitable for moderate- to high-pressure application.
However, the research and development effort needed to solve the problems T
encountered have not been forthcoming because of lack of funds. Without established
requirements for a high-pressure bosline system, there has been no justification for
the Government to fuend such a program. Lacking a definitive market potential,
Industry will not pursue the matter without Government funding,

Flexibility is the principal advantage of hoseilne systems. The ability
to traverse extremely uneven terrain and to change directions without special fittings
or the problems of bending pipe can significantly decrease the Installation effort of
some applications. In addition, if the hose is flexible enough to collapse, methods
for laying the hose such as flaking and rolling on reels allow more rapid installation
than possible with discrete lengths of rigid pipe.

Along with allowing more rapid Installation procedures, collapsing
the hose for storage and transportation greatly reduces the volume to be handled.
For example, in the 4-Inch hosellne outfit, 1,000 feet or 4-Inch hose is flaked Into
a container measuring 12 feet in length, 6 feet in width, and 1 foot high. A stack
containing 1,000 feet of 4-inch pipe which is 12 feet long and 6 feet wide would he
approximnately 2 feet high. Thus, the cubage of a 4-inch hose when collapsed is
approximately one half the cubage of an equivalent length of 4-Inch pipe, Assuming
the hose wall thickness does not become too large to allow collapsing the hose tightly.
the space saving Is even greater with laigcr diameters.

Weight must also be considered when evaluating the transportability
of hose in comparison to pipe. The I 50-1b/in 2 working pressure of the hose in the
4-inch hoseline outfit weighs approximately i.65 pounds per foot of length. A
6061-T6 alloy aluminum pipe having a 4-Inch Inside diameter and weighing !.65
pounds per Ibot would have a wall thickness of approximately 0.109 inch and an
allowable working pressure of nearly 1,000 lb/in1 . Thus, for an equivalent weight,
a 4-inch, 6061-T6 alunintum pipe will allow a working pressure more than 6 times
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greater than that of the 4-inch htoseline outfit. Similarly, the 100-1b/in 2 -working-
pressure. 0-inch hose in the Marine Corps AAFS weighs approximately 2.3 lb/ft.
A 60001 -'i' a1I1inulIn pipe having a 6-inch inside diameter and weighing 2,3 lb/ft
would have a wall thickness of approximately 0.095 Inch and a maximum allowable
working pressure approaching 600 lb/in2 . In this case, use of aluminum pipe allows
a six-fold increase in working pressure for the same weight and a corresponding
reduction in the number of pump stations required.

The reduced volume of collapsible hose is an advantage for surface
transportation where, for most vehicles and watercraft, the amount of pipe that
can be curried is a function of available cargo space rather than allowable weight
load limit, For overseas shipment, 35,000 pounds is the load limit for C-130 aircraft.
A flaking tray from the 4-inch hoseline outfit containing 1,000 feet of hose weighs
approximately 2,000 pounds. Within the weight limit, one C-130 aircraft can carry
17 flaking trays or 17,000 feet of collapsible 4-Inch hose. An equal quantity of
0,095-inch-wall, 4-Inch-Inside-diameter, aluminum pipe will fit into the cargo hold
of a C-130 aircraft without completely filling the usuble space,

The 35,000-pound maximum load limit will allow a C-130 aircraft
to carry approximately 14,000 feet of 6-Inch hose from the Marine Corps AAFS.
Space llmitations will allow a maximum of approximately 11,000 feet of 6-inch-
Inside-diameter by 0.095-Inch-wall aluminum pipe to be loaded Into a C-130 aircraft.
In this case, an aircraft can carry approximately 25 percent more hose than aluminum
pipe. This difference becomes inconsequential when one considers that the hoseline
will require 2 booster pumps for each aircraft load of hose while the pipeline will
need only I large booster pump for 5 aircraft loads of pipe,

Insufficient data are available on the physical characteristics of an
8-inch lightweight collapsible hose to make a direct comparison with 8-Inch aluminum
pipe, However, the relationship Is expected to be similar to that of the 6-Inch hosellne
versus pipeline discussed above.

In June 1970, the Navy laboratories were tasked by the Chier of Naval
operations to aid the Marine Corps in developing equipment to satisfy present and
future needs. As a part of this program, the Civil Engineering Laboratory (CEL), Port
Hueneme, California reviewed the Marine Corps fuel storage and distribution capabil-
ities, The CEL study found the Marine Corps AAFS to be satisfactory for future use
when employed in Its normal mode of transferring fuel from a shore facility to a Tacti-
cal Airfield Fuel Dispensing System (TAFDS) located a maximum of 5 miles away.
However, future requirements for resupply of ruel are expected to Include delivery
of fuel to remote expeditionary sites located more than 25 miles from the typical
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TAFDS sites. The CiL study concluded that the present Marine Corps systems cannot
effectively supply the required fuel over these long distances.' liven if hose is found
to be superior to pipe on the basis of operational effectiveness, its use is difficult to A
justify because of the high cost. The price of the 6-inch lightweight hose in the Marine
Corps AAFS is approximately $7.00 per foot of length, The 6-inch, 60614T6 aluml-
num pipe to which it has been compared would cost approximately $2,25 per foot of
length,

Experience has shown lightweight hosellnes to be a highly versatile
means for the distribution of bulk fuels in support of assault operations where flexibil-
ity, extreme mobility, rapid deployment, and frequent relocation are essential to
mission success. As the situation stabilizes, distances increase, and the volume of fuel
to be supplied grows, hoselines must be replaced with pipeline facilities to meet opera.
tIonal requirements, The Army 4-Inch hosellne outfit is capable of satisfying many of
the operational needs where hoselines are practical. A valid mission statement showing
that this system will not meet future Military fuel distribution requirements must be
defined before development of a larger capacity system can be Justified.

I1. Recommended Pipeline System Design Characteristics. The large number of
candidate pipeline components and systems considered by this study has precluded
analysis of each alternative in sufficient depth to develop a detailed design specification
for any specific component or pipeline system concept, Instead, the purpose of this
study has been to identify the pipeline system concept that is most responsive to
future Military bulk fuel distribution requirements. To this end, the following para-
graphs outline the general design characteristics of a pipeline system that will function
effectively when deployed as a subsystem in a total bulk fuel distribution system
operating in a theater-of-operations.

The rate or pipeline construction can be increased while reducing the
construction manpower requirements by replacing the present Military standard 20-
foot lengths of grooved-end steel pipe and split-ring couplings with longer lengths of
aluminum pipe joined by a self-latching mechanical coupling, To achieve the maxi-
mum rate of construction, it is desirable to use the longest lengths of pipe consistent
with human engineering factors for manhandling and transportation limitations.

To meet the required throughput requirements, the most efficient
aluminum pipeline will have a nominal diameter of 8 Inches and a wall thickness of
approximately 0,200 Inch. The maximum pipe section length consistent with world-
wide transportation limitations is 35 feet. The weight of a 35-foot length of 8,i,25-
inch-outsido-dianietcr by 0.200-Inch-wall, 6063-T6 aluminum alloy pipe Is 204 pounds.

29 R. C. Winfray, ot ul, Martcin Cortps bFlgyste'u• (197351985J. Technical No to N-1243; Nuval 04vil FtIgnneoring
Luboratury; Port I luentnw, CullU rnin; IDocombor 1972.
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A section of this pipe, including a lightweight coupling, can be handled by 4 men.
For sustained pipeline laying operations, it is recommended that the pipe stringing and
joining teams include 6 men to handle I section of' pipe.

A simple, self-latching mechanical coupling of the type represented by
the RACEBILT coupling, manufactured by Race and Race, Inc., Winter Haven, Florida,
is the preferred pipe-joining technique. The primary advantages of this type of
coupling is that it can be assembled In a few seconds without any tools or training. A
disadvantage of the coupling is that the V-type gasket provides a seal in only one direc-
tion, against internal pressure, If the pressure outside the pipeline exceeds the internal
pressure, leakage past the gasket may occur, This precludes using the RACEBILT
couplings in tank farm manifolds and In other applications where the pipe may be in
thle suction manifold for flood-and-transfer pumps. Use of grooved-end pipe and split-
ring mechanical coupling Is recommended for all manifolds where the pipe may be a
part of a suction manifold.

Any required bends In the pipeline can be formed using conventional
pipe forming practices. Making field bends at the job site can be time consuming,
particularly if the proper equipment is not readily available. As an alternative, it is
recommended that pipe-laying crews be furnished a variety of prefabricated bends of
1I, 22Va, 45, and 90 degrees to be installed in the pipeline where needed.

Rising fuel costs are continually Increasing the cost advantage of using
high-speed, medium-duty diesel engines to power all flood-and-transfer and pipeline
booster pumps. If possible, pump units should use diesel engines that are common to
other high-density items of equipment to reduce logistical support requirements. The

V potential ror Improved mission reliability through reduced administrative down timefurther supports pump units sharing engines with other hlgh-denslty items of equip-

ment.

Maxpmum pipeline mission reliability at the lowest cost is achieved
using two or more pump units operating In series at each booster pump station. A
standby booster pump unit Is required at the first booster pump station in each pipe-

line to maintain an adequate flow rate through the first segment of the pipeline.
Improvement in mission reliability resulting from standby pump units at other than the
first booster pump station does not merit the additional cost where the pipeline
throughput CIMacity will allow sufficient downtime to perform scheduled maintenance.

All pipeline equipment should be deslgiied with adequate controls and
protection devices for safe operation using the tight-line method of pipeline operation
which provides the most efficient utilization of personnel and equipment. Fully auto-
mated booster pump stations are not proctical for Military pipeline operations be"ause
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they tre too costly and require skilled maintenance personnel.

Ptump station manifolds should be prefabricated Ias niodules to Climi-
nate as m hLIe ont-site assembly work as possiblo. Ail improved Military pipeline system
should include thr following ancillary items:

a, Meters for volumetric measurement of pipeline throughput.

b, Pressure regulation equipment for long down-hill pipeline sections.

c. Product loss reduction equipment providing automatic shutoff due
to failure or deliberate rupture of a pipeline,

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, a pipeline is a rubsystem of a
much larger theater bulk-fuel distribution system. The success of any pipeline In
satisfying its assigned mission is dependent on other elements of the total distrbution
system. Specifically, there must be a constant supply of fuel to the pipeline and
adequate storage capacity to receive the pipeline throughput, The current Military
capability is deficient in both of those areas,

The problems associated with supplying fuel to a pipeline are examined
In Appendix A of this report, This analysis Identifies the need for development of an
Improved tanker mooring and discharge system. More advanced moorings, probably
of a single-point type, capable of restraining larger tankers under more severe seastate
conditions are required. More important, the tanker discharge capability must be
expanded to provide higher flow rates from tankers moored farther off the coastline.

The large-capacity, collapsible, self-supporting fuel-storage tanks now
under development at MERADCOM will significantly Improve the Army's bulk fuel
storage capability. However, a detailed engineering analysis of the entire theater-of-
operations requirements for bulk fuel storage is needed to insure that existing and
future fuel storage facilities are compatible with the remainder of the theater bulk
fuel distribution system.
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V, CONCLUSIONS

16. ('onclusionns. It iS concluded t14t:

a. The operational effectiveness of Mllitary-petroleunt pipulines can be

* improved significantly by using aluminum pipe joined by ilf.latching mechanical
r couplings (RACEBILT Industrial fittings or equivalent) in lieu of the present Military

standard, lightweight steel, grooved-end pipe and split-ring couplings.

b. All flood.and.transfer and pipeline booster pumps should be powered
by high-speed, mudium-duty diesel engines that are common to other high-dunsity
items of Military equipment.

u. The maxinum pipeline reliability at the lowest cost can be achieved

using two pumps operating In serlep at each booster station.

d. The tight-line method of pipeline operation should be employed to 1
achieve the most efficient use of personnel and equipment.

e. Flexible hosellnes are not practical us a means for transporting large

quantities of fuel except in support of assault operations where flexibility, high
mobility, rapid deployment and recovery, and frequent relocation are essential mission
req uirements.

f, Existing tanker mooring, and discharge facilities are not capable of
transferring fuel from vessels moored offshore to marine terminals at rates which will
maintain a constant supply of fuel to pipeline systems satisfying projected combat

support requirements.
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APPENDIX A

TANKER MOORING AND DISCHARGE SYSTEMS

In the preceding pages, a pipeline system employed as an element of a larger
bulk fuel distribution system has been examined in detail as the link between using
units and source of bulk fuel supply. Existence of that source has been implicitly
assumed; however, its availability is contingent upon the sequential interaction of
ocean-going tankers, means to transfer fuel front tankers to a shore-bused marine
terminal complex, and means to store large volumes of fuel at the marine terminal,
That fuel would eventually be transferred forward to using units through pipelines,

he~lines, rallcars, tank trucks, or it combination of such conduits and vehicles, It
mllust be noted that eadh conveyance means cited Is useful only If there Is at least
as much fuel uvuillble at the source us the volume planned to be conveyed forward.

For example, If It is planned to pump 10,000 barrels of fuel through an overland
pipeline on It given day, the assemblag~e of elenient on the outlet side of the pipeline's
first purp station will perform well only, If that amount (10,000 barrels) of fuel
is available at the marine terminal upstream from that pump station. Titus, the tactical
commander will be serviced adequately only if' a complete bulk fuel distribution
system which extends from tanker to front-line tactical vehicle fuel tank Is provided,
The relationship of the various eletnints will become obvious If thle supply, demand,
and fuel reserve are addressed briefly before proceeding further,

The fuel reserve at any Instant is simply the difference between the cLIllmullative
volume of fuel delivered and the cumIIulative vohlume of fuel consumned, That difference
can only be non-negative, since once the fuel reserve is reduced to zero there may¥
be no further deliveries to using units, and for that reason no further decrease In the
fuel reserve, The volume of fuel consumed must be loosely construed to include fuel
actually consumed In vehicles, stationary equipment, and aircraft, plus fuel lost
through leakage, sabotage, and pilferage.

Tihe fuel reserve will normally be stored in tile marine terminal and in the rorward
corps areas. Its level will vary In response to discontinuous changes in fuel delivery
and fuel consumption rates, The overland delivery means and that portion of the fuel
reserve maintalned by the using units in the forward corps urea must be capable of
uccommodating the inevitable fluctuations in demand. The higher the potential
throughput and tihe reliability of the delivery means, the less inportant thlt forward
area fuel reserve becomes, Conversely, If the delivery means is of low potential
throughput or low reliability, the larger the forward area fuel reserve objectilve must le.
At the beginning of the pipeline, the fuel reserve levels withih the marine termhinl will
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phetrlu productvribls Otibord (2I) availability of' exiostwich tanke tmooringired discared

facilities or coastline characteristics which permit a tanker to approach sufficiently
close to the shoreline to permit the use of Military mooring and discharge facilities-,
(3) neur-shorc current velouities, sea conditions, und climatology within the operating
envelop of the mooring and discharge System; and (4) reliability of the tanker's pumps
and mooring and the means used to transfer fuel from tanker to shore (i.e., pipeline,
hoselinu, or shuttle craft).

The world's coastlines vary substantiully in termis of their suitability forI
near-shoru tanker operations. A given coastline may have numerous, few, or no
harbors, and those harbors that exi st may be either natural or artificial. Even when

art! available, the tactical communder must decide II' their convenifence is worth the

risk Which 111el1 discharge opierations pose to other facilities within the harbor area.
Turning to the more demand ing situation where use or existing harbors has been
rejected for some reason, the planner is faced withi a fourfold problem: a site must
be located which Is compatible with Military mooring and disviiarSC systems; a tanker
with the, required types and volume of' fuel miust be available;, the enivironimental *
conlditions prevailing ait the time the transfer of fuLel is to take place mu11Lst be within
the design operating envelopment of the mooring and discharge systemi; and thle System

must be functional in ai mechanical sense. All four conditions must be satisfied before

fuel may be transferred from sea to shore. 11' the first two conditions have not beenI
bird and wet wing); it' the two latter conditions hauve not been sutisfied, he may draw

fnth uel reserve Stored in the marine terminal until the urntvorable conditions
S~~LCor 01h0 me0011Cha ica failure is repaired.

nie gneri probem1o delivering fuel from tanker to marine terminal has been
examined In detail In two prior works, the conclusions of' which will be summarized
below. The reader Is referred to the original worksAlk A-2 f'or additionllj ini'ormationJ
regarding the sources of' data and the study methodology used In reaching thle
conclusions which are:

A- (I I. t-ivi' MuI I i.Ley~ Tanker Mooring SytWm andt Unlodt rtip I -aclIIy'I SysI em Mode I and Ho Ilubifity Ana lyils.
U.,S. Ann y Mobtility~ I-qu ipment IRescaricI i and De)evgniment ('urn iIniid, I ort tklcvoir, V irphilla, Januaru y 1976,

A - 3 1 :. O mv u o.~ C u a xt uiI C h dr u ct or i m MI ad li vii I il A iig ai o n Ii n k o~ DINix u rj , O i pu r uti onl ; A P r elIii mi n a ry I r m sl~ iit i -i

lion, Ui.S. Army Muhillits' Iqi ulgImom Ittsguivc undievlo'vrmeii nt Commandu niot. Blvolt .iiu Virginia PeInding
P'u hi lulli t loll.
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a. As tankers are mnoored further offshore, a Im1ooring and discharge systemn

WVOLld hIIVO to Ciiibc0dy ifnCrejSiligiy higlicr mission reliability valties it' the sme level
oI perl'orinance is It he maintained, all other things heing equal.

h. Ac'•.iu aLtOln of* a uiel reserve is absolutely essential ift numerous
weather-induced fuel interruptions are to be avoided.

c. A greater number of tankers, moorings, und unloading lines is required
during the first 30 days of a hostility than during [he post-day 30 period. This occurs
since the fuel consumption plus a contribution to the fuel reserve muLst be
accommodated during the first 30 days, while only consumpHion must be
accommodated afterward.

d. The discharge means connecting the tanker and marine terminal is expected
to constitute the limiting bottleneck in virtually any mooring and discharge system
used by the Military. While it generally will never be feasible to discharge fuel at a
rate even approaching the volumetric capacity of a tanker's pumps, the problem
could be ameliorated somewhat by: (I) use of multiple discharge units with each
mooring: (2) reducing pipeline friction by application of an internal coating to the
unloading line or use of friction reducing fuel udditives (both could be thought of I
as decreasing the roughness coerficient and thereby Increasing the flow rute): and
(3) use of offshore pumping stations to increase flow rate. The use of multiple
conveyance units und internal coatings appear to be the more feasible of the
possibilities presented,

c. Weather will periodically and predictively prevet a tanker from Initially
mooring or from remaining in a mooring; weuther factors, therefore, influence the
volume of fuel which may be discharged, The degree of influence will vary both from
site-to-site and as a function of the month during which operations take place. The
current mooring and discharge system (multileg tanker mooring system) has a
limitation of seastate 2 or less, Thus, this system would bc available only 40 percent
of the time during the worst month of the year on a worldwide average and 70 percent

F on an annual average basis. While this problem may not be overcome totally In any
reasonable manner, development of u second-generation mooring kystem capable of
restraining tankers in scastates beyond the seastate 2 limitation of the current system
would at least diminish the problem.

f, The current system may only service tankers moored within 5,000 feet
of the shore. This implies that the smallest tankers within the Military Sealift
Commund (MSC) fleet may be safely moored and discharged only 47 percent of the
time off coastlines which are otherwise suitable, Attention should be given to
developing a second generation unloading line which may be placed farther offshore
than the current line,
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g. Since the 25, )00-DWT' sit/c tanker is thle smallest within the MS( flect
(it is alsu the' largest whicl.h the Current system may handle), attention .should be
give'n to dew•hq•ing a secolld-generatioll mooring capable o1 ,uf.cly ucconimodatting

tankers larger than the 25,000-DWT size.

h. The current system is usable only In locations where the current velocity
is I knot or less. Only 56 percent of worldwide landing beaches fall in that category.

I. The explosive-embedment anchor development effort consisted largely
of innovation rather than of deliberate application of theoretical research findings.
While the anchor was subsequently proven to be a useful device, further improvement
must await the theoretical findings which a basic and exploratory research effort
would be expected to unearth, This problem is further exacerbated by Ignorance of
the mooring load/time history which the anchors must resist,

J. The probability of delivering fuel from a vessel positioned off a randomly
selected landing beach on a randomly selected day using the current mooring and
discharge system is relatively low (i.e., the current system lacks universality). While 1
total universality Is not attainable In a pragmatic sense, an advanced mooring and
discharge system would do much to elevate the degree to which universality is
approached. The reader is cautioned that the comparisons to be presented artificially,
innlate the current system's worth - the current mooring will only accommodate a
fraction of the MSC tanker fleet while an advanced mooring would conceivably
accommodute the entire fleet. The present and advanced discharge system operating
envelopes are given in Table A-I.

Table A-I. Operating Envelope Parameters for
Present and Advanced Tanker Mooring and Discharge Systems

System Capability
Parameter Present Target

Seastate 2 3 .

Conduit Length 5,000 feet 20,000 feet
Tanker Size 25,000 DWT 38,000 DWT

The above capabilities may be transformed Into measures of utility by means of

methodology developed elsewhere to obtain the probabilities presented in Table A-2,
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l'able A-2. Probabilities of Being Able to Transler FI4.l for
Prs.-n t and Advanced Mooring anid D)ischage Systems' ,

Probability ol Bheing Able to Transfer Fuel, (iven:

Parinvi rh Present Syst em Advanckd System

In 1", 0.18 -- 0.47 0,53 -- 0.71
pd 0.70 0.85

" The ltrcw.,t and advanced ,yiteis addressed embody tihe Operatig capubilitlax ciled In the preceding Talble as
present and target, respectively,

b For annual occurrnce. rates or wartatgo ubove thf upper nperational lihlit i.e., seastatt 2 ful thu prisunt ,luyswlitt
unit suutiite 3 rt the advanced system (see the preceding labl),

c€ Probability of delivering fuel Irom a veosl pn!,tionod oil a randomly selueled landing beach on a randomly
silected day,
Probability of doliytring fuel from a vessel -n a randomily salgutad day utllizing it pruantt or advanced sySttit

which has been Installed orfshore front the objective urea.

In sumnnary, the present t:tnkcr mooring and discharge system would be
responsive to the tactical commander's needs between 18 and 47 percent of the tilme,
while an advanced system would increase this value to between 53 and 71 percent;
the latter value jumps to 85 percent once a site has been selected for the system,
The present system's Indicated utility would be even less if the probabilities in Table
A-2 were adjusted downward by a factor corresponding to the percentage of the
MSC tanker fleet less than or equal to the current system's limit of 2S,000 deadweight
tons (less than half the MSC fleet). The 1.5 fold to 3 fold increase in potential
coverage of worldwide landing beaches associated with the advanced system would
reduce initial site selection constraints substantially, An enhanced scastate tolerance
would Increase the hypothetical advanced system's usefulness by approximating 150
percent during the worst month of the year and by a lesser 120 percent on an annual
basis. An advanced discharge means with a potential throughput double that of the
present would halve the number of systems required to support a given magnitude
hostility, freeing personnel and equipment for other tasks. While the advanced
system's configuration may not be accurately predicted at this time, it is known that
ti|e mooring component would undoubtedly be of a single-point type,
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APPENDIX B

NSIA TRADE-OFF TECHNIQUE

A trade-off technique is a method, procedure, or device used as an aid in decision
making. The purpose of trade-offs Is to "weigh" two or more alternatives or choices
in an objective and systematic manner so as to increase the probability of arriving
at a correct decision.

One of the best known trade-off techniques was developed by the National
Security Industrial Association (NSIA). This tuchnique Involves breaking a complex

problem down into a number of smaller problems, the successive solutions of which
lead directly to solution of the basic problem. The goal is to objectively express
each element of a problem in numerical terms for use in substantiating the optimum
decision.

The NSIA technique, when applied objectively, provides reasonable accuracy
in dveision making without requiring the excessive amounts of time and manpower I
which often preclude the application of more sophisticated techniques, The principul
disadvantage of the NSIA technique Is that it does not require examination of all
lower order parameters which may impact on the final outcome. Despite this
weakness, the NSIA technique Is vastly superior to any qualitative Judgment of the
relative merits of several alternative courses of action.

The evaluator of the effect of a particular alternative should include In the
evaluation all aspects of the problim that would possibly be Involved, When this is
done by trade-offs, it is possible to refline the balance of the favorable and unfavorable
effects of each alternative on the overall problem, The total effect of each alternative
is expressed as a numerical value and can be incorporated with similar overall measures
of the effuct on the total problem, The final result obtained becomes an objective
basis for judging the desirability of adopting the alternatives that have been so
analyzed,

The NSIA trade-ofr technique produces positive or negative numerical values
for the possible effects of' a particular parameter (or a change therein) on all the
characteristics and other faatures or a system, As stwh, it represents an evuiLation
of the system from one particular point of Interest. The evaluator uses numerical
values from +1 to +100 for estimated favorable effects and values from -1 to -100
for those found to be unfavorable, An estimate of l'lther +100 or -100 would override
all other considerations,
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Several precautions should be taken in applying this technique. lEvaluation
should be made only by individuals fully qualified in the area of the system
characteristic being studied. Second, whenever possible, a given evaluation should
be made independently by two or more such experts, with the algebraic average
of all to be used. Finally, all possible effects of a given alternative should be
considered. When this has been done for all the alternatives that have been proposed,
a reasonably clear and rather conclusive Indication is obtained of the degree of
desirability of each, It Is evident that every effort must be made to describe clearly
and completely any alternative that Is proposed so that all the evaluators obtain a
unifomr and accurate understanding of that alternative,

Procedures for applying the NSIA technique:

(I) Define the problem to be solved clearly and concisely.

(2) List all the alternatives that can be considered as possible solutions to
this problem.

(3) For each such alternative, obtain or prepare drawings, schematics, and
other materials that define it clearly.

(4) For each alternative, prepare a data sheet similar to the one shown as
Figure B 1.

NOTE: From this point, this procedure relates solely to the steps taken for one
of the alternatives being studied by trade.off,

(5) Determine all of the parameters, such as reliability, safety, cost, and
schedule, that could be affected if this alternative were adopted, Enter these by
number in the appropriate column of the data sheet for this alternative. Enter special
information of significance about any of these characteristics in the column headed
"Considerations,"

(6) Fur each characteristic entered In the "Parameters" column, establish
and enter in the "Relative Weighting" column a suitable weighting value that represents
the relative importance of each characteristic to the system. A value of unity should
be assigned to the least important characteristics, with appropriate whole-number
values given the others, according to their importance. For example, If the effect on
schedule were considered least important, it would be given the factor of 1, and if
Safety were considered to be twice as important, it would be weighted by a factor .5
of 2. In some instances, fractional weighting values can be used,
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!J (7) Evaluation of each alternative In relation to each system churucteristic or

other paramiter should then be made by the individual or group best uLIuliflid to
judge its desirability. For example, the reliability group would evaluute the feature
Irom the viewpoint o1 its ellec.t on subassembly or system relia bility the humnan
l''actors group Would do the samne 'rorV the human engineering viewpoint. Whenever
possible, a number of independent evaluations should be made. In every instance,
however, utmost care must be taken that each characteristic associated with anl
alternative Is evaluated In isolation, never as influenced by other characteristics, Euch
evaluator, having made his evaluation, assigns to his findings an appropriate positive
or negative number to indicate the degree of desirability or undesirability that has
been determined. (See the scale of numerical values given In F•gure B-2.) If several
evaluations have been made of the alternative in relation to a single system
churacteristie, the algebraic average of the group is computed and entered, us either
undesirable or desirable, In the "Basic Rating" column.

+100 Necessary
+ 90
+ 80
+ 70 Very Desirable
+ 60
+ so

+ 40 Desirable
+ 30
+ 20
+ 10I0 No Effect

10
-20

30 Undesirable40

50
60 Very Undesirable* 70 i
80

-90
-100 6--- Unacceptable

Figure B,2, Basic rating cale.

(8) Multiply the assigned value in the "Basic Rating" column by Its
corresponding weighting factor, and enter the -product, us either undersirable or
desirable, In the "Adjusted Values" column.
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(9) 1 Living done this for ev.ch of tie systlem characteristics or other paramellers
selelted as sign•cant for this alternutive, add algehraic•&lly all thc. valiems entered in
(le "Adjusted Valuus" vuhunin, vstublishing thereby a total net value for the
a ulternative,

I v (10 Obtain a total woighting t'ctor for this design fature by adding all weighting
values entered on the data sheti.

(I I) To determiep an average net value for the design features, divide thc total
A j net value by the total weighting factor. The resulting algebraic sign (plus or minus)

will indicate whether this alternative Is desirable or undesirable, and Its absolute
value will measure the degree of its desirability or undesirability, The average net
value thus determined is the figure of merit for this particular alternative.

When this teclhnique has been applied to all the alternatives under consideration,

the average net value determined for each will provide an optimum solution of this
particular problem.

I
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APPIENDI X C

J •COMPANIES MENTIONED IN BPFS STUDY

Aerojet-General Corporation (AOMC) Mobile Pipe Constructors, Inc.
9236 East Hull Road 16 Edgewuter Drive
Downey, California 90241 Belvedere, California 94920

heroquip Mohr, Glen
Gustin.Bacon Division Post Office Box 52
Post Office Box 927 Linthicum, Maryland 21090
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 (See Mobile Pipe Constructors)

Amercoat Corporation Race and Race, Incorporated
SAmeron Corrosion Control Division Post Office Box 1400
Brea, California 92621 Winter Haven, Florida 33880

Anbeck Company Reynolds Aluminum Company
Post Office Box 19415 Post Office Box 27003.ZA
Houston, Texas 77024 Richmond, Virginia 23261
(See Zaputa)

Rockwell International
CIBA.GEIGY Corporation North American Aviation Group
Pipe Systems Department 1700 East Imperial Highway9900-T Northwest Freeway El Segundo, California 90245
Houston, Texas 77018

Smith, A. 0., Corporation
CIBA Products Company Reinforced Plastics Division
556 Morris Avenue 2700 West 65th Street
Summit, New Jersey 07901 Little Rock, Arkansas 72209

(See IBA-GIGY)Vlctaullo Company of America

CRC-Crose International, Inc. 3102 Hamilton Boulevard
Post Office Box 3227 South Plainfield, New Jersey 07080
Houston, Texas 77024

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Frieberg and Fonnsbeck Associates Industrial Equipment Division
Post Office Box 21 27 Post Office Box 300
Fullerton, California 91633 Sykesville, Maryland 21784

Gustin.Bacon Division Zapata Pipeline Technology, Inc.
Certain.Teed Products Corporation 2521 Fairway Park Drive
Post Office Box I 5079.S Suite 420
Kansas City, Kansas 66115 Houston, Texas 77018
(See Aeroquip) For Overhaulv
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APPENDIX D
COST ESTIMATING GUIDANCE

TRANSPORTATION COSTS

I, Basic Factor.

a. Budget Factors, (Source: Mrs. June Stacey, Prog & Budget Dlv, S&M
Div, ODCSLOG, 2t Jun 75), These figures represent summary rates for all cargo,
as reflected in the FY 76 Second Destination Transportation budget,

budget Converted
Factors to S TON

CONUS Line Haul $47.88/S TON $47.88
CONUS Port Handling 13,02/M TON 32.55
Mitl Sealift Cmd 61.81/M TON 154,53
O/S Port Handling 5.90/M TON 14.75
O/S Line Haul 10.93/S TON 10.93

b. Conversion Factors,

I M TON 4Q ft 3

I S TON - 100 l t3
2.5 M TON - I S TON (General Carau.)
I M TON x I S TON (Ammunition)

c. Packing and Crating Weights. Guidance has been requested from ODCSLOG.
In the interim, a factor of' 10 percent will be added for general cargo and ammunitionS~only.

•.2. Computations, (Source: RAC Study: Selected Uniformn Cost Factors; A Manual
for the Army Materiel Command, Jun 72).

a, Determine weight of equipment to be transported in terms or S TONS.
Vvhicles and large volume items should be computed from volume (cube). general
curio and ammunition, directly from weight. Source reference for Military vehiclesand selected organizational equipment currently In the Inventory Is TB 55-46-2.
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b. Add weight of packing and crating for general cargo and ammunition,

c. Apply the following composite Iactors to total tonnage (S rON):

I st Dest. 2nd Destination
To User For Overhaul0

z.

Total Tonnage $47.88
4 Inventory Positioned In CONUS" $47.88 $95 .76d

inventory Positioned O/SM $27 1.5 7b $54 3,14 d

BIf distribution unknown, assume £0.50,
b Sum of all factors, plus double weighting otf /S line haul because of Intormeudiate back.up depot.

' This Is transtportation cost for each overhaul. Multiply by number of overhiulis a determined in calculatlon of,
depot overhaul coast.

d Twice one.way transportation cost to user,

3, Models.

a. First Destination Transportation.

(STON x I,')
or x $47.88

(ft 3/ 100)

b, Second Destination Transportation.

(STON x I,) I
t3o ) x (% Conus x $47.88) + (% O/S x $271,.7)

(rt, /100)

c. Transportation for Overhaul.

Second I)est x 2 x No. of Overhauls
Trans Costs per Unit

4. Rationale, Should Include:

., The models.

b, The statement that: Cost I actors were obtained from ProgramL and Budget
Division, S&M Directorate, ODCSLOG, Cost models were derived from RAC Study:
Selected Uniform Cost Factors: A Manual ior the Army Materiel Commund, Jun 72.
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APPENDIX E

DESIGN OF ALTERNATIVE PIPELINE SYSTEMS

Assessment of the cost and operational effectiveness of a pipeline concept
requires definition or the principal hydraulic design characteristics of the actual system
to be evaluated, The design procedure 'or each alternative pipeline concept evaluated
in this report is sunmmarized in this appendix.

Military pipeline design criteria states the throughput of different types of fuiels
to be pumped must be considered, and the heaviest fuel making up 24 percent or
more or the total is to be taken as the design fuel.'1' Diesel fuel is the heaviest of
all fuels likely to be pumped through Military pipelines. The evaluation criteria
established In paragraph 5 of the basic report states diesel fuel represents 30 percent
of the total throughiput. Therefore, all pipeline design calculations tire based Onl
diesel fuel at 60*F having a 0.8448 specific gravityi:'.2 and a kinematic viscosity
of 3.85 centistokes.1 .3

The 'ri;tion head, or loss of' head, due to fuel flowing through the pipeline
is computed using the Darcy-Weisbuch equation and resistance coefficienh from
Figure 40 of the basic report.

From Table 2 of the report, the maximunm daily througput requirement For

Scenario I is 27,620 barrels per day, A design rate of 950 gad/min is s1leehd for
Scenario I, This flow rate will allow the' maximumn daily throughput icquirement
to be delivered In approxinately 20 hours of operation.

For Scenario 11, the design rate of flow is specified as 35,000 barrels In 23 hours
of' operation. This is equivalent to a throughput of 1,065 gal/mIn.

a. Alternative I. The p•peline is constructed using fiberglass-reinl'orced epoxy
resin pipe with PRONTO.LOCK mechanical Joints manufactured by C'IBA-GEIGY
Corporation, The maximum safe working pressure for an 8.inch-diametcr pipeline i
is 150 lb/in2 , Assuiming 20 lb/in2 suction pressure is required at the pump inlet,
the pressure loss between pump stations cannot exceed (150 - 20) = 130 Ib/in 2 ,

F.DIe lartnmont of' the Army Technical MSlnuul, Alfll~a~y Orti-oh, wn R~ptlhf, Systens, ITMS.343, I:Qbtuury 1969,
pi , 6- 1.

12 Id, P. 6.2.

1:.3 hJbd, p, C-.
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%-

V- (!) Scenario I. For diL'esl fuel havingz a spet:ific gritvty of 0 8448 at (60°F.
I130 0h/in1 is eIqual to 355 feet of llad. At the design rate ot Iflow of0?95 gal/hoin. the
I hluid fri:tioii loss through th1e pipe is CoilpuLItI to lhe 71.2 feet per imile. TlhL' totila
dyrlanii head losses froin hIle marine tern'inal to the highest point1 in the pi•wlint'
a, iiei1 (q)I .4 is (71-2) 1o6) = 4.272 fect of fuel plus 3U00 feet increase in elevation
(referencc Figure 2 of the basic rcport) or 7272 feet total head, Dividing the total
head of 7272 feet for 66 miles of pipeline by the 355 feet mnaxihutlm total dynamnl¢
head per pump station gives a value of 20,5. Titus, 21 booster punmp stations are
required for the first 60 miles or pipeline, The design head for euch pump station
will be 7272/21 or 347 feet total dynamic head. The hydraulic gradient shown In
Figure Ei-I for pump stations I through 21 is constructed using these flow

!! ,•f•characteristics.

[il the downhill run between miles 60 and 80, Figure E-1, the slope or the pipeline
profile Is steeper than the hydraulic gradient, Under these conditions, the static
head exceeds the fluid friction losses; therefore, no pumlrp stations are required In tills 1
section of the pipeline. The critical pressure in this section of the pipeline occurs
tinder no-flow conditions where th, static head must be maintained at or below the
"maximumn sufe working pressure of 150 Ib/in 2 or 410 feet' of fuel. The total drop .
in elevation fromni mile 60 to mile 90 Is 3000- 400 a 2600 feet, Dividing this total
static head by the maxinmum allowable hlead, a value of 2600/410 - 6.34 is obtained.
Thus, 6 pressure regulation stations must be used on the downhill run to prevent
over pressurization of the pipeline under static conditions.

When pressure regulation stations are used at locations R I through R6 as shown 4
In Figure E.l, the resulting static head is shown by the. stepped hydraulic gradient,
At the design rate of flow, the static head below pressure regulation station R6 willpush the fuel to mile 81.3. Four pump stations, ouchi developing a total dynanllc
head of 311 tfeet of fuel, are required to push the fuel on to the end of the I00-mile

i ~pipe' ne. This results In the hydrauic profile shown In Figure E-1 Ior booster pump
• ~stations 22 through• 25,

The locations for the booster pump stations and pressure regulating stations
are fisted in Table F-, .

The operating conditions for booster pump stations I through 21 of 347 feet
total dynamic head and 950 gal/mtn equate to 83,2 water horsepower. From Figure
E.-, a booster pump of this size will have an efficiency of approximately 0.797.
The brake horsepower required to drive the pump Is 104,4 brake horsepower.

AD4 A ti tooilons along the pipeline a•e desllnimied by the dlitance, In miles, flomi the Mait booster puni p stationl;

I.e., mile 60 is 60 mIllma t'rom the lint bousietr pump station,
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--T"able -I. Location or I•Ppel I tHooster Pump Stations UndrI'essure RI duction Statiions for Alternative I Scenario I.

Station 'ly pc l.o(.'ation*
I' I II)ooster I'll Inp
P Booster Punmp 4.27

""3 Booster Pump 8.54
P4 Booster Pump 12.26
,5 Booster Pump 15.69
P6 Booster Pump 19.12
""17 Booster Pump 242.3 2
P8 Booster Pump 25.44
P17 Booster Pump 28.56
NPO Booster Puump 31.54
Pi • I 1Booster PIuMp1 34.40
11 P12 Booster Punip 37.26

i P13 Booster Pumip 40. 11

11!14 Booster Pumlp 42..59 .

P15 Booster Pump 45.07
P 16 Booster Pump 47,55 -
P1i7 Booster Pumlp 50.03
P 18 Booster Pumip 52.05

P19 Booster Pump 14.07

1120 Booster Punmp 56.09
P21 Booster Pump 58. II
R I Pressure Regulating 62.45
R2 Pressure Reguhltlng 64.93
R3 Pressure Regulating 67.41
R4 Pressure Regulating 69,89
R5 Pressure Regulhtitng 73,56
R6 Pressure Regulating 77.29
P22 Booster Pump 81.30
P23 Booster Pump 86.38
P24 Booster Pump 91.26
P25 Booster Pumlp 9,, 5,63

* Locution Nhown as mtiles from thI marine termninul.
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(2) Scenario I!. As in Scenario 1. the 130 lb/in2 maximum pressure rise
across each pump statiei equates to a head of 355 feet of fuel. At the specific design
throughput of 35,OOC barrels in 23 hours, or 1,065 gal/mini, the fluid l'unction losses
I.o- diesel iuel will be 78.0 'eut of fuel per mile of pipeline. Adding the specified 5 feet
per mile risw in elevation of the pipeline profile yields a total dynamic head ol' 83 feet
per mile of 8,300 feet over the 100-mile length of the pipeline. Dividing this value

: •by the 355 feet maximum head for each pump station yields a value of 23.88. Using
24 booster pump stations, the total dynamic head of each station Is 8300/24 or 346
feet, The resulting hydraulic gradient for the pipeUlre is shown in Figure E-3 with the
pumps located 4.17 miles apart.

Booster pump station design conditions of 1,065 gal/min at 346 feet total
dynamic head equal 93.1 water;horsepower. Using an efficiency of 0.797 from Figure
E-2, 116,1 brake horsepower are required to drive the pump.

b. Alternative 11, Using schedule 40, 6061-T6 aluminum pipe, this pipeline
Is installed using aluminum mechanical couplings for grooved-end pipe. Tile maximum
safe working pressure for the 7.981-inch-inside-diameter pipe is limited to 800 lb/in 2

by the pressure rating of the couplings. Using 20 lb/in 2 suction pressure, the effective
pressure loss between pump stations is limited to (800 - 20) - 780 lb/in2 . Based on
diesel fuNl at 600 F having a specific gravity of 0.8448, 780 lb/in2 is equivalent to
2133 feet of fuel.

(1) Scenario 1. Diesel fuel flowing at the 950 gal/mmn design rate of flow

will produce 82.1 feet per mile flid friction losses. The total head requirements
for the 10o-mile pipeline, including 400 feet increase in elevation is (82.1) (100)
+ 400 - 8610 feet. Four pump stations operating at the maximum safe discharge
pressure will develop (4 x 2133) a 8532 feet of hWad. This is Just 78 feet or 19.5
feet per pump station less than necessary to meet the deqign conditions. It is not
practical to Increasc the number of pump stations from 4 to 5 to obtain this small
amount of' additional head, Possible alternatives include: (a) increasing the maximum
operating pressure by 19.5 feet, which reduces the factor of safety slightly. (b)
reducing the suction pressure by 19.5 feet; or (c) reducing the design rate o' flow.

ror this analysis, reducing the design flow rate is assumed to be the best approach

A total effective head of 8532 I'et less 400 feet static head from change in
elevation results In 8132 feet of head available to overcome dynamic flow losses.
Using the Darcy-Weisbach equation to compute the rate of flow corresponding to
a fluid friction loss ofe (8132/100) a 81.32 feet per mile yields a new design rate
of flow of 945 gal/min. The hydraulic gradient for the pipeline system• with four
pump stations operating at 945 gal/nin and 2133 feet of head is shown in Figure F-4.
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• The downhill ruLn trom mile 60 to mile 90 presents no problems under dynamic
conditions, sin, as shown in Figure 11-4, lhie hydraulic gradient from pump station
P4 to the end of' the pipeline is below the curve ibr 1he maximnum safe working
pressure, The pipeline profile fall-, 2 188 fecet, equivuleat to thc maximum sul'. working
pressure., between mile 60 and mile 76,88. Thus, without a pressure regulation
station, the pipeline would be overpressured from mile 76,88 to the end (mile 100).

This set of design conditions presents an ideal situation for employing a pressure
reducing station, A horizontal static gradient line drawn 2088 feet above the profile
at mile 100 intersects the dynamic gradient at mile 75 as shown in Figure E-4. By
positioning the pressure reduction station at this point and adjusting the pressure
setting to limit the downstream pressure to 1488 feet, the pressure reduction station
will not restrict the flow at design flow conditions, Under static conditions the
pressure regulation station will limit the downstream pressure to 1488 feet of head.
Adding the 600 feet difference in elevation from the pressure regulation station at

mile 75 to the lowest section of' the pipeline from mile 90 to 100, the maximum
static pressure downstreum from the pressure regulation station is (1488 + 600)
2088 feet. The difference in elevation from the highest point on the pipeline at mile
60 to the pressure regulation station at mile 75 is 2,000 feet, This is the highest
static pressure In the pipeline above the pressure regulation station occurring at the
pressure regulation station inlet,

The locations for the pipeline booster pump stations and the pressure regulution
stations are shown in Table E-2.

Table E.2, Locution of Pipeline Booster Pump Stations and
Pressure Regulation Stations for Alternative il - Scenario 1.

Station Type Locution*
P1 Booster Pump 0
P2 Booster Pump 20,88
P3 Booster Pump 37.82
P4 Booster Pump 51.84
R I Pressure Regulation 75

' Lo•;ation shown ax offlo I'ront the 1i1usine tgimiuI.

The booster pump stations operating at 945 gal/min and 2,133 feet total dynamic
head develop 509 water horsepower, From Figure E-2, a booster pump of this size
would have an efficiency of approximately 0,807. The power required to drive the
pump would be 631 brake horsepower.
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When turbine-engine-driven pumps are used, o01e pIump unit en handll e the
entire pum11pinjg operation at each booster punp• station. The size and weight of a
03 1-brake horsepowel dieselvngine-drivcn pump unit would exceed Military
transportability limits. Thus, two diesel-engine-driven units rated at 315 brake

I horsepower each would be required at each booster pump station. Units of this
size slightly exceed the limit of 304 brake horsepower listed In Table 6 of the basic

* report. However, this limit Is bused on the average weight of pump units. By judicious
selection of components, design of' a 31 5-brake horsepower diesel.engine-driven pump
of acceptable size and weight is possible.

fBased on tile foregoing, the minimum number of pumps required at each booster
r• i station for Alternative il, Scenario I will be one turbine-cngine-driven pump or two

diesel.engine-driven pumps.

J : (2) Scenario 11. Tile same pressure characteristics used in $¢enurlo I apply.,
Thus, the maximum operating pressure is 2188 feet of head and the maximum total

dynamic head developed at each pump station Is limited to 2133 feet. For diesel,i fuot flowing at the design rate of nlow of 1,065 pal/min, tile fluid friction losses

through the pipe are computed to be 9,632 feet for the 100-mile pipeline. Adding the
increase in elevation of 500 feet, the total head requirement at tlhe design rate of nlow
Is 10,132 feet. When five booster pump stations art, used, each pump station must

develop 10,132/5 a 2026.4 feet of head. Figure E-5 shows the hydraulic gradient
for the pipeline with the pump stations located 20 miles apart.

The hydraulic horNepowor developed by a pumping station delivering 1,065
gal/min at 2026.4 feet of head is 545 water horsepower. Applying a pump efficiency
of 0.808 from Figure E-2, the power required Is 675 brake horsepower.

As was the case in Scenario I, one turbine-engine-driven pump can be used at
each pump station, Transportability limitations require the use of three 225-brake
horsepower diesel-englne-driven pumps at each booster station.

c. Alternative IlL This alternative uses 6063-T6 aluminum pipe joined by
mechanical couplings manufuctured by Race and Race, Inc, The maximum sure
working pressure recommended by the manufacturer for 8-inch,.dlameter,
0,150-inch-wall pipe is 359 ib/in 2. Again, using 20 lb/in 2 suction pressure, the
maximum pressure loss between pump stations Is (359 - 20) a 339 lb/in2 . This
maximum working pressure is equal to 982 feet of diesel fuel, The maximum total
dynamic head for each pump station is limited to 927 feet with 55 feet suction
pressure,
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(1) Scenario 1, The design flow rate of 950 gal/rain translates to 67.4
L feet per mile luid friction losses for the 8.239-inch-inside-diameter pipe. The dynamic

flow losses from the marine terminal to mile 60 are (60) (67.4) = 4,044 feet. Adding
the 3000 feet static head due to Change in elevation, the pump stations in the first
0) miles of the pipeline must develop a total head of .4,044 + 3,000) - 7,044 feet.
Dividing the total head required by the maximum head per station, a value of
(7044/927)- 7,60 Is obtained. Therefore, 8 pump stations are required to develop
7,044 feet of head or (7044/8) a 880.5 reot total dynamic head per pump station.
Figure E-6 s4hows the hydraulic gradient for this pipeline design.

On the downhill run from mile 60 to mile 90 both the dynamic and static
• i • • gradients would exceed the maximum saf'e workingj pressure without the use of

pressure regulation stations, In this case the pipeline designer has an option on how

the line Is to be designed, Since the total change in elevation of 2600 feet Is less than
three times the safe working pressureof the pipe, only two pressure regulation stations
would be required to maintain safe static pressure conditions. However, the static
head below the last pressure regulation station would not be sufficient to push the

S•_. • uel all the way to pump station P9 in Figure E-6. This would require two pump

Z . stations in the pipeline between mile 80 and mile 100. By using three regulation
stations on the downhill run as shown In Figure E-6 only one pump station, P9, Is
required In' this segment of the pipeline, The use of three pressure rejulation stations
and one pump station is a superior choice over two pressure regulation stations and
two pump stations.

The final system design is us Illustrated by the hydraulic gradient in Figure E-6,
The locations for ull booster pumip stations and pressure regulation stations are shown
In Table E.3.

Table E-3. Location of Pipeline Booster Pump Stations and
Pressure Regulation Stations for AlternativeIll -I Scenario 1.
Station Type Loeatlon*

PI Booster Pump 0
P2 Booster Pump 11.1
P3 Booster PuLIp 20. 1
P4 Booster Pump 28.3
P5 Booster Pump 35.9
P6 Booster Pump 42.9
P7 Booster Punip 49.3
P8 Booster Pump 54.7
R I Pr essure RlUMl a tion 64
R2 Pressure Regulation 68
R.3 Pressure Reglulation 74

S........... . po. .. . ooster Punig . .... 8 .
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A pump station operating at 950 gal/min and 880.5 fect total dynamic head
develops 211 water horsepower.

1:1F0111 Figurer L-2, a booster pumtp at' this site will have ain efficiency of' 0.800,The power required to drive a pump of this size Is 264 brake horsepower.

(2) Scenario 11, Under th, specified design conditions, the fluid friction
losses when flowing at i,065 gal/min are 82.9 feet per mile. Adding the S feet per
mile static gradient yields a total head requirement of 87.9 feet per mile or 8790

S+ ,feet for the entire 100-mile pipeline, Ten booster pump stations, each developing
879 feet total dynamic head, are required to maintain the pump station discharge
pressure below the maximum safe working pressure of 957 feet. Operating at 55
feet (20 b/in 2 ) auction pressure and 897 feet total dynamic head produces a working

k + pressure or 934 feet, The corresponding hydraulic gradient is shown In Figure E-7] with 10 miles between pump stations.

The hydraulic horsepower equivalent to 1,065 gal/min and 879 feet total dynamic
f head Is 236 water horsepower, From Figure E-2, the pump efficiency is 0,801 with

the pump power requirements being equal to 294 brake horsepower,

For both diesel-engine-driven pumps and turbine-engine-driven pumps, the total

dynamic head can be developed by a single pump at each booster station.

d. Alternative IV, This pipeline concept Joins 6061-T6 aluminum pipe by the
"ZAP-LOK mechanical swaging process. Using 8-Inch schedule 40 pipe, having an
Inside diameter of 7.981 Inches, the pipeline has a maximum safe operating premiere
of 1,000 lb/in2 . With 20 lb/In2 suction pressure, the maximum effective pressure
loss between pump stations cannot exceed (1,000 - 20) n 980 lb/In2 . When pumping
diesel fel, equivalent heads are: 1000 lb/in2 a 2735 feet of fuel, 980 lb/in2 u 2,680
feet of fuel, and 20 Ib/I•n SS feet of fuel,

(1) Scenario 1, Diesel fuel flowing at the design rate of flow of 950 gal/min
Incurs fluid friction losses of 82. I feet per mile of pipeline. The total head requirements
for the 100-mile pipeline, Including the static head of 400 feet due to the net rise

In elevation is (82.1) (100) + 400 = 8610 feet of fuel, The minimum number of pump
stations required to develop the total head without exceeding the 2735 feet maximum

!! safe working pressure is four. With each pump station developing 2,152.5 feet total

dynamic head and having a suction pressure of 55 feet, the working pressure is 2207.5
feet of fuel. The hydraulic gradient for this pipeline system is shown in Figure E-8,

The dynamic hydraulic gradient is well below the maximum safe working pressure
at all points along the pipeline. The pipeline profile fails 2600 feet from mile 60 to
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mile 90, The resulting maximum static head of 2.600 feet is also less than the 2,733
feet maximuLm saf• working pressure. Therefore, no pressure reguhltion stationIs arC
required for this pipeline design.

. The booster pump station location are shown In Table E.4,

Table E.4. Location of Pipeline Booster
Pump Stations for Alternative IV -- Scenario 1.

Station Location*
P1 0
P2 20.9
P3 37,9
P4 s1.9

..uioution ,rown as milae rroln tho marlei terminul.

The booster pump station performunce requirements of 950 gal/mi and 2,152.5
feet of head correspond to 516 water horsepower.

Based on pump efficiency of 0807 from Figure E-2, the power required to drive
the pump would be 611 brake horsepower.

A single turbine-engine-driven pump Is capable of' delivering the required
horsepower, Two diesel-engine-drivon pulm1p units, each rated at approximately 305
brake horsepower are required. Otherwise the weight and size or the p11mlp 1Units
would exceed Military transportability limits,

(2) Scenario 11, As in Scenario 1, the maximum safe working pressure,
maximum loss between pump stations and pump station suction pressure are 2.734,
2,m80, and 55 feet, respectively, At the specifled flow rate of 1,065 gal/1inn the fluid
friction losses are equal to 96.32 e•et per mile of pipeline. The 500 feet rise in
elevation along the length or the pipeline added to 9632 Neet dynamic flow losses
creates a total head requirement of 10.132 feet. When foUr pIump stations tre used,
each pump station must develop (10,132/4) = 2,533 feet pumpi1 Suction pl'essure,
The hydraulic gradient Is shown in Figure h-9 with the pump stations lovated 25
miles upurt,

The hydraulic horsepower of' a pump operating at 1,065 gal/min and 2,533 feet
of iead is 68 1 water horsepower, From Figure E-.2, a pump of' this size would have
un efficiency of 0.811. T'he required brake horsepower is computed to be 840 brakev
horsepower.
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One I U rbine-c ngine-d riven pumP can satisfy the total pum p station performance
re4.i llneits. Thrree diesel-engi ne-d riven pumps, each rated at approximately 280
brake horsepower, are required at each pump station to prevent the weight and size
of the pumps from exceeding Military transportability limitations.

e. Alternative V. This alternative employs 6063-T6, 8-inch, 0,200-Inch.wall,
akminum pipe joined by mechanical couplings manufactured by Race and Race, Inc.
The maximum safe working pressure recommended by the manufacturer for this pipe
is 482 lb/in 2 . With 20 lb/in 2 suction pressure required the maximum pressure loss
between pump stations is (482 - 20) a 462 lb/in2 , Expressed in feet of l.ead using
0.8448 specific gravity diesel fuel, pressures of 482, 462, and 20 lb/in 2 correspond
to static heads of 1,318, 1,263, and 55 feet of fuel, respectively.

(I) Scenario 1, At the design rate of flow, the fluid friction loss through
the 8.225-4nch-inside-dlameter pipe Is computed to be 71.4 feet of fuel per mile. The
total flow losses from the marine terminal to mile 60 are (60) (71.4) - 4,284 feet plus
3000 feet increase in elevation, or 7.284 feet. Dividing the total required head by the
maximum allowable total dynamic head per pump station yields a value of (7,284/
1,263) -5.77, Therefore, six booster pump stations are required to divelop 7,284 feet
of head or (7,284/6) i 1,214 feet of head per station, Figure E-10 shows the hydraulic
gradient for this pipeline design,

On the downhill run from mile 60 to mile 90 the hydraulic gradient at design
flow conditions would not exceed the maximum safe working pressure for the pipe,
However, tinder no-flow conditions the static head would be 1,318 feet at mile 68.79
resulting in overpressuring of thie line from that point to mile 100. Locating a pressure
regulation station at mile 68&67 adjusted to maintain the discharge head at atmospheric
pressure will limit the maximum static head to 1300 feet of fuel at the inlet to the
pressure regulation station and between mile 90 and mile 100. Below the pressure
regulation station, the static head will push the fuel to mile 84.5 at the design rate
of flow. A pump station developing 1062 feet of head is required at this point to
push the fuel on to the end of the pipeline,

A pumping station delivering 950 gal/mnm at 1,214 feet total dynamic develops
291 water horsepower,

Applying a pLIIUp efficiency of 0.802 from Figure L-2, the required engine power
rating is 362 horsepower. Using turbine-engine-driven pumps, one pump unit canl
handle the entire pumping operation at each booster pumrp staion. The size and
weight of a dlesel-engine-uriven tpump of this Capacity would exceed the
trunsporta bility limits established herein. Therefore, at least two diesel-engine-d riven
pumps would be required tit PUch pLI1n1t station.
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Th'rL' locations of the P1,uI1p stations und pressure regulation stations are shown
inTaille 1-'.-5.

[ablu L-5, Location ul' Pipeline Booster Pump Stations and
Pressure Regulation Stations for Alternative V - Scenario i.

. .. Station Type Locution*
P1 Booster Pump 0
P2 Booster Pump 13.94
P3 Booster Pump 25,38
P4 Booster Pump 35.76'
P5 Booster Pump 44.95
P6 Booster Pump 52.91
R I Pressure Regulation 68.67
P7 Booster Pump 84.5

Location shown as ntiles from mnilno t1rminal,

(2) Scenario II. The specified design conditions result in fluid friction
losses of 88,8 feet per mile. Adding the S-feet.per.mile static gradient of the pipeline
profile yields a total head requirement of (88.8 + 5) a 93.8 feet per mile or 9,380
feet for the 100-mile pipeline. Eight booster pump stations, each developing 1172
feet total dynamic head, will develop the required head within the IlmlLs of the 1,318
feet maximum safe working pressure. Operating with 55 feet (20 Ib/In 2 ) suction I
pressure, the pump station dischurge pressure, or working pressure, at design conditions
is (55 + 1,172) *1,227 feet of fuel, The resultant hydraulic gradient is shown in
Figure E-I I.

The hydraulic horsepower equivalent to 1,065 gal/mmn and 1,172 feet total
dynamic head Is 315 water horsepower, From Figure E-2, the corresponding pump
efficiency is 0,801 used to compute the required engine rating of 393 brake

horsepower. As in Scenario 1, a single turbine-engine-driven pump unit can be used
at each pump station, Two diesel-engine-driven pumps will be required at each station
because of transportability limits on size and weight,

f. Alternative VI, In this pipeline design, 6061-T6 alloy schedule 10 aluminum
pipe is joined by the ZAP-LOK mechanical swaging process. The
8.329-Inch-Inside-diameter pipe has a maximum safe operating pressure of 661 lb/in2 ,
equivalent to 1,807 feet of diesel fuel. Operating with 20 lb/in 2 (55 feet) pump
suction pressure, the maximum pressure loss between pump stations is limited to
(1,807 - 55) 1,752 feet of fuel.
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V (1) Scenario I, Diesel fuel flowing at the design rate of flow of 950 gal/ramn
w ill lose 67.1 feet of head per mile due to fluid friction. The total hend requirement

V for the first 60 miles of pipeline is (67.1) (60) + 3,000 = 7,026 feet including the 3,000
feet rise in elevation. Four pump stations discharging at the maximum safe operating

pressure will develop (4) (1752) - 7,008 feet of head, Adding the 55 feet suction head
available at station 1, the total dynamic head is (7,008 + 55 -7,026) - 36 feet at mile 60.

The hydraulic gradient when flowing at design conditions, shown in Figure E-1 2,
would be below the maximum safe working pressure at all points from pump station
P4 to the end or the pipeline without a pressure regulation station, However, a
pressure regulation station must be used on the downhill slope from mile 60 to mile
80 to prevent overpressuring the pipeline under static conditions,

By locating a pressure regulation station at mile 67, adjusted to maintain the
discharge pressure at 55 feet. the fuel will flow to mile 90 by gravity due to the drop
in elevation. A pump station at mile 90 developing 614 feet total dynamic head will
provide the pressure necessary to maintain the design rate of flow to the end of the
pipeline. The resulting hydraulic gradient is shown in Figure E-12. Locations of the
booster pump stations and pressure regulation stations are shown in Table E.6.

•I Table E.6, Location of Pipeline Booster Pump Stations and
Pressure Regulation Stations for Alternative VI - Scenario 1.

Station Type Locatlon*
P1 Booster Pump 0
P2 Booster Pump 20.09
P3 Booster Pump 35.90
P4 Booster Pump 49.28
R I Pressure Regulation 67
PS Booster Pump.. 90

*Locatlun shown as nallo r'roml mtlazin torntanai,

Tihe booste~r pump performance requirements for station P1 through P4
correspond to 41.0 water horsepower. Based onl a punip efficitency of 0.805 from
Figure E-2, the power required to drive the pump Is 522 brake horsepower. A single

turbine-engine-driven pump is capable of delivering the required pump performance.
In order to maintain the pump unit weight and size within the transportability limits,
two diese1-e nginc-driven pumps will be required at pump station P1, P2. P3. and P4
A single pump of the same capacity would be adequate at pump station PS.

(2) Scenario 11. As in Scenario 1, the suction pressure, maximum total

1,752, and 1,807 foet of fuel, respectively. At the specified rate of flow Of 1,065
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gal/min, the fluid friction losses arc equal to 82.4 feet per mile. Adding the
S-feet-per-mile rise in elevation creates a total head requirement for the 100 miles of
pipeline or (82.4 + 5) (100) = 8,740 feet. Five booster punmp stations, each developing
1,748 (vet total dynamic head, will provide the required hydraulfic horsepower. The
hydraulic gradient is shown In Figure E-l 3 with the pump stations located 20 miles
apart.

The hydraulic horsepower produced by a pump operating at 1,065 gal/nin and
1,748 feet total dynamic head is 470 water horsepower, Based on a pump efficiency
of 0.806 from Figure E-2, the required engine power rating Is $83 brake horsepower.
One turbine.engine.driven pump can satisfy the total pump station power
requirements, Transportability limits on pump size and weight will require two
diesel-engine.driven pumps at each booster station.

a. Alternative VII. Selected to evaluate the possibility of using two 6-inch-
diameter pipelines, this alternative uses 6063-T6 aluminum pipe joined by Race and
Race, Inc., mechanical coupling. The maximum safe working pressure recommended
by the manufacturer for the 6.625-Inoh-outside.diameter, 0.134-inch wall pipe is
410 lb/in2 , As with the 8-inch-diameter pipelines, the minimum acceptable pump sta.
tion suction pressure is assumed to be 20 lb/in1 , The maximum pressure loss between
pump stations Is 410 - 20 - 390 lb/In2 which is equivalent to 1.066 feet of fuel.

(I) Scenario I. The design flow for each 6-Inch pipeline Is assumed to be
one half the 950 gal/min flow rate used for 8-Inch pipelines, or (950/2) a 475 gal/min,
At this rate of flow, the fluid friction losses will be 69.9 feet of fuel per mile of pipe-
line length, Adding the 3,000 feet static head due to the rise In elevation, the pump
stations in the first 60 miles of the pipeline must develop a total head of (4,194 +
3,000) - 7,194 feet of fuel, Dividing the total required head by the maximum allow-
able pressure rise at each station yields a value of (7,194/1,006) - 6.74. Therefore,
seven pump stations are required, developing (7,194/7) a 1,028 feet of dynamic head,
Figure E-1 4 shows the hydraulic gradient for this pipeline design,

On the downhill run from mile 60 to 90, both the static and dynamic gradients
would exceed the maxinum safe working pressure for the pipe without the use of'
pressure regulation stations. The optimum system design would use two pressure
regulation stations located at mile 67 and mile 76 us shown in Figure E-14. By proper
adjustment of the discharge pressure at the mile 76 pressure regulation station, the
available static head will maintain the desired rate of flow to mile 89.2. Another
pump station Is requested at that point to push the fuel to the end of the pipeline
at the required flow rate,
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ThIW li¢ations for all hooster pU•np stations and pressure regultionl Stations
-ire listed in 'r[tlbe v-.7,

Table E-7. Location of Pipeline Booster Pump Stations and
Prenuro Regulation Stations for Alternative VIi - Scenario i,7 Stallon Type Location*

P I Booster Pump 03.
P2 Booster Pump 12.3
P3 Booster Pump 224,

LtP4 Booster Pump 31.6SPS Booster Pump 40,.1

A pum P6 Bootter Pu47 p 47l5
d p wP7 Booster Pump 53.9
tpR I Pressure Regulatbon 67.0

( SeR2 Pressure Regulction 76.0
"~P8, Boosate Pump . .. 89,2

the Locutiod ihown anillos foir ompius tttmonl,

A pump station operating ut 475 gal/rain and 1,028 feet total dynarnic head
develop% 123 witter horsepower, Using at pump efficiency of 0.798 from Figure E.2,
the power required to drive the pump will be 155 brake htorsepower,

(2) Scenario It. Under the specified design conditions with each 6-Inch

pipeline carrying one-half the required 1,065 gal/min rate of flow, or 532.5 gal/min,
the fluid friction losses are computed to be 92.3 feet of fuel per mile, Adding the

5.feet.per-mile static gradient yields a total head of 97,3 feet per mile or 9,730 feet
of fuel for the entire I00,mile pipeline. Ten booster stations, each developing 973
feet total dynamic head, are required to maintain the pump station discharge pressure
below the maximum safe working pressure of 1, 121 feet of diesel fuel, The resulting

t hydraulic gradient Is shown in Figure E-I 5.

The hydraulic horsepower equivalent to 532.5 gal/min and 973 feet of fuel

is 135 water horsepower. From Figure E-2, the pump efficiency will be 0.798. The
pump power requirement Is 135/0.78 a 169 broke horsepower.

h. Alternative VIII. This pipeline design is based on using two parallel
6-1Inch-.diameter, 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, schedule 10 pipe joined by the ZAP-LOK
mechanical swaging process. The 6.625-Inch-outside-diameter pipe has n maximum
safe working pressure of 780 lb/in2 , equivalent to 2,123 feet of diesel fuel, Operating
with 20 lb/in2 (55 feet of fuel) pump suction pressure, the maximum pressure loss
between pump stations is (2,123 - 55) - 2068 feet of fuel.
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(1) Scenario 1. Diesel fuel flowing at the design rate of flow of (950/2)

- 475 gal/min will lose 69.9 feet of head per mile due to fluid friction. The total

heiad reqUirement for the first 60 miles of pipeline is (69.9) (60) + 3,000 = 7,j94

feet of t'uWl. Using four booster pump stations, the total dynamic head developed at
each station is (7,194/4) = 1,799 feet of fuel.

The hydraulic gradient, shown In Figure E-116, when flowing at design conditions
is below the maximum safe working presure at all points along the pipeline without
the use of a pressure regulation station. However, a pressure regulation station must be A
used on the downhill run from mile 60 to mile 80 to prevent overpressuring the pipe-
line under static conditions. The resulting static gradient is as shown In Figure E.16
with the pipeline booster pump station's and pressure regulation station's locations as
listed in Table E-8.

Table E-8. Location of Pipeline Booster Pump Stations and
Pressure Regulation Stations for Alternative VIII S- cenario 1.
Station Type Location*

PI Booster Pump 0
P2 Booster Pump 20.0
P3 Booster Pump 35.9
P4 Booster Pump 49.3
RI Pressure Regulation 73.0

Location shown as miles from marin terminal.

The power requirement for a pump station operating at 475 gal/min and 1799
feet total dynamic head Is 222 water horsepower, Based on a pump efficiency of

0.800 from Figure E.2, the pump engine must have a continuous power rating of

278 brake horsepower

(2) Scenario I, As in Scenario I, the suction pressure, maximum total
dynamic head at each booster pump station and maximum safe operating pressure
are 55, 2,068, and 2,1 23 feet of diesel fuel, respectively. At one-half the required
throughput rate of (1,065/2) - 532.5 gal/mnn, the fluid friction losses are equal to
92.3 feet per mile. Adding the 5.feet.per.mile rise in elevation gives a total dynamic
head of (92.3 + 5) (100) a 9,730 feet of fuel for the 100 miles of pipeline, Five
booster pump stations, each developing 1,946 feet total dynamic head, will provide
the required hydraulic horsepower. The hydraulic gradient Is shown In Figure E-17.

A flow rate of 932,5 gui/mlln and 1,946 reet total dynamic head is equal to
270 water horsepower. Based on a pump efficiency of 0.801 from Figure E-2, the
required pump engine power rating Is 337 brake horsepower, In order to maintain
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f ile PuIp Unit weight and sie withbin tibe trinsportu ilily limits, two
diesel-ingine-driven pumps will be required at each booster pump station,

i. Military Etandard System. To satisfy the scenario requirements with
Military standard equipment, 8-Inch, lightweight, steel tubing joined by grooved-end
mechanical couplings would be used. The maximum1 safe working pressure or
500 lb/in2 is equal to a head of 1,367 feet of diesel fuel, The Military standard 6-inch,
4-stage, diesel-engine-driven pump, conforming to MIL-P-53375A is designed to
operate the 20 Ib/in 2 , or 55 feet, of pressure at the inlet, Thus, the maximum pressure
rise at each pump station is limited to (1,367 - 55) = 1,312 feet total dynamic head.
One pump unit is capable of developing this head at the design rates of flow for
Scenarios I and Ii.

(I) Scenario 1, At the design rate of flow ot" 950 gal/rnin, the fluid friction
loss for diesel fuel is computed to be 63.7 feet per mile. The total head required
in the pipeline segment from the marine terminal to the* highest point in the pipeline
at mile 60 is (63.7) (60) + 3,000 = 6,822 feet of fuel. Six pump stations each
developing 1,137 feet of head will achieve tile design rate of flow to mile 60, The
actual working pressure will be 1,137 feet total dynamic head plus 55 feet suction
pressure or 1,192 feet of fuel.

The drop in elevation of 2,600 feet between mile 60 and mile 90 exceeds the
maximum safe working pressure of the lightweight steel tubing, As a result. a pressure
regulation station must be used in this downhill run, When the pressure regulation
station is located at mile 69 with the discharge pressur.. adjusted to 55 feet of' fuel,
the satic head at the inlet to the pressure regulation station under no-flow conditions
will be 1350 feet. At the same time the maximum static head in the lowest section
of the pipeline from mile 90 to mile 100 will be 1305 feet of fuel,

At design flow conditions, the static head will be adequate to move the fuel
to mile 88, At that point a pump station adding 725 feet total dynamic head will
be required to maintain flow. The resulting hydraulic gradient Is shown in Figure E-1 8.
The locations of the pump stations and pressure regulation stations are shown in
Table E-9.

(2) Scenario 11. At the specified design rate of flow of 1,065 gal/min,
the fluid friction losses for diesel fuel will be 83.6 feet of fuel per mile, Adding 5 feet
per mile rise in elevation gives a total head requirement of 88,6 feet per mile or 8,860
feet through 100 miles of pipeline, Seven booster pump stations, located 14.3 miles
apart, will deliver the required flow when each booster station develops 1,266 feet
total dynamic head. The hydraulic gradient for the pipeline is shown in Figure E-19.
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Table E-9. Location of Pipeline Booster Pump Stations andPressure Regulation Stations for Military Standard Pipeline - Scenario .
r¢neuato ,ttinslr iit tandard.lp•tcScnro1

Stition Tpe ..t.
P UBooster Pumhp 0P2 Booster Pump-
P3 BoosterPujmp' 74..

P4 25.79,PSBote up36.16
P5Boosier Pump 4S,24P6 Booster Pump 53.06R I Pressure Regulation 69P7 Booster Pump 88

SLocation shownin muds from the matIn, terminal,
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